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Testimonial May 12th
For Walker, Turner

Young GOP Federation
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INSURANCE BANQUET

LeMoyne college's summer
A Chattanooga man w a s
program will offer two sessions
elected president of the Tenwith both running concurrentnessee Congress of Colored Parly. One will be for five weeks,
ents and Teachers during the
June 9-July 15, and the other
closing session of the 31st Anis scheduled for eight weeks,
nual Convention held at Head
June 9-Aug. 5.
elementary school in Nashville
last week. He is Wallace Brown.
Students may register for
courses in both sessions. Those
Other officers elected are:
registering for courses schedMrs. Ola J. Hutchings of
Honor will be paid the President of Memphis'
The Memphis Branch of the NAACP has announc- Murfreesboro, first vice presiuled for the five - week and
eight-week periods may take largest Negro buriness and the Executive Vice Presied plans for its Annual May 17th Celebration. The cele- dent; Mrs. Lillie B. Cole of
up to nine semester hours. But dent of its only Race operated bank on Friday. May
Jackson, second vice president;
bration is traditionally the culmination of the organi- Mrs. Willie A. Miles of Knoxthose who register for courses
12th. A Testimonial Banquet, pointing up the distinct
zation's yearly Membership Campaign.
scheduled only for the fiveville, recording secretary; Mrs.
rendered the Memphis Community by these
service
take
not
may
session
R.
W.
week
Webster
of
asa
Nashville,
with
city-wide
The event will be highlighted
hours.
semester
six
than
sistant secretary; T. B. Kennedy
more
meeting at Mason Temple atl
Classes will meet from 8 a.m.
3:45 p.m. Sunday, May 21. The! President's Committee to em- of Chattanooga, treasurer; and
Mrs. G. M. Bumpus of Memto 2 p.m., Mondays through Satfeature of the meeting will be ploy the physically handicapped.
phis, member-at-large.
urdays.
Ais! address by the dynamic and
and Eisen- Some 258 delegates, repreCollege graduates may take
rsonable Clarence Mitchell of Under the Truman
work toward teaching certifihower administrations he served senting a membership of 34,153,
Washington, D. C.
cates. LeMoyne students in good
Mitchell is the Director of the on the F.H.A. Assisted Coopers- attended the convention. Prethe
at
siding
three-day
standing will be accepted, and
meeting
Urban
the
and
Housing
tive
NAACP Washington Bureau
was retiring president, Mrs. W.
student who has successfully
a
Interest
Public
and
na.,Renewal
the
be
and is considered to
H. Williamson of Nashville.
completed one year of college
tion's most outstanding lobby-1 Committee.
Twenty-one standing commitwork elsewhere may be admitist for civil rights.
Mitchell is considered to be
tee chairmen were appointed to
ed after his transcript has been
The Washington Bureau un- the most informed individual on
map programs for school chilreceived by the registrar.
der his direction handles legis- problems of civil rights in Amerdren for the next two years.
SPECIAL COURSE
lative matters and problems or ica. He is expected to bring to
Scholarships were awarded
A special course in group dypolicies of interest to the NA- Memphis a wealth of informaLula Rushing of Mitchell Road
namics (three semester hours)
ACP and the executive branch tion and inspiration.
of
naming
The
board.
Circuit
lion
Retired
—
IN
will be offered.
School. Shelby County; N a d SWORN
of the U.S. Government.
Other highlights of the meetWright, Howard school, Chat- Court Judge Harry Adams Hunt to the County Board of
A workshop for nursery
Mitchell has held many ex- tog will be recognition of and
by
considered
is
Education
a
as
Hunt
T.
Blair
in
swears
tanooga and Caroline Smith,
school teachers also will be ofecutive posts in U. S. Federal presentation of awards to outas
Memphis
of
leaders
Board
Negro
County
the
of
member
Holloway School, Murfreesboro.
fered. This is a non-credit
Government. He has been a standing workers in the 1961
First place for "Procedure of Education. Hunt is a one of the most precedent set- course sponsored by the Premember of the Fair Employ- Membership campaign.
A. MACEO WALKER
in
moves
administrative
ting
JESSE H. TURNER
principal
school
high
former
Books" went to Meigs school of
School Association.
ment Practice Committee, the Music by the J. 0. Patterson
to B. T. Wash- and leading educator for Sh•lby County. (Exclusive
In the five-week session, two
War Production Board and the, Singers will also be featured. Nashville, second
eft the United States to the
ington, Chattanooga; and third many yearn He is a pastor photo by Billy Duncan)
courses in special education will two, if being given at Universal ilittili
to People Committee,
to Orchard Knob school of and • member of the Probebe offered: 320-A Introduction Life Insurance ConsPany.
Chattanooga.
to Psych. Testing (9 semeste
The Banquet is being plan- oemg the only Negro on oak!
hours) and 426 Methods laid ned by a Testimonial Commit- Committee. In 1957, the Vice
Riverview School of Memphis
Materials for Special Education tee of the Metropolitan Baptist President of the United States
won the cup for the largest in(3 semester hours).
church, of which Mr. Turner is named him to the Committee on
crease in membership. MemberThere will be a non-credit a member, and the Mississippi Government Contracts.
ship awards went to eight other
Walker, in addition to many
recreational swimming class Boulevard Christian Church—
schools in West Tennessee, four
from 2 to 3 p.m., Mondays where Mr. Walker holds mem- other notable achievements and
'The Young Republican Na- is going to effect the application in Middle and two in East Tenthe
with
conjunction
through Fridays. Fee for five bership, in
honors too numerous to name,
tional Federation proposed to of existing civil rights laws nessee.
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Dr. Dr. Brown is engaged in four
weeks of instruction is $10.
Universal Life Insurance Com- recently had the distinction of
take action on three major na- since the chairmanship of sena- Founder's Day awards for the
Univerthe
at
projects
research
profesBrown, assistant
LeMoyne will again offer the pany and the Tri-State Bank. being appointed to the Traffic
contributions
were Earline
tional issues, during a Minority torial and legislative commit- largest
two of which are concerned
biochemistry at the Ho- sity,
.
.
.
pre-college orientation course. Both men are outstanding cit- Advisory Committee of our
Resources Conference held in tees are in the hands of south- given Cameron, Wharton a n d sor of
Meof
ward University College
It is a non-credit course for izens, capable and learned busi- City.
Chicago last week. The issues erners who have offered strin- Meigs Schools of Nashville.
group She joined the Howard faculty
June high school graduates who ness men, and staunch believ- Walker is a deacon of the
at (I) Civil rights (2) urban gent opposition of full civil , Memphis schools claiming the dicine, is among a select
as
served
having
after
1959,
in
thruteachers
may feel the need of intensive ers and supporters of equal Mississippi Boulevard Christian
Tennessee
Bulletin
awards of medical school
rehewal and (3) minimum wage. rights implementation.
medicine
in
associate
research
a
receive
will
who
out the country
Itecomrnendations for action
Church and Chairman of its
In the area of urban renewal, were: Porter, Lincoln and Flori- Lederle Medical Faculty Awards and clinical pathology at the In- preparation in mathematics and rights.
English for college admission. Mr. Walker has contributed Trustee Board. He contributes
oh the three issues resulted Young Republicans recommend- da.
Meof
School
University
diana
term.
school
next
the
The course is not designed pri- unselfishly of his time and re- generously to his church of his
after the estimated 200 dele- ed that the federal government Life Membership pins will be during
was made dicine. She holds the Bachelor marily for students who expect'sources to many worthwhile time and resources.
gates from 21 states held semi- make direct mortgages loans to given Wallace Brown and T. The award, which
chemistry
in
degree
Science
of
DiLaboratories
Lederle
the
by
,to enter LeMoyne, but for high I projects in his community. Turner is outstanding for his
nars and committee workshops. home builders if private bank- B. Kennedy of Chattanooga,
Among his generous personal civil rights stand as well as
The conference recommended ing interests continue to fail to and Mrs. M. C. Wester of Nash- vision of the American Cyanamid from the University of Illinois, school graduates planning
in
degree
Science
of
Master
the
85,475
of
grant
a
is
Company,
enroll in any college.
contributions is an annual schol- being the first Memphis Negro
that the Democratic administra- do a more effective job of fi- ville at the National ConvenUnithe
from
chemistry
organic
teachsupport
to
years
three
for
iORIENTATION
tion implement existing laws nancing, with reasonable inter- tion at Montgomery, Alabama
arship awarded to a local high to win election to a significant
where civil rights are concern- est rates, the purchase of new
Delegates elected to attend ing and research activities of versity of California at Los An- I Enrollment in the pre-college school graduate. He is never too public office.
ed. The Young Republicans also homes for persons dislocated by the June National Convention Dr. Brown in the Department geles, and the Doctor of Philoso- 'orientation course will be limit- busy with his executive duties— A fearless champion of t h
phy degree in organic chemistry ed to 30 students and each stu- as president of the Universal rights of man, Mr. Turner has
adopted the attitude of wait-see urban renewal and express- are: Mrs. W. H. Williamson, of Biochemistry at Howard.
how the present administration ways.
Nashville; president Brown, The Lederle Awards have been at the University of Southern !dent must take the full sched- Life and the Tri-State Bank— been instrumental in bringing
ule of English and mathema- to spearhead deserving chari- about many advancements in
iMrs. M. S. Draper, Memphis presented annually since 1954 California.
On minimum wage, the con-1 a
le.
vnildMrs.
W. A. Miles of Knox- to help assure that promising Dr. Brown lives at 1317 Ran- tics. Registration is June 10, table drives. He has served his our city. He is a Certified Pubthat
recommended
ference
medical men and women can dolph Street, northwest, Wash- starting at 9 a.m. Classes will community as general chairman lic Accountant, a banker, a poli"teeth be put into the proposal
afford to remain in teaching and ington, D.C. She is a native of ibe held June12-July 15. Tuition of the YMCA Capital Fund tician, all in the highest sense.
to prevent discrimination of low
for this course is $40.
Drive, and as Chairman of the He is presently president of
research work at schools and Indianapolis, Ind.
income workers." The delegates
Registration for all regular YWCA Building Drive.
the Memphis Chapter of the
universities.
also went on record favoring
DEEP BELIEVER
NAACP, and has served as
Ranging to $10,000 per year for
(See SCHOOL page 2)
broadening the coverage (inin
believer
A conscientious
president and chairman of the
a single grant, the Awards are
cluding a wider class of workfor
Mr.
youth,
opportunities
Board of the Memphis Business
outstanding medical
made to
Barber Group era) under the $1.25 per hour
Walker served as chairman of League. At Metropolitan, Mr.
school teachers and researchers
The "bootleg barber" (an un- minimum wage.
the
Memphis
Shelby
and
CounTurner is Chairman of the Trusto augment their salaries and to
licensed barber) came in for a It was also recommended that
ty Youth Guidance Commission. tee Board.
strengthen the preclinical decamdiscussion
senatorial
congressional,
unfavorable
lot of
He is a member of the Tennes- Turner was cited in May,
NEW YORK—(UPS) —Cos- partments of medical schools in
during a recent meeting of the paign committees as well as Re- tume designer Jon
see Advisory Committee of the 1958 by the Tri-State Defender
Destiny, the United States end Canada. I
Morcommittees
campaign
the
publican
at
Association
Barber
Two new columnists have Civil Rights Commission, and for "consistent and outstanding
who says his present assignris Barber Shop on Evergreen enlarge their staffs by employ- me nts
been added to the ever growing is active in the Citizens Non- efforts to aid our people in this
include designing for I
ing more members of minority
st.
editorial staff of the New Tri Partisan Voters League. On the community to attain the t u 11
vocalovely Sallie Blair, may
President of the association, groups with views of obtaining
State Defender. Starting in the National level, in 1956, Mr. Wal- rights and privileges of first
draw the assignment of deClarence Tucker, told the mem- those in closer touch with the
next issue will be another col- ker was named by the Presi- class citizenship."
signing costumes for "Rhapbers about various skin rashes immediate problems of the avumn on Real Estate by Jessie
sody in Rhythm" for the secand diseases which are caused erage voter.
L. Williams, which is entitled
consecutive year.
by unclean tools and unsanitary Representing Tennessee were
"Real Estate Digest." Also, anAs a designer for buxom
shops. He said "bootleg barbers" William K. Moody, national
other column on farming and
James
other
Etta
and
singer
Pickett
W.
0.
diseases
committeeman,
sometime spread these
,I
related subjects will be writpersonalities,
business
show
Willane
They
Mrs.
Tyler.
knowof
lack
and
because of their
ten by Earnest Brazzle, which is
Members of the Memphis '
gained
widehas
some
estiny
represented
theShelby
also
and
tools
their
to
how
keep
ing
entitled "Down On The Farm."
Chapter o' the Frontiers of Ameshops sanitary. He went on to County Young Republican clubs spread attention. It has not
Williams, who has worked in
Service club were told that
urge people not to patronize which include Memphis State been determined whether his rica
Mrs. Morris is sending out a
real estate for a number of A Memphis group termed
university, LeMoyne college busy schedule will permit time "intelligence is the basic requirebootleg barbers.
John McFerren, president of Plea to churches, clubs and
many
of
studied
phases
years,
realizing
any
sifor
given
ment
of
Tennessee for the "Rhapsody" assignThe next meeting has been University
other civic and community orthe mem- RETURNS TO Heywood Coun- real estate at the University the Original Fayette County
set fat May 17 at Warren's Bar- George W. Lee and several oth- ment. "Rhapsody In Rhythm" tuation." Addressing
ganizations to help the farmers
of Tennessee of Knoxville.
John
H.
was
Robinson,
bers
d
n
a
Membership
Life
Welfare
ty — NAACP
(2d edition) begins its annual
ers.
ber Shop, 1208 Thomas at.
Improvementlin Fayette county. She said
assistant
county
assistant to the director of the Secretary Mildred Bond return- Brazzle,
League, as an "Unsung Hero," contributions should either be
local chapter of the Urban ed to her native Brownsville, agent in Negro work, wrote a earlier this week. The group, sent to Morris' Barber Shop,
League, during a regular lunch- Tenn. (Haywood County) this column under the same name headed by Mrs. Charlie Morris, 1239 N. Evergreen st., or sent
eon meeting at the Flame club week to present NAACP char- for the Tri State Defender some has been contributing money, directly to the Original Fayyears ago.
last Wednesday.
ter to newly reorganized unit
food and clothing to the Fay- ette County Welfare and ImRobinson went on to say "we there. Miss Bond's late father,
ette County farmers regularly provement League, Route 4, Box
must instill in youngsters a de- 011ie Bond, established the As
for more than a year.
133-A, Somerville, Tenn.
sire for education in order to sociation's first unit there in
Mrs. Morris, who owns and
qualify for a broader area in the 1938 but he and his family
operates a barber shop, said "we
professional realm." He pointed were subsequently run out of
need more leaders like McFer- Grave Marker Tells
to cases where industrial and town, along with six other N.
ren, who will stand up and be Two Bit's Life Story
technical concerns have request- gro leaders, for encouraging LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, Pa. counted to the end." She went,
SAN FRANCISCO—(UPI)
ed qualified Negroes employees, Negroes to register and vote. — Alonzo Edmiruston, a sopho- n to tell or tne reprisams
with. A white marker in the army
but an adequate supply was not Another NAACP official. Elbert more at Lincoln university, was Ferren has suffered along
cemetery at the Presidio here
available. He urged Negro stu- Williams. was lynched.
elected to the office of execu- other Negro farmers in t h e, carries this inscription: "Two
_
dents to prepare themselves for
tive secretary of the Pennsyl- county after they fought to be-'i, Bits — October 5, 1875." He
come registered voters.
more scientific and technological OBTAINS CHARTER
vania State Student YMCA.
was an army Indian scout
ohi.
The Lakeview Gardens civic This organization has mem- She chided the "so-called during the days of the Frangiven
have
would
who
leaders
colthe
He said "we got to expand the club has obtained its stabs bers in almost all of
tier wars.
am of interest. We got to instill charter according to an an- leges and universities in Pen- up a long time ago." She added
to
public
cols.!
the
asking
"I'm
n youngsters a dire to become nouncement. The charter is ex- nsylvania.
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4
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of
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Memphis NAACP Member a prise recently for his work, labor leader and civil rights Henry
customers inch ten-seater built about Me
May 14 at the Lakeview Gar- tend a meeting of the national "I want to thank Illy
ship campaign, fast coming to Pete Higgins. having brought advocate. The campaign ends club's entertainment committee,
friends for the splendid co. by the Waltham Manufacturing
and
this
Wisconsin
in
organization
club.
is
Carr
Country
Ortie
dens
the
at
was
Presiding
meeting
an end, is being led by the in more than 100 member- May 17.
operation they have given us." co., Waltham, Malta (UPI)
st1111111er.
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(Continued from page 1)
courses will be held Friday,
June 9, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Classes for both sessions will
begin June 10.
Tuition for regular courses
will be $15 per semester hour.
Registration fee is $3 and there
will be a late registration fee of
$3. There will be science laboratory fees ranging from $2.50 to
$8.
Mrs. Margaret Bush-McW i 1.
llama, registrar and director of
the summer school, said courses
will be offered on the basis of
the faculty that can be secured
and the demand for courses as
indicated by the number of students registering.
No course will be offered with
an enrollment of less than 10
students.
The following courses are
planned for the summer ses- SET UP STATE N E A —
who coordinated the meetmeeting w e r • LeMoynk
These four persons were insion:
ing; Countess Johnson, LeLane, Knoxville and T • astrumental in setting up a
FIVE- WEEK COURSES
Moyne sophomore, who was
nus** Stabs. Miss Wilson is
301 Philosophy and Religion statewide chapter of
h • elected secretary; Willie
president of the Rufus .3.
Student NEA, a branch of
2 semester hours.
Terry, jr., a LeMoyne junior
Hawkins NEA chapter at
the
National
302
Education
Philosophy
Asand
Religion
who
elected
was
president.
MATH WINNERS . . . Dr. The winners. all from
LeMoyne and was a dela.
Nash- grade, Pearl High school, students won • second place
sociation, at Nashville re2 semester hours.
and Mrs. Cherie P. Roland
Rutherford H. Adkins (loft) ville schools. (left
gate to the national meet31,to right) geometry; Charles Holmes, and a third place award
cently.
201
Left
or
to
202
right:
Reading,
Shirley
Writing,
started
who
the
ball
rolling.
ing last summer in San DiTennessee State University's are: Russell L. Stockard.
9th 12th grade. Pearl High while Clarksville's Burt
Wilson, senior at LeMoyne
Criticism
Colleges represented at the
Physics and Mathematics grade, Washington
Junior school.
2 semester hours.
department head passes out High school, beginning al- High comprehensive. Pearl High cam* away with a secschool students also ond place award. Top three
301 or 302 World Literature
awards to first place region gebra; Roxane Simmons.
captured two third place winners out of all the com2 semester hours.
winners in the annual state 10th grade, Pearl High
awards; Washington— two peting regions over the state
305 Piano
high school mathematics school, advanced Algebra;
second places and a third are to be announced next
2
semester hours.
contest held on Tennessee Shirley D. Ensley, 11th
place tie. Cameron High week.
405 Audio Visual Education
State's campus last week
2 semester hours.
The Tenn. Social club held a
408-A Elementary
recent meeting at the home of
Methods
Mrs. Gussie Taylor of McKinley
3 semester hours.
st. Participating in the devotion
414-C High School Methods
service was Mrs. Sammie L
3 semester hours.
Carter.
453 Guidance and Counseling
After the business session, reThe 35th annual meeting of Southern Bell president Ben S
3 semester hours.
freshments were served by the
the Tennessee Chapter of the Gilmer will speak at an ev- 353 Group Dynamics
I
have
been
asked
to
particimust
through our every deed let hostess. The next meeting is
Telephone Pioneers of America ening banquet, after which 3 semester hours.
male chorus for a spe- people, who come in contact scheduled to be held at the
ATLANTA — (UPI) — The tegration. We see the
rise of will be held, in Nashville, May there will be a dance. Sight-see- 313 Community Organization pate in a
program.
The
Rev. Martin Luther King, jr. 'McCarthyism' in the
Men's
with
us see a God-likeness in home of Mrs. Mary Buford,
Day
cial
South 12 and 13. Some 400 members ing and a noon barbecue are 2 semester hours.
and 16 other big names in the again because all other
unusual thing about this pro- us. Nothing shorter will ever 407-B Foot Park.
weapons are expected to attend. Nash- scheduled for Saturday.
320-A
Introduction to Psych. gram is that two men in this do.
southern
Negro
integration ot the segregationists have ville's Hotel Hermitage will be Pioneers are the telephone Testing
Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey is presi,
movement have joined in de- failed."
chorus have the total age The old hymn says, "If you dent and Mrs. Carter is club .re..
headquarters for the meeting. industry's veterans, active and 3 semester hours.
seven
manding that the controversial
hundred
sixty
arid
one
of
porter.
can
not
sing
like angels or
The Rev. Fred L Shuttles- Friday aftern000n, May 12. retired who have 21 years or 426 Meth. and Materials for
House UnAmerican Activities
years and they both still sing preach like Paul, you can tell
worth, Birmingham, Ala., inte- will be devoted to chapter more of service. There are al- Special Ed.
than some the love of Jesus, say He ANNUAL
better
Committee be abolished and that
far
very
well
business
and
committee reports. most a quarter of a million 3 semester hours.
gration leader, said the record
TEA
a man jailed for defying it be
much younger people who died to save us all!" So it must The
members throughout the Unitdoes riot show that Braden "is
annual tea of City Union
EIGHT-WEEK COURSES
pardoned by President Kenneshould have far better voices. be with all of us. There is No. 1 has
a communist . . . He was cered States and Canada. Their 101 or 102 Freshman English
been set for TuesdaY.
dy.
One is 80 years of age, the other something in this program of May 9 at
organization is dedicated, not 4 semester hours.
tainly been vindicated in his
Owen college at 6
eighty-seven. When asked why kingdom building that each of p.m.,
Carl Braden of Louisville, past actions and I don't
only
announced
to
preserving
the chairman
continuing
a
201 American Public School they could keep on singing at
think
Ky., whose release the bi-racial the committee members
us can do. The important thing of the affair, Mrs. M. M.
companionship among those who 3 memiftier hours.
Dun-them"God
they
said,
both
age
this
that confronts each of us today laney. Members of all local
leaders are demanding, was jail- selves thought he was a Comhave spent an important part 301 American Teacher
mis-has been good to me!"
ed Monday along with Frank munist.
is the fact that we must de- sionary societies are urged
of their lives in the telephone 3 semester hours.
to
Wilkinson of Los Angeles. The
velop
an
Yes, God has been good to
awareness of our im- cooperate in the affair, said the
industry, but also to serving 302 Educational Psychology
"He is being punished for opportance
two were convicted by a federal
started
who
people
in
the
them. Many
whole program president, Mrs. J. B. Webb.
their communities through so- 3 semester hours.
posing the committe. I also opjury in Atlanta in early 1959
off eighty or eighty-seven yearstand do that which we are SUPpose it. I don't think that you The Thrifty-12 Social club cial, civic and charitable 102 Social Science Survey
posed
for refusing to tell the House
to
passed
off
do.
since
The
have
long
ago
world is in its
4 semester hours.
can jail a man for what he was entertained at a candle- groups.
committee whether they were
present condition because many
the scene.
thinks, what he does."
This year marks the golden 201 United States History
light
buffet
by
Mrs.
Julius
Communists.
The Bible tells us that the of us have failed to assume our
anniversary of the Telephone 3 semester hours.
responsibilities in making ourThey surrendered to a U. S. King said other signers of the Green in the Venetian Room
Pioneers, which was formed, in 201 Principles of Economics years of man are three score and selves
the
at
Hawk
Gay
restaurant
petition
included:
marshall three hours after their
and those with whom we
en (70) years but by virtue of
3
Boston,
semester
in
November
last
hours.
Sunday.
The
1911.
table
was
final appeal was denied by a The Rev. Wyatt Walker, Atgoodness many times these come in contact the people they
306
Alexander
Urban
Graham
decorated
Sociology
with
Bell—his
an
antique
gold
federal judge in Newnan, Qa. lanta; the Rev. Clarence Joryears are extended. One of these should be.
The U.S. Supreme Court re- dan, Americus, Ga.; the Rev. and white container which held invention just 34 years old— 3 semester hours.
men have exceeded the ex- In far too many instances liv311 European History
cently denied their apples) Ralph Abernathy, Montgomery,,an arrangement of spring flow- was the feaured speaker.
pected by ten years and the ing up to our fullest capacities
Tennessee Chapter No. 21, 3 semester hours.
against the one year prison see- Ala.; the Rev. William Abbot, ers.
other by seventeen. This in it- places a great responsibility on
fence.
Norfolk, Va.: Mrs. Sarah Pat- The hostess, Mrs. Green, wore one of the 83 chapters compris- 302 Public School Music
each of us. Life is so designed
self is a feat.
3 semester hours.
Braden had been acting as ton Boyle, Charlottesville, Va.; a black and white raw silk ing the national organization,
I have thought and rethought that many other things appear
was chartered in 1923. It is 350 First Aid and Safety
field secretary for the Southern Carl P. Brannin, Dallas, Tex.; dress.
3 semester hours.
of these two men. I told the to be more rewarding than
Regional Education Fund, an or- James McBride Dabbs, Mayes- During the affair, final plans composed of seven councils,
130 Health Education
man sitting next to me that in merely being good, But the
ganization dedicated to complete ville, S.C.; the Rev. W. W. Fin. for a late Spring ball were with a combined membership
probability when I get things that carry greatest
3
all
semester
'made.
at NOME in one easy apeticationf II,
The
ball
later,
hours.
is !scheduled to of over 2,000. Each council, in
Raleigh, N. C.; the Rev.
integration in the South.
eighty years of age I will not be weight are those things that enJames M. Lawson, jr., Shelby- be held June 18 at the Fla- turn, is comprised of telephone 232 Elementary Nutrition
can have natural-looking strai
You
able
us
to
Dr. King said the jailing of
stand
for
those things
able to sing at all and possibly
3 semester hours.
ville, Tenn.; Bishop Edgar A. mingo club.
the safe, easy SILKY STRAte
men and women from the
that in a long run will greatly heir
Braden and Wilkinson is eviway. Your hair stays straight for f
100 Basic Mathematics
I will not even be here.
Love, Baltimore; Miss Dorcas Attending the buffet were council headquarters city
benefit both us and our ..,...5, months, won't go back even when
and
dence that "McCarthyism" is on
4 semester hours.
Mrs. Willie Martin, Mrs. surrounding area.
As I look'ed at these men Ilbors. To live
Easy-to-follow directions for i
the rise again. He told United Ruthenburg, Louisville, Ky.;
for eighty or wet.
professional-Hire results.
301 General Physics
the Rev. C. K. Steele, sr., Talla- Georgia Lynch. Mrs. Alberta
could only say within myself, eighty-seven
..;
Press International that "I have
years is a feat by
hassee, Fla.: Bishop C. Ewbank Baker. Mrs. Annie M. Garrett,
"Look what God has wrought!" itself
4
semester
WOMEN:
IFOR
hours.
Gentle Strength
no doubt they are being punbut to have the will to
. FOR MEN:
Tucker. Louisville; Aubrey Wil- Miss Roxie McGee, Mrs. EliaThese men stand today as sym- want to
Regular
SltentidS
witness through song 1.4
ished—particularly Mr. Bradliams, Montgomery. and Marion beth Mitchell, Mrs. Mamie
bols of the goodness of God. an equally
$125
en—for their integration activias great a feat. But .
D ..
j
K„ Ki gs moo w . sem phogrehoe.
A. Wright, Linville Falls, N.C. Prince, Mrs. Juanita Byrd, Mrs.
may be isolated cases a in the
These
ties.
words
of
both
of
these
day
God's goodness but every --- men,
Ethel Cole, Mrs. Ruth Davis,
"God has been good to us" MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
"We are not upholding ComMrs. Odessa Anderson and Mrs.
God is rewarding those who are —why not
in every Deekege
witness?
munism in any way," King said. BYKUTAS MEET
Hopelessly
Him.
faithful
sick
Linda Green.
to
"We simply feel the committee The Bykota club entertained'
people get well, people who are Maybe we won't litre to be
should not be used to thwart in- Mrs. Ruby Aldridge at her
hopelessly involved in one or eighty or eighty-seven — but
Partronesses Board to the
home last Tuesday at a surprise BOTH ARE NEEDED — — Sigma Gamma sorority premany habits somehow are freed whatever our years we live in a
Time
was
when
a
leading
birthday anniversary
these habits, or people realm of great opportunity. In
f
party.
sented a successful Fashionetta The final plans for the gals from
Club members decorated the nation needed an abundant sup- combo last Sunday. The show audience-participa
apparently walking spite our length or shortage of
who
are
ting BREAKhouse with red roses, her fav- ply of arms or an effective Tea featuring the Sarg-King FAST FOR M'LADY
somewhere
down life's years we are duty bound to live
alone
are being
orite flower. She was presented diplomatic corp to gain and was highly endorsed by the effected with you
highway
friends
find
who travel a life that will challenge all who
in mind.
wilt many gifts and good wishes. maintain prestige or influence handsomely gowned guests.
highways
along
bitter
the
of come in contact with us to do
Every
lady
deserves
at least
companions. Though just that. The greatest challenge
Among guests attending were among world powers. Today .. Guests included Mrs. Charles one morning a year out
this
as
life
of
her
both are needed. President Kenthat confronts each of us today
Rollins, commentator; Mrs. kitchen. She merits the pamp- they apparently feel that life is
Flenoid Aldridge, Sr., Flenold nedy made this
wrapped up in the fact that
crystal clear
has nothing to offer all of a sudAldridge, jr., Carol and Carl recently in a statement of Gertrude Turner, chairman of ering of getting dressed in her
den life takes on a new color each step along life's highway
program
and
models.
finery
and
Currie's
going
to
policy.
He said:
we must fight unfalteringly to
Aldridge, K are n Chandler,
After the show the guests Club Tropicanna to be served by and they rise to new heights.
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use our all to make this a better
Sharon Lewis, Brenda Cren- "The primary purpose of our were invited to have punch members
of the Memphis Each one of us can in the world. This is our
arms is peace, not war —to
challenge
shaw, Diane Tenniel, Valerie make
certain that they will from the beautifully decorated Alumnae Chapter of Delta same token of appreciation be whether eighty or eight!
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THE HORSE'S success, somebody let someFROM
M9UTH—The report that the body down. Where were the
old Daisy Theatre on Beale fellow teachers, parent s,
Stleet was going to be razed to friends, PTA, civic club and
make-way for a parking lot church representatives? Mrs.
was denied by one of the own- Inez Morris and other commiterit, Paul Zarilla. However, he tee members who did a big
did admit that he would rent job to coordinate the affair
it.
did not receive the community
WHAT IS THE NAME of support, nor the support from
the Negro student who is re- other teachers that they should
portedly attending Christen have received.
Brothers college. Will someCONGRATULATIONS TO
by please supply his name Elder Blair T. Hunt on being
the first Negro to be appointtO.l'us?
IACKELLAR LAKE is no ed to the Shelby County Board
longer off-limits to Negro of Education.
DR. JOHN E. JORDAN, a
boat owners. They can tieup their water-going crafts at dentist, and Noah Bond, a
county school teacher, went
the boat ramp.
THE WINNER — K•nya
present a program on the
GA STON COMMUNITY to the Greyhound bus restaupolitical leader Tom Mboya
Kenya elections: "Land id
AlliCENTER and Bellevue Park rant last Sunday to have CHARMING YOUNG ladies ficiency with the sewing left are Mrs. Matti* Oates, O'Reilly Tarpley, Miss Luis a picture of confidence
the Black Ghost" Tuesday.
Belles machine that was the club's Mrs. Thelma Evans. Miss lah McEwen, Mrs. Mary
re located in areas where dinner while en route to . . . of the Southern
Mite
after winning in Kenya's
May 16 (ABC-TV) Channel
majority of the residents are Oh! we don't know where bridge club beam with pride latest gift to the school. Gwendolyn Ma wen, Mrs. Lewis Rogers, Miss Eliza13 7:30 8 p.m.
first national election. "Bell
Negroes. yet these facilities they were en route to. How- as little Gwendolyn Cal- Seated, from left are Mrs. St. Elmo Hampton. chair- beth Lewis. Mrs. 011ie Mitand Howell Clos•upl" will
houn (seated center), stuThelma
Bush, president: man and Mrs. Alma Booth. chell, Mrs. Charlene Mc
cannot be used by Negroes. It
is time for the Park Commis- to West Memphis, Ark. We dent of the Keel Avenue Gwendolyn Calhoun, Miss principal of the school. Other Grew, Mrs. Eleanor Currie W.
B. Crawford, Mrs. Leonia least 500 marchers are needed.
Marilyn Watkins. instructor members of the club not and Mrs. Mildred Joseph.
sion to look into this situa- believe these two men made School for handicapped chilSlusher, Rufus Browning, Sr., The hours of the March will
the second group served at dren demonstrates her if. in the school. Standing from present are Mrs. Louise
tion.
the Greyhound Bus restaurant
Dan McWilliams, Geosge Bol- be from 6 until 9 p.m. Friday
-ARE YOU A WAITER? . .
den, sr , Mrs. 11;77-gykes, At night and 2-6 Sunday afternoon.
No replied the local dentist, since the change in racial
policy
which
separated eating
It all started when the dentist
facilities
for
and
Negro
white
was overheard telling a friend
passengers.
of his about attending a meetTHE
der doff:* o
i 41
:
DEBUTANTE
BALL,
By TOMMY PARKER, JR.
ing at the Panorama Room in
sponsored by the Kappas, was
Kng Cotton hotel. The man
a very beautiful affair . . .
miSk
who overheard the dentist
complete with waltzes. The
Wonder School in West corridor, large sunshiny classThe Rev. Fred Hoskins of The Memphis Branch of the
asked "well, how can you atKappas
were
and
dignified
Memphis, grades 1-12, got an rooms held the latest in school New York City, secretary of
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
tend a meeting at the hotel.
NAACP has announced plans
the debutantes were sophis- "A" rating in 1960, the highest equipment, everything from
the General Council of the to sponsor a march for memNegroes are not allowed
tication
itself.
the
by
given
Arkansas
Depart- 20 microscopes in the science Congregational Christian
The dentist replied, "I am
berships. The march built
THE JAYCEES are talking ment of Education.
lab to 16 sewing machines in
Churches around Mother's Day will begin
attending the T. V. Dental
about holding a golf tournaBut, it wasn't always that the Home Economics room
of the U. S., on Friday, May 12 and climax
ment . . . that is, an intra- way. In 1949, Life magazine and a good library. Thing,
will be corn- on Mother's Day, Sunday May
sponsored by the American
tourney. We cannot help but blasted Negro schools in West have changed.
m e n ce- 14.
Dental Association."
recall that first intra-tourney Memphis as a shameful blot
The
has
grad
change
come
ment , speaker
AlikrHERE WAS A LACK of held. Charles William West- on the face of the community. ually over the years. In
Volunteer marchers from all
1952,
for LeMoyne sections of the city will partici1111,thusiasm at the program at brook made a bet with Sam; Children were jammed into the present elementary
and
Moncollege,
Outstanding
"Most
pate
in the march. The Mothloch the
Qualls, who is now presidentl pews of a small church float- junior high building, with 27
day, May 29, er's Day March will be organTeacher" from each city pub- of the JAYCEES. Sam won.'ing in a sea of mud, the article classrooms, was completed.
an- ized to cover every home in an
was
it
lic school was presented last Westbrook was under the im- said. They were packed into
In 1956, the addition of the
VISIT nounc ed by effort to secure NAACP memweek. We thought that Hamil- pression that Sam was rusty a patched-up, five room school primary building which now
t h e college berships. All workers may be
prothe
where
auditorium,
ton
at the game. He didn't know building called ironically, houses the 234 first grade chilpresident, Dr. identified by a special NAACP
gram was held, would have that Sam was getting a lot of "Wonder." Some went across dren in its six classrooms was
Hollis F. Mother's Day March badge. Inrafters.
the
to
packed
been
early morning practice. We the river, gave false addresses completed. In 1957, the high
Price.'
dividuals are urged not to make
Despite all of the hard work are looking forward to this arid .went to school in Ten- school was built. Then last
BaccaIau- contributions or give their
Arnold
to make the program a big tourney.
nessee. Some just quit school. fall, a
10-room classroom
Rev. Arnold memberships to persons n o t
225 SOUTH 8TH STREET - WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
That was 12 years ago.
building for the fifth and reale speaker, Sunday, May wearing this official badge.
INCIDENTALLY. . WillIn that time, West Memphis sixth graders was placed on 28, will be the Rev. Lionel A.
ard Bell, who is a past presiSome
the
of
workers
having
SPECIALIZING IN HOME COOKED FOOD
dent of the JAYCEES, won a has consolidated all but two the far edge of the campus.
Arnold, professor of philoso- already volunteered are Mrs.
tournament trophy which he of its "wing" schools — small "We gradually added the phy and religion at LeMoyne, V. A. Smith, James Terrell,
BARBECUE PEPPER STEAK FRIED CHICKEN
has not received. He won it two-and three-teacher schools subjects needed for accredi- who is on leave studying for Mrs. Geneva Wells, Everett F.
several seasons ago. Bell says in rural areas—into a central lion. Wonder offers the basic the doctoral degree at Drew Johnson, Jameill Ballard, Mrs.
COLD DRINKS
that his trophy is nestled Negro school, still called courses in English. Math and university.
Alma Morris, Larry Wells,
among Sam Qualls' trophies. Wonder at 801 So. Seven- Science, plus Speech. French
com- Clayborne Taylor, Mrs. Lorene
Baccalaureate a n d
.EARLY AND LATI
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
and Vocational training includBell says "I still would like teenth.
m
KatieMrSamu
A;cad
nraedr-,
BradB
mencement will be held on the
ing mechanical drawing. For
to have my trophy.",
I CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM
ley,
Mrs.
Alexander,
campus, starting at 5:30 p.m.
Today the 2000 children at the girls there are Home
Elijah Robinson, Mrs. G. P.
Wonder attend classes in four Economics and Business train- • The president's reception Quinn, William Morgan, Earl
will
class
graduating
the
for
modern buildings with 57 ing."
McGhee. W. H. Johnson, Edbe held immediately following ward Lemmons.
248 Vance--JA 7-9320
teachers. They have football "LOT TO BE DONE"
alumni
the
and
baccalaureate
and baseball fields, a cham- "We've only gone the first
W. F. Morgan, Edward B.
Memphis, Tennessee
pionship basketball team. The mile, there's still a lot to be reception for members of the
Davis, Jesse H. Bishop, Rev.
scheduled
is
class
graduating
hoped
of
list
the
The
of
by
done." Top
school is accredited
com- W. J. Neal, Jesse Small, Calvin
State Department of Educa- for improvements is a paved to take place following
Williams, Mrs. Susie Taylor,
and sidewalks leading to mencement.
road
tion.
most dramatic the school. Every school mornThe General Alumni As- Henry F. Pilcher, W. B. CrawBut the
The final auditions of the
Rudolph Ganz Midwest Piano change is in the attitude of the ing around 1900 children have sociation of the college will ford, Mrs Rosetta Pilcher, Mrs.
Drive-in Restaurant
Award will be open to the students. They are proud of to walk to school on muddy, conduct its annual meeting on
admission their school—and themselves. rut-ridden gravel roads, sod- the campus Saturday, May 27.
"Featuring"
public with
Principal L. R. Jackson, who den in rain and dust-clogged
charge from 1 to 5 on TuesAGENTS WANTED
The World's Favorite
day afternoon, May 15, in came to Wonder in 1951, has in dry weather.
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gym. among the improvements ed the presentation of a film
Chicago Symphony Orches- going to school in the
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partitions separated needed, said the evaluation as scheduled by Mutual Saytra. the St. Louis Symphony Eght-foot
35e
the ings and Loan company. It is
team which surveyed
Orchestra, and Grant Park
expected to be rescheduled for
school last fall.
Symphony Orchestra, and a rea later date. The film would
desperately
school
The
Barbecue
Hall.
cital in Orchestra
to replace have been shown during the
cafeteria
a
needs
The finalists are: Dean SanHot Dogs
the makeshift facilities now May monthly meeting which
ders V the Music Department
was held at Can Creek Baptist
up in the gymnasium.
set
Shakes
of the University of Illinois.
undertaking is church Monday.
biggest
The
Mayne Miller, a finalist in the
raising parental and com- President of the club, T. R.
Cold Drinks
1959 competition. She
munity interest in seeing that Robinson, urges that residents
Shkolnik. Jeffrey Siegel, who
Snack at T-Ws
youngsters attend class of the area join the civic club.
the
appeared this season in Fullerand remain in school
regularly
conton Hall as winner of the
WH 6-0189
to graduate.
have had the diligent and skillcert sponsored by the Society
"'In our favor for these pro- ful cooperation of the union
FLORIDA at TRIGG
of American Musicians,
all
staff,
teaching
jects is our
over the years . .," said NAbut one of whom have college ACP Executive Secretary R o y
at
Eat!
whom
of
Stop!
many
Wilkins.
Look!
degrees and
are working on master's de- He added that the services
School
of
support
the
grees,
of UAW President Walter ReuSuperintendent 0. M. Shultz, ther, on the Association's Nathe school board and the tional Board of Directors. "has
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIES IN TOWN
meant a great deal to all our
teachers P.T.A.
The
classrooms.
30c
the
Cheeseburgers
19c
Hamburgers
Hof Dogs 10c
membership throughout the naHomemade Pie IS<
couldn't be heard over the
JA. 5-8016
tion."
918 S. WELLINGTON ST.
noise of the other classes.
Secretary Wilkins recalled
They weren't teaching school
the mutual history of the two
:---they were keeping school.
organizations, saying the NAService BROUGHT UP TO DATE
McGowan-Williams Appliance & Furniture
ACP "took a firm stand for
economics
home
no
had
"We
UPHOLSTERING SPECIAL!
The workers" during the period
training,
manual
no
classes,
of the UAW's founding.
Any 2-pc. Front Room Set $2 SO plus Material
no science or chemstry deUpholstering — Draperies - Slip Covers
Since then, the two organizalanguUnitforeign
Mich.—The
no
DETROIT.
partments,
All Work Guaranteed
tions have harmoniously worka
find
friend,
even
old
an
Workers,
couldn't
Auto
I
age.
ed
5-9552
JA
734 VANCE AVENUE
ed together in improving the lot
_....! typewriter. I had never seen was praised here this week by of their constituents. Both are
such a mess." Professor Jack- the NAACP for "lending ac- active in the Leadership Cons tive support and cooperation" to
ilrd i e
n
vie
ou
ohfdofloiycle b
yrsocu
eddiegrhlp
son lronookrh
Imcaoldme,
ference on Civil Rights.
the efforts seeking to rid trade
unionism of racial bias. The The UAW makes substantial
financial contributions for the
either side of the long UAW marked its 25th anniverwork of the Association, and
sary last week.
"The NAACP holds the UAW has joined in numerous program
..wavalle404444.
in high regard and is proud to activities.

NAACP Mothers
Hoskins Set
WONDER HI NEWS For teMoyne March Slated
Commencement For May 12-14
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Breakfoat

Dinner - Short Orders
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554 Vance Ave.
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416 N. Cleveland
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3919 Park
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2250 Lamar
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1St. John Sets
Young People
Day May 14

Plan Church
Festival
For May 21

"Safety in May . . and, "Stopping suddenly can cause
everyday."
an aggravating pile-up of the
"Don't be a traffic misfit. . . cars behind you. Making a
the fellow who's out of step is turn from the wrong lane is
out of luck!"
sure to jam things up in the
The Greater White Stone
That warning was given to lane you barge into. Hugging
Baptist Church, 424 Long It.. Is
A three-way program will
motorists today by State Safe- the bumper of the car ahead
feature the observance of anannouncing plans for its SP119‘.
ty Commissioner Greg O'Rear makes you a sitting duck for a
nual Young People's Day at St.
Musical Festival which h.
as he discussed the Safety in serious accident if the fellow
Baptist
John
church,
been scheduled for 7:45 p.111
Sunday,
May program of the Tennessee in front stops suddenly."
May 14. It will be an all-day
Sunday, May 21. This years
Highway Patrol.
Speed is another thing that
observance. Featured speaker
theme is "Without A Song.'
"Sefety on the highway de- must be adjusted to the traffic
will be Rev. S. B. Kyles, pastor
The church's 55-voice Youth
pends to a great extent on the flow, O'Rear said.
Celestial Choir, directed by
of Monumental Baptist chtirch
smooth, even flow of traffic,'' "If you go barreling down
here.
Johnny Ray Buntyn, Sr., will be
Commissioner O'Rear a a i d. the road faster than the drivpresented. The choir is accomFirst phase of the program,
"Whenever you interrupt this ers around you, you're likely
during the Sunday School ses- MRS- AMELIA R. Whitelow of panied by Mies Joan Golden and
flow, you're in trouble..,and to tangle with them," O'Rear
sion, will be sparked by a pro- Caldwell school was an al- Duquence Parks.
so are the drivers around you. continued. "But it's not safe
gram presented by the young ternate for Mrs. Thelda At- President of the choir, Mrs.
Here are a few examples of to drive too slow, either. You
People of the various Sunday water. who was elected "Out- Frankie McNeil, widely known
'turns that will foul up traf- can throw a monkey wrench
as a soloist, will sing on the proSchool classes . . . with the
fic in a hurry.
into the traffic pattern if you
INSTALL HONOR SO- dozing, Addis Moore. Mrs. shown) are advisors. The emphasis on youth, in keeping standing Teacher of her gram.
AVOID PILE UP
force every other car on the
school,"
r•cent
during
the
The program is open to the
Douglass high school chap- with Young People's Day.
CIETY — Last week an E. V. Holmes. Ester Valenroad to take chances getting
"Teacher of the Year" pro- public. Rev. A. R. Williams is
honor society was installed tine, Miss Brenda Guidon, ter assisted in helping inThe second phase of the pro- gram at Hamilton high school.
around you."
pastor of the church.
_Mitstall the members. S. C. Mar- gram will be
He advised motorists to drive at Mt. Pisgah school. Mem- Mrs. H. G. Umble. Ellis
presented at the
Mrs. ris is the Mt. Pisgah princiregular II o'clock services. The
at a rate of speed that fits in bers of the club are. from chell and Alvin Brooks,
left, Freddie Rhodes. Don- Holmes, Miss Gupton, Mrs pal.
8th anniversary of St. John will render music for the after- GARRETT RESIGNS
smoothly with the speed of the
church, stemming from its loca- noon program.
cars around them. He said this ald Allen, Clementine Sand- Umble and Mrs. Harris (not
L S. Garrett, 2559 Park Ave..
is especially important when
tion in the present church edi- The third phase of the pro- who had been teaching an adult
fice, which was occupied in 1953, gram will be a special Mother's Sunday School class at Park
driving on superhighways,
will be emphasized. Rev. A.
Women's Day will be ob- where higher speed gives the
feature, beginning at 7:30 Avenue Church of Christ for thil
McEwen Williams, pastor of St. Day
last 10 years, resigned, accor
served Sunday, May 14 at Mis- driver less time to think in an
John, will deliver a sermon ap- p.m. and scheduled to last one Mg to an announcement by th
sissippi Boulevard Christian emergency situation, and inhour.
propriate for the occasion.
church 's superintendent, E.
church, 978 Mississippi blvd. creases the severity of any acElder Blair T Hunt is minister. cident he may have.
In the afternoon, at 3 p.m., The public is invited to all Hughes, jr., last week.
"Remember, youre not alone
The announcement stated "he
The general public is invited
Reverend Kyle will be the fea- these progranis.
had been a wonderful teacher.
to attend the 11 a.m. services on the highway," concluded
tured
speaker.
The
highly
Day
People's
chairYoung
popumothers
every
''Catholic
disturbing
enjoy
of
their
of
to
family
men
terns
life,
political
We regret that he has resignwith Mrs. Doris E. Simmons, as- O'Rear. "Share the road if you children
more than Protest- faith," writes Dr. Lenski. "We and economic values, and in the lar Booker T. Washington High man is Prof. Enus Moss. Pubed." He was replaced by J. F.
sociate professor of Chemistr want to stay safe."
ant mothers do — and spank all tend to believe ... that our competition for economic ad- School Senior Glee club, di- licity chairman is Mr. W. H.
Collie. N. Burden is minister
at Tennessee State university,
their children more often . . . own group is superior to other vancements,
rected by Prof. E. L. Pender, Parish.
Nashville, Tenn. as guest
of the church.
groups
in
every
way.
Yet
sys"Although
Negro
Protestants
speaker. She is a member of Al- .
are more critical of Jews than tematic research invariably remeda Christian Church and Zeare white Protestants or Cath- veals glaring discrepancies beta Phi Beta Sorority. The Proolics Jews are the least critical tween the idealized image which
gi-am Chairman is Mrs. Sara
we form and hard reality."
of Negro Protestants . . .
Washington and Co-Chairman,
Dr. Lensiti's book is based on
"Catholic business and proMrs. Harriette Walker.
fessional men tend to enjoy extensive research carried out
Mrs. Burnadine Holmes, genDr. Horatio Seymour Hill,
their work less and their leis- by the Detroit Area Study, a,
eral chairtnan and Mrs. Emily
Dean, announces that a new ure more than
do Protestant facility of the Department of
Jackson, Co-Chairman report'
four-year-program of the Na- and Jewish business
that the financial effort will
and pro- Sociology of the University of
Michigan. The sample survey
QUa1
benefit the J. E. Walker Educa- tional Sunday School and fessional men ...
tional Building which will be BTU Congress will be intro- These are three of the facts was designed to find out how
Catholics, Jews, Negro Protestduced
at
the
annual
session
in
remodeled.
revealed in "The Religious Fac- ants and
white Protestants in a
The various committees are St. Louis, June 19-25
tor," a book about the conseworking toward the success ofl Dean Hill and a spedal ro- quences of religious practices metropolitan area differ in patthis program of interest to the gram committee will use the and beliefs in everyday life by
late Christian Education bui- Dr. Gerhard Lenski, a professor
entire membership.
Mrs. H. A. Gilliam Is pub- letin as a guide to the work of sociology at the University of
to the work being done in Michigan. It will be published
licity Chairman.
this new forward looking Con- by "Doubleday" on May 19.
gress program. The Congress "Unhappily,
many of the findboard visualizes a new chal- ings of this study
will prove
lenge both from the angle of.
specific needs for service to m
the great denomination of
Beulah Baptist church, 2409
Baptists in the world: He said
Douglas ave., has made plans
"To the peculiar, social, civic
to conduct its "Christian Home
and economic status and atW e e k," starting Wednesday
fliction of the total race group'
(May 10) and continuing thru
of which the Baptist is the
May 14, announces the generlargest religious constituents
01 AB N.00 Furnktur•
al chairman of the celebration,i
and to all people at large
IMrs. Ruth Graves.
HUGE SELECTIONS
reached
may
and
be
inwho
Clinics and panel discussion
COMPLETE — STYLISH
When Mt. Moriah Baptist
'spired to adopt more largely
be conducted each night,
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
the emphasis of the teaching church, 2634 Carnes ave., cele-'as follows:
arso—worwassaaaistt• -•
VALUES
' processes as a needy strategy brates its annual Women's Wednesday — Pre - marital
Day, Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey, clinic
In Christian Education."
to be conducted by Miss
Fifteen thousand delegates. a city public school teacher, is Harry Mae Simon, principal of
and messengers are expected expected to deliver the key- Magnolia school.
at this 1961 Congress meet.; note address at 3 pin. Sunday. Thursday — Family Dental
CORN MEAL DUMPLINGS
• • May • i4.
Health to be conducted by Dr.
Yes Madame,
cup Jack Sprat Cream Style
One
Mrs. Harvey attended I. A. Watson. Family and AlNew Sanctuary
corn meal.
Bright with the April showers and
The opening service of the Woodstock Training School cholism, to be discussed by Rev.
Scalding water
sunshine, gardens are popping up on
new sanctuary of Ford's Chapel and LeMoyne College before Percy F. Jones.
One-half tsp. baking powder
every vacant lot — radishes, onions,
AME Zion church of 212 Mit- graduating from Lane College Friday—Family and EconoOne-half tsp. salt.
and greens are first to make their way
chell rd was held last Sun-I in Jackson. She received her mic Security, a panel discusOne tsp. chopped chives
to the supper table. For something difday (May 7). The keynote ad-I master's degree from Tennes- sion to be moderated by Mrs.
ferent but odd as the times, try using
dress was delivered by Bishopi see State university and has Montme Webb.
Sift together dry ingredients, add
most wonderful
the
meal — Jack
C. Eubank Tucker of Louis-I done post graduate work at Sunday—Family Worship at
chives, then enough scalding water to
which
time
the
mother
with
Sprat's
style
cream
corn
meal
and
the
University of Tennessee
vilie, Ky., presiding prelate of,
make a thick gravy mixture. Spoor
the largest family attending will
make corn dumplings to serve with
the Seventh Episcopal district. in Knoxville.
into boiling turnip green liquid; cover
red.
that vegetable dinner tonight. They are
Also participating in the She is a member of Alpha be honored.
and cook for 15 minutes Serve with
e is nne an offer to sell sr a
n
w C. Holmes is pastor
7ust as good when cooked In lamb stew
service were Rev. E. P. Boyce, Kappa Alpha sorority, where, Rev,
location of an Ike to butt •nv 01
vegetables, as bread of the day Let
of the church.
rn.le
sencetties This offer
presiding
of
Memphis
elder
disshe has been a member of the '
bv onttoectus to bona fide rem.
me know how you like them
Try them and you will say "so simSous of the State of Tennessee.
trict, G. S. Rivers. Marks dis- Lane College Faculty and optrict; Rev. W. J. Neal, E. S. erated a private business with
ple but oh, how god!"
Bye tor now,
MOTHER'S DAY
Johnson, E. J. Scott, associated' her husband, George Harvey,
Jana Porter
pastors and Rev. Amanda D., before joining the faculty of Mt. Olive CME church, 538
Ballard. castor fchurch.
Linden Ave., has planned to
Manassas high school, where celebrate annual Women's Day,
she is an English teacher, one Sunday, May 14 at 3 p.m. At the
; of the guidance counselors and same time "Mother's Day" will
has charge of student activi- be observed.
Featured speaker will be
CALL
ties. She is a member at Mrs. J. L. Tolbert. Theme of
Princeton Chapel AME Zion the celebration will be "Women
church of which Rev. E. S. Taking the Lead." Mrs. Lillian
Johnson, her father, is pastor. Jones is chairman of the affair.
Rev. Henry C. Bunton is pastor
There she is directress of the of the church
choir and member of the trustee board. The Harveys have
two shildren.
S'es. Ocie B. Macklin is gensopoebly 10.1.06.1
at on
asks!
eral chairman of Women's day.
SHAPIRO SOUTHERN
614 VANCE AVE
Rev. R. W. Norsworthy
The sleek In this "flying is only be.
11. 1
(.0,
offered
d oia
1.450 MAIN ' I
WIAV'N°Ikt.
IA 6 WM
Pastor of Mt. Moriah Baptist
bongo eLline c..noneenotacion eualified
We Are The
as • dealer in
OWn ACCU/11M
church.

Women's Day
At Blair T.
Hunt's Church

BTU Congress
To Get 4Guide Program

'Christian Home
Week' At Beulah
Baptist Church

. Moriah
Momen's Day
On May 14
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In A Hurry?
LITTLE JOHN

TAXI

CHOIR ROBES

JA 5-7734

First NEGRO
Cab Service
With A 2-Way
Radio Dispatcher.

EL
GROUPS SUCH as the
above are always welcome
on the Big Star Food Stores
of Memphis and the Mid South's Talent show. The
program comes your way
every Saturday morning over

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns

popular, powerful 50,000 watt
WDIA, the Goodwill Station,
Big Star has been giving
young talent a big break for
years now and will continue
to do same as long as the response remains as high as it

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Tout Ordei Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or

WIRE

The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 MIllUtes trom 1)owntown Memphis

Company

Misksi Whet You Ask For

Creates What You Thins or'

CASH FOOD STORES

normally is. Above are the
Robert Edwards Christian
Harmonisers and the Jerusalem BTW Singers. If you
have a talent applicable to
radio presentation, call
WDIA to day and ask for
an audition.
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tILIZABETII MONTGOMERY, lovely daughter of Robert
LA Montgomery, is achieving TV fame in her own right.
least that's whg$
She also collects unicorns as a hobby—or at
she told an incredulous
Interviewer. "But uniLL21/011%
corns are imaginary
beasts. They don't exist,"
protested the interviewer.
"Exactly," agreed Miss
"T ha t'
Montgomery.
why it's so cheap to collect them."
• • •
In !Corea, an ace correspondent, pressed into emergency service at a field
hospital, observed a young
nun calmly asaist in the
imputation of a isoldier'e
erueny mangled leg. The
correspondent, ashen-faced and trembling himself, told thi nun.
nodded and
"I wouldn't do that for a minion dollars." The nun
said, "Neither would L"
•
•
•
girl when she
"Did you follow my advice about kissing your
pledger.
least expects it?" asked a senior of a young fraternity
raw beefeteels
"When?" echoed the pledgee, applying a piece of
where!"
toe very black eye, "/ thought you said
Etradiesis
1911, by Bennett Oast. Distributed by King Swims
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JOHN H. SENGSTACKE

by NAT D. WILLIAMS
Publisher

revolutionary to offer. These
extremists walk well in one of
The elevation of former the oldest traditions of the
THADDEUS T. STOKES
Editor
high school principal Blair T. Negro . . . they can tear a
Hunt to the Shelby County building down, post haste
Subscription rate: On• yinsr, $6; six months, $3.50, (2-pear special Subscription rote VIM
Board of Education . . . thus . . . but they never have suitThe Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility tat unsolicited Manuscripts OF Photos,
making him the first Negro able replacements. They don't
the history of this area to even provide tents as shelters
in
Published Every Thursday by the New Tri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid
. for the folk whose building
receive such a postion .
see. Under Act of March 2, 1879.
at Memphis, T
should teach a moral . . . one they tore down. They destroy
way or another . . . to this institutions and personalities
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
entire community and nation and leave nothing to replace
. . . a moral on Negro leader- them except themselves.
Leaders like Mr. Bunt proship . . . and its types.
Mr. Hunt has been the re- vide foundations upon which
cipient or initiator of many others may build. They have
"firsts" for Negroes in Mem- something lasting and tangiphis. He was the first Negro ble. Something a person can
connected with the public grasp and easily comprehend.
schools of Memphis to hold a They make contacts that are
college degree. He is the first useful. They make impressions
Negro to hold the position he that reflect favorably on other
Negroes. They exhibit the
ciatuhrtthes Mehe
ocucvuepniie,se w
hz j
President John Kennedy recently sign- claimed on an annual basis in 1863 by pno
quiet courage of persistence
ed a Congressional resolution which every President Abraham Lincoln. Decoration deputy probation officer. He is and tact.
freedom-loving citizen, whatever his po- Day was begun in 1868. President Eisen- the oldest preacher and pastor Too often, when a Negro
litical beliefs, will surely approve. It is hower proclaimed the first Law Day, in Memphis . . . from the refuses to cuss about the Nestandpoint of longevity of gro's status in America he's
an official designation of May 1 of each U.S.A. in 1958.
service . . . in Memphis and called an Uncle Tom. Too
year as Law Day, U.S.A.
often when the Negro doesn't
President Kennedy's proclamation this Shelby County.
First held on a national scale three
display a chip-on-the-shoulder
year, issued at the same time he signed He has long been one of the desperation because of his
year ago, under the sponsorship of the
• t 's and county's most usefor
calls
resolution,
the Congressional
lY public servats. He was long and acute sufferings . . .
American Bar Association and state and
public observance of Law Day, U.S.A. among the first local Negroes which are true and real . . .
local bar groups, Law Day, U.S.A. has beand public display of the flag. The occas- to start a movement to estab- he is called an Uncle Tom.
come one of the most widely-celebrated
lish a YMCA branch for lo- Young Negroes are being
ion merits that attention.
observances in the country. The reason it
cal Negroes. He performed the taught to look with contempt
It should be added that Law Day, same service for the YWCA on any Negroes who follow
has gained this prominence is because it
U.S.A. is an observance that stands in for Negroes. He performed a Christ's teachings and "pray
has a worthy purpose.
similar service for the Boy for those who despitefully use
Its purpose, briefly, is to cultivate re- sharp contrast to the May Day celebra- Scout movement among Ne- them."—turn the other cheek.
spect for law, remind citizens of their tion of the Communists. The purpose of gro yofourthstheheG
eeoduitds. the Mr. Bunt's is the type of
rei.riHs
leadership which has brought
. heritage of freedom, and encourage re- the Red May Day is to glorify the rule of same
the Negro thus far on his way.
Day,
Law
words.
other
in
men—tyranny,
YEOMAN SERVICES
dedication to the ideals of equality and
And the suspicion persists
of
rule
the
of
ideals
the
aloft
performer
Mr. Hunt was the
justice under law. This is carried out U.S.A. holds
it is his type of leadership
that
Neof yeoman services for
Simple Sighs For Swing Again
that's going to be required to
e
through such group activities as school law—freedom,
th
with
work
his
grrroes in
ceremonies, The difference between the two sys- aveler's Aid Society here in make any other real progress "Where has the fun gone out me. This is the first good mu- Joyce shsss-ss-sed me again, stall
programs, naturalization
for the group.
I shut up and snoozed until the
sic I have heard all night.'
panel discussions, and mock trials—all of tems is likely to be accentuated as time Memphis. And with the City Sure, there's the place for of jazz?" asked Simple.
"What do you mean, where "Joyce said, 'Well, you don't grand firale when the sagohas
he
Commission
which deal with topics relating the rule goes on. And if more and more citizens Beautiful
been
It's
baby."
"cryin'
has the fun gone?" I demanded, h
about it. Phone squawked, the flute cooehdof
have to demonstrate
been most effective in the in- the
of law to the practice of patriotism and practice the principles that Law Day, tegration of Negroes into the said that "It's the cryin' baby .My wife last week, Joyce, Applaud at the
the ed, the piano still hit that one
That's
milk."
the
gets
Law
that
U.S.A. espouses, it is possible that
she drug me downtown to piece. Don't yell Hey! Hey! note, whilst the bass just died.
good citizenship.
useful work of the organiza- true.
. . . when there's milk Town Hall to hear one of them in the middle. People will
.11think Oh man I long for the good
Law Day, U.S.A., like such observances Day could become an international ob- tion.
available.
old days!"
of
benefit
concerts,
jazz
modern
square.'
a
are
you
the
of
tyranny
the
up
The first drum and bugle But it's equally true that one of her colored ladies' clubs a ,
as Decoration Day and Thanksgiving Day, servance to show
"Whenever you hear a man
I
square,'
a
am
I
guess
I
got its start through presidential procla- Communists even more. That is how im- corps for Negro high school when one becomes a man, he building funds. I near about said, and settled back and did talking about the good old days,
girls in Memphis . . . the first puts away childish things. And went
sleep. Why, I felt like not snap another finger the you can tell he is getting old I
mation. Thanksgiving Day first was pro- portant it can be.
big, uniformed high school men don't cry for for milk .. • I were at a cultural tea! Or
whole evening. But there were said. "What was so good about
band . . . the first respectable they work for it . . . earn else at one of them high-tone no
more good music, either. Aft- the good old days?"
Negro high school football it . . . with toil and tact—in- churches where the minister er that little spurt, the band "Jimmy Lunceford,'' s a i d
team in Memphis developed telligence—and courage—not reads his sermon. The band set reversed itself and got slow as Simple, "Buddy Johnson, Lionel
so prim and proper whilst play- molasses. The flute started trill- Hampton, Arnette Cobb, Louis
They are deeply concerned about the under his over-all guidance. bravery,
Five weeks have passed since the South
As a matter of fact, and in Mr. Hunt's career in Mem- ing, and the musicianers turn- ing like a lady soprano with a and his big band, oh, man!
Africans learned that they were to leave future relationships between the two sahnoyrt,
aaoold
difficult
e atoounthinkanodf phish brth
resaiv
inegs ounestfhapcne tosvhfaicche ed so manyatnhye pagiedsr7tsikncneowit look- cold, and the bass plunking like nhtin evenre fautthBendnayysGA
em
man
the British Commonwealth of Nations white language groups and also about
they didn't
progressive,
question:
gng t
aa blind manamn
thought nobodyr nail
the Negro parts—that
missing i toevheraymmtweor Cab and, of course, the Count.
when the country becomes a republic on their own people's failure to appreciate significant movement or in- course will
swingto
ever
around
get
would
has
and
which
Meanwhile, the Erskine Hawkins, Earl Hines,
words
times.
stitution
three
or
Corndeveloped
cuss
the
of
Hard
most:
severance
the
of
gravity
the
well
it
find
still
them
of
May 31. Many
ing out, which they didn't. That piano did not do ,nothing but and seems like when I was a
and
cries
in
.
.
community
or
.
answers
soft
Negro
the
in
nigh impossible to believe the break has monwealth link.
wee small boy, I heard the Sus
,gest j a z z hit one note,
years which hard work? Has the esteem of were the no-swingin
the past forty odd yea
set Royals, also Chick Webb
They are calling for far more dynamic has not had the active support the
occurred.
white citizens of Memphis band I ever heard.
I said, 'Joyce, baby, what is and Ella Fitzgerald.
" playing?'
is not the swing era," they
The initial numbness, bewilderment, action to implement Nationalist race Poll- or encouragement of Blair T. and Shelby County, which has "This"This
Them people could swing,
is 1961."
said.
I
elevaown
Hunt's
their
Hunt.
blaming
Mr.
in
directly
are,
resulted
and
cies,
,
dismay and anger among white non-Na"I know what year this is," "When my wife finally d 1 d could blow, could play—and nq-40
.
.
.
post
present
his
to
tion
in
is
'That
said,
she
energy
me,
insufficient
answer
His
resolution.
for
phenomenal
y would say you NAY Mr
tionalists have been giving way to bitter_ leadership
reward for said Simple. "But that still do the Fountain Blue.'
a
as
given
.
been
any.
school
If
public
the
of
areas
hollered outloud.
ness and resentment against the politic_ They are clearly searching for common teaching . . . in the army dur- services rendered as an Uncle not keep jazz from having a lit- "I said, 'Well, I wish they body said 'Shsss-ss-s' you could
press a tle umph to it, do it?"
the
Bottle
play
Beer
would
ou
ians who have landed the country in such ground with the non-Nationalists with- ingg World War I . . . in re. Tom . . . or does it ex
nmotthehmeardatyhaemwasnosohogwo.odMuystc
jazz is cool, man, not
"Modern
out the surrender of basic principle. Both
(he has served as presi- realization that moderate, Sc- frantic
an acute predicament.
like the kind you grew Brown, or something that
was supposed to holler. And it
groups are desperately worried about the dent of the national body of commodative Negro leadership up on," I expostulated. „may_ jumps a little.'
Sympathy for Prime Minister Verhis church) , . . in oratory and pay higher dividends to the ,_
be you just dont dig today's "Joyce said, 'I wish you were no for concerts they
future.
• „
. . . in the long music.
woerd's decision to withdraw from the
would keep quiet so I can hear played, but for fun. What is
public
, . . . in civic community
k speaking
The Prime Minister himself spoke last work
. . . and in general good putt? Huh'
Commonwealth has diminished as the
"I did as far as Dizzy," said those fine sounds. Besides you this concert deal these jazz boy's
week about the "very serious" position fellowship for high and low
is putting down nowadays?"
Simple, "and anybody else that are disturbing the others.'
facts of the London conference are seen
blow with a beat—but this off- "I said, 'Joyce, this is the first "Times have changed, my
and about "preparing properly" for "any ... black and white ... places
perspective,
better
in
beat, off-time, off-key music, jazz I ever heard so soft it dear fellow," I said. "You don't
eventualities." Their concern has been him in class to himself.. . and
want jazz to remain static, do
NO! To which I cannot even pat can't drown out a whisper.'
The conviction has grown that how- deepened by the United Nations' ivell- further brings out the moral
my foot. When ----band did "'This, is. refined jazz,' says you: Mouldy, never prme.ssdever distasteful it might have been to Dr. nigh unanimous votes of censure on mentioned above.
in
, swing out a little just once that Joyce, which is more than I mg. Why, you're way
The moral is: Professor .
Verwoerd and his bitter-enders. he should South Africa's race policies, and partic- Hunt represents a type of Nesnapped my can yof yotu.Itry to bring eyrotilirmwusife in appreciating modman,
I
evening
amp
.,
placesso You
o the
finger and yelled, 'Hey! Hey! you to
have gone much further than he did to ularly by the British and Australian gm leadership. His leadership _ST. PETER. Minn. —
Deputy Assistant Secretary of
I am NOT going to be benow, go!' From the way get a little culture, please,
jmusatiftinbeen
has
and
retain Commonwealth membership.
State for Public Affairs Carl Goloy, wife looked at me, you sometime before you die.'
changes of attitude. Nothing could have is
hind Joyce next time she goes
.
rewarded.
ably
ab.y
T. Rowan said that "trouble- would have thought I had corn- "I said, 'If I have to live on- to a jazz concert," said SimAt the same time it is being slowly re- brought isolation home to the South Afripoint is however, that realiza- some though our press may
to this kind of ple. "I am going to be in Padtil I die
alized that, without a pretty radical cans more starkly.
tion on the part of the Negroes I want to see it remain frele7; mitted a crime, or said a dirty music, Ilistening
had just as leave go dy's Bar putting a quarter on
word in public!
change in its race policies, South Africa
given
be
community
the
in
prewithout
is
that
unanimity
.
With a
He declared that "to attempt
to Glory right now—or else go three records by Dinah so I can
Joyce said, 'Shss-ss-s!'
will remain an outcast among the nations. cedent, the South African press is de- such leadership.
to defeat the Russians by sti- "I said, 'Baby, don't shsss-ss-s out and get drunk.' Whereupon, holler."
TOO
MANY
EXTREMISTS
which
on
institutions
fling the •
A realization that is particularly hard for man ing that
•
•
at something be done to aver
Too 1ong and too frequentlY
T
free society is built would
color-conscious South Africans who al- disaster. Dr. Verwoerd's mouthpiece in now adays, one hears Negroes our
•
be wors ---------hic victory
most instinctively resent the idea of be- Johannesburg is preparing the public for berating and abusing intelli- for we shall have given up so
ing told what to do by "those Asians and further instalments of Apartheid and for gent moderate, progressive much that sv,e shall have fought
• leadership. Too much are Ne- for nothing.
• will
Africans."
the unspecified sacrifices which this
groes going over to extremists Rowan spoke at the 12th anTo what extent this tardy discovery involve.
. of the right or left . . . nual Count Folke Bernadotte
will induce changes in individual and
One of the South African newspapers who have nothing except the Institution on World Affairs at
group attitudes among the whites remain admitted the other day for the first time destructive counsel of the Gustavus Adolphus college here. FREETOWN, Sierra Leone —.institution closely pattet tied 00 Stevens is warmly friendly
lead(UPI) — Sierra Leone, a tiny Nigeria's and set the date for to Guinea and Ghana, the
to be seen; many remain convinced be- that South Africa's race policy was no
ers of the Pan-African neutralspeck in what was once the independence.
cadre
a
lievers in Apartheid in one form or an- longer a purely domestic issue. The nonhas
party
massive bulk of British West There was no argument about ist bloc. His
other,
whites are serenely confident about their
Africa, reached independense independence. Colonial Secre- of junior leaders who spent last
Thursday at the end of one of tary lain MacLeod said in the summer in Peiping.
The mood of the Nationalists, too, has political future. They see the world tide
the most tranquil transition opening ceremony that the con- Oppenents of the APC claim
changed in the past five weeks of tension flowing irresistibly their way, and beference "need not spend time its financial support comes from
periods in colonial history.
and strain. The mists of exultation at the lieve that with the growth of United NaThe 27.925 square-mile terri- in converting me or Her Ma- outside the country. Stevens
tory became a British colony in jesty's government to t h e scoffs at this. "We get our supattainment of the party's ideal—a repub- tions pressure and increasing criticism
1808. Its more than 2.5 million principle of indepenence. That port from the people of Sierra
lie divorced from Britain—have been dis- from the rest of Africa, the Nationalists
inhabitants climaxed 10 days is agreed to now without fur- Leone—A shilling here, a pound
persed by the rays of harsh reality,
will not be able to last long.
there," he says.
of celebration April 27 when ther ado."
they formed one of the few Af- The absence of "Ado" to be The APC staged an anti-0vrican nations•to achieve free- expected of a country whose ernment demonstration in Felsdom with a minimum of viol- capital, Freetown, bears t h e ruary that ended in stontmotto of "most ancient and boy- throwing, and for Sierra Leone
ence.
al" of British colonies, a 0 d that was violence, indeed.
arrest
incident--the
one
Only
Latin America is one big part of the stin republics in their social developof 18 members of the All Peo- whose people were described by Stevens, for his alleged patt)
world where the poor still get poorer. As
ple's Congress Party (APC)— an early British Traveller in this, and for remarks about
marred the celebrations. The named Ogilby as "the most the government has been
the numbers multiply and the cost of He said that economic growth without
party leaders were ordered de- polite nation in all Guinea." charged with criminal libel, se-;21 nroeress lets the great majority of
unlaaynadhioanpofsoir- dition and conspiracy.
living jerkily soars, more people have
tained until after the independ- SierraOne humorousa eairp
the people remain in poverty while the
ence ceremonies on grounds they
less to share. This is not necessarily re- • ,y..egect tew "reap the benefits of riswere preparing to sabotage the tion is that they take out their He is being detained,
festivities with strikes and aggressions on their gods. The APC's organizing secrelated to economic distribution.
ng abundance."
Members of the biggest tribe, tars. Mohammed Bash-Taqui,
demonstrations.
To the people at the bottom it makes s In his message to Congress, President
Was arrested last month while
The government's action les- the Mende, keep six-inch idols leaving
for the All-Africa Peovery little difference whether their coun- ;ennefit• stressesi the tact that the Latin
sened the tension that had be- about the house and "sometimes
gun to show above the general they are flogged with whips pie's Conference in Cairo and
try's economy is running, Jumping or ••epublics were expected to meet the
aura of good will in the colony. to increase the harvest," Sc- charged with incitement to riot.
standing still.
Thited States halfway. He emphasized
Stevens demanded elections
The Duke of Kent represented cording to a local guidebook.
Even in those republics where econom- hat the United States would be prepared
Queen Elizabeth II Thursday Political storm clouds have before independence, insisting
that
the present parliament,
voci.
ic growth has pushed ahead of the birth to lend or give money only to countries
and handed over to the Afri- nevertheless gathered. A
cans the documents of inde- ferous opposition to sir Milton's now four years old, requires •
rate, the additional wealth does not seem whose ruling classes had shown themCoalition is led by Slake Stew. fresh mandate from the penpendence.
to get shaken up. In Mexico, for instance, selves ready to give up some of their
Two years ago Prime Minis- ens, 55. They once were school- Pieafter ten years of economic expansion, •ealth and privileges.
ter Sir Milton Margai (pro- mates at Freetown's Albert He charged that parliament
was top-heavy with cabinet minnounced MarGui y) said he Academy.
only a tenth remain much as they nad
Mr. Kennedy has struck to the heart
hoped Sierra Leone would be- Stevens, a big engaging bear istcrs who provided an automabeen, and the fifth at the bottom were
Latin America's troubles. But two
come independent during the of a man who receives visitors tic government majority on
..orse oil than ever.
questions are still to be answered. Is the
lifetime of . his government, in his bare feet, shorts and an every vote.
President Kennedy summed up the sit- United States prepared to accept the conwhose mandate had three years. old tennis shirt, heads the APC Margai, 85. replied that dei
Last May, Sierra Leone po- which in the past year has bloa- lions will be the first order
deuation in March when he presented to the sequences of its advice, if the consequenlitical leaders met with British mimed out with sound trucks, a business after independence and
United States Congress the principles of ces extend to, say, expropriating certain "DID YOU RIAR APOI1T TRE 1117111 WHO FILL IN A DIBP HOLS•eo officials in London and in two platoon of toughs in red shirts that parliament will be entersAV1 2110101 ALL AO moats male PCP NKr.
his "alliance for progress" to assist the American properties?
weeks fashioned a proieeted and the slogan "now or never." ed.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sincere. Please send photo in
young lady, 20 years old, at- first letter. Euela 0. Kirksey,
it-active, ambitious and attend P. 0. Box 1011, Wichita Kanschool here. If I find the right ass.
• ••
young man with the qualities
I'm seeking, I plan to make
Chante: I ani 21
Dear
Mme.
Chicago my home. Would like years old, 5 feet, 7 inches tall,
to meet an employed young man
145 lbs. Would like to
weigh
who attends church and lives a
correspond with a girl between
good life. Would like for him
20 and 25 years old, intelligent
to possess kindness and effecand interested in marriage. I
lion, enjoy life and not over 30 promise to send photo and
years of age
answer all letters. Please do not
Miss Horne, 6536 S. Park, Chicorrespond if not interested.
cago 37. III.
Franchott Elliott, 27 Lansdowne
Dear Mme. Chante: I ant writ- rd., Erdington, Birmingham 24,
ing you in regards to meeting England .
new friends. I am interested in
•• •
meeting nice, sincere young
Chante: I an a
Mme.
Dear
ladies. I am 32, 5 feet, 9 inches
tall. Will answer all letters, ex- young lady 18 years old, light
inches tall
change photos. If interested, complexion, 5 feet, 5
and weighing 130 lbs. Have just
please write.
finished college and intend to
Hank Robinson. RR 3, Box No.
take up dress designing. Would'
43, Leavenworth, Kan.
to correspond with an
like
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
American gentleman, especialman of 39, 5 feet, 9 inches tall, ly one in Chicago. I shall anweighing 155 lbs. I am self em- swer all letters. Miss Sonia Silployed — a tailor be trade. vera, Little London, P. 0.,
Would like to correspond with Westmoreland, Kingston, Jame• lady between 38 and 50. If ICB.
•••
sincere please enclose photo
with reply. Leonard Davis, Box Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
9
11256, Pittsburgh 38, Pa,
retired professional woman and
• ••
since I have so much unocDear Mme Chante: I am a cupied time I become quite lonelonely lady of 94—an evange- ly. I write this letter believeing
list. Interested in marriage. Pre- dilemma. Would appreciate
the South, but this is a probfer letters from ministers, but hearing from an interested, in- NEW ORLEANS — (UPI)
lem for us as American chiwill accept letters from all telligent gentleman between 11. S. Atty. Gen. Robert F. Ken- zens," he said.
Christian gentlemen who are the ages 65 and 75 who has no nedy last week fired a blast
bad habits and desires peaceful against the "hypocrisy" of north •
living. All mail will be care- ern journalists who belong to
•
fully considered.
"white only" private clubs yet
rrietteLeigh. Gener- condemn the South for racial
•
s livHe, Main Post Office, segregation.
al MDre
Chicago, Ill.
In a filmed interview telecast
• ••
WDSU-TV, Kennedy said, LINCOLN, Ill. — (UPI) —This
PASADENA, Calif. — Wil- Dear Mme Chante: I am in- by
•
private clubs in charming central Illinois city
fred Duncan, 35, a fire depart- terested in finding a refined and "you have the
have the boasted it has much to offer
ment employee here for nine educated lady. I am a business the north where you
often everyone — except, perhaps, to
years, this week became t h e man — well educated, intelli- members of these clubs,
publish- husband-hunting females.
first Negro fire captain in the gent, understanding, kind and editors of newspapers
era of newspapers, who keep Lincoln, according to the U.S.
city's nistory.
Census bureau, has the highest
considerate. Like music, art,
writing editorials about t re percentage of females over 18 of
anything
dethe
and
reading, writing
Duncan, who joined
situation in the any place in the state.
partment in August, 1952, was that goes with making a pleas_ deplorable
belong to clubs that
promoted to engineer three ant and happy life. Always South, who
in them." Females outnumber males by
years ago and passed the cap- looking forward to a happy and won't allow Negroes
175,426 throughout the state. Of
taM:s examination with flying prosperous life. If she is a He said the same club mem- the population over 18, 51.7 per
colors. He took over his new school teacher, she may also bars often would not have any cent is female. In most commujob on May 1.
write. Please send photo in contact with Negroes and some
nities the males are outnumberI think
A native Pasadenan, Duncan first letter—will answer all let- times Jews. "So
ed, but Lincoln copped the pettithaers.
Joseph Sterling 2201 E. there is a good deal of hypocrigraduated from Muir Tech High
coat title with 58 8 per cent.
sy," he said.
Ohio.
school and is a World War II 101st st., Cleveland,
• ••
"It is not a problem just for
navy veteran. His wife is the
former Thelma Carter, a teacher in the Pasadena public school C
system. They have a nine-yearold daughter, Andrea.
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Ribicoff Speaker At

Seek ing Wite
On To Lincoln

redits Daley,Council For
Urban Renewal Success

to the urban renewal program is in its
The success of Chicago's ur- to realize the importance
including infancy. The public cost of these
ban renewal program was at- whole community.
and of those about to
Richard J. themselves, of a massive effort projects
MADISON, Wis. — (UPI) — tributed to Mayor
into execution exceeds $100,go
comentire
the
upgrade
to
by
council
city
Secretary Abraham Rihicoff of Daley and the
000,000, according to Doyle.
executive direc- munity.
Health. Education and Welfare Phil A. Doyle,
"If Chicago's effort to rebuild
DISSENTERS
ALERT
ClearLand
Chicago
the
will be the featured speaker tor of
worn-out areas and to conserve
in a speech he "In a sense this latter group
Commission
ance
June 17 at the Jefferson-Jackson
those which are seriously threatMay 2 to the Inter- of people are passively disDay dinner at Milwaukee, state delivered
ened by factors which, if unAppraisal Conference agreeing. Obviously, if you benational
could be expected to
Democratic headquarters anAp- lieve that a city can be what checked,
of
Institute
American
the
of
of
•
nounced Wednesday.
its residents want it to be, you result in an excessive rate
Towers.
Sheraton
the
at
praisers
fl
'wear-out — if the city's eitorts
"In Chicago the city's pro- will want to alert the 'passive in those directions cannot be degood for
gram has succeeded just be- disagree-ems' to what is
scribed by some such imposing
cause the mayor and members them and their fellows.
phrases as "remaking the city,"
peoa
that
me
to
appears
"It
the
had
have
Council
of the City
neither should the program be
courage to proceed with this ple with a mature economy can regarded as inconsequential, for
well afford the cost of good
program," Doyle said.
the work to date has had a pro"Nevertheless, there are in housing, recreational facilities, found effect on some parts of
every city a substantial group public transit, highways, public the city and constitutes a solid
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Chief Justice Earl Warren, they of people who consciously dis- buildings and facilities of all
for future activity.
Louisiana argued before the su- said groups like the Elks and agree with the fundamental con- kinds — all those items which foundation
preme court last week that the Moose file membership hsts. cepts of conservation and re- make a city beautiful and func- GOAL
of conservation and
National Association for the Greek lettered fraternities, the building. Almost as great a de- tional and rich in the only way "The goal
is to conserve those
Advancement of Colored Peo- American Legion, parent-teach- terrent, if not a greater one, truly meaningful to those who rebuilding
city which afford
ple (NAACP) may be compelled er associations and even "ladies' to the city's efforts to conserve spend their whole lives in it." parts of our
opportunity for healthful a n d
to reveal its local membership garden
the
while
that,
of
said
failure
Doyle
the
is
rebuild,
and
they
lists,
clubs"
id
sumbit
pleasant living, and to eliminate
lists under a 1924 state law.
many residents of areas con- Chicago Land Clearance Com- those parts which do not offer
Assistant Attorneys General The state appealed after a sidered by them as neither con- mission has 22 clearance Proj- those advantages to their realcomprising 750 acres, the
William P. Schuler and M. E. special three-judge federal court servation nor rebuilding areas
ddents,
Culligan,, of New Orleans.tol
Culligan
in New Orleans on Feb. 29,
"Whether recognized or not,
the high court that all "frater- 1960 found the law had been
any dreary, wornout city areas
nal social and literary," organ. i- unconstitutionally applied to
are harmful not only to resizations are now complying with the NAACP.
dents of -those areas, but also
the law, which was originally
to all the residents of a city.
enacted to combat the Ku Klux Robert L. Carter of New
As such areas are numerous
conan
attorney,
York,
NAACP
Klan.
and relatively large, the entire
tended that the case is controllJustice Hugo L. Black want- ed by previous rulings of the
population is adversely affected to know the reason given
ed, if only because so many of
high court.
by the State Attorney General
its members fall victim to the
ILLINOIS BELL TELE- 424 E. 66 at., (left) shows new AT&T's recent annual meet- for enforcing the statute which A June 1958 decision held
false idea that society cannot
,HONE Company installer- light telephone utility truck ing In Chicago's McCormick had so long been ignored.
that Alabama could not force
succeed in creating an urban
"Of hand, I'd say it would a membership disclosure in an WHEN 66 STUDENT signments, and their teach- environment worthy of t h e
l'epairman Edward F. Wars, to two sbar• owners at Place.
be his duty," Schuler answer- effort to oust the NAACP from TEACHERS returned to the ing areas, include: Parthenia American ideal and the Ameried. but, he said no specific rea- the state.
North Carolina College cam- McCall, Lincoln High school, can capacity for production.
son had been given.
Doyle observed that there is
In February of 1960, the court pus recently, the department Chapel Hill, French: Clark
Both attorneys said in answer struck down part of two tax of education honored them Mills, Spaulding High school, no general agreement on the
to justices, questions that no ordinances of Little Rock and with a social hour, during Spring Hope, biology; Medi* importance of the goal of atsuit for non-compliance had North Little Rock, Ark., which which they "compared notes” Pearce, history, and Annie taming a healthful and pleasbeen filed against any organize- required local NAACP groups on their six weeks of experi- Anderson, business education, ant living environment or on
n c•s in 35 cooperating both at Hillside High school, the method of achieving it.
werthetoNA
P.
spt
ce
quA ti
tioInn eaxa
aas by to reveal their memberships.
TRENTON, N. J. — (UPI)
schools, nose above, their es- Durham.
Tuberculosis is still the most
.! WASHINGTON — (UPI) — ing.
The White House said last Asked about the Hodges in- prevalent of all infectious dis_WOO %wilt.DN'T
u.)0440EizfuL
WELL
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JUTS VISA BUNG... 1 Sleet A u.)014DE.RfUt. JO'S— A
,
}( 11_
o—n, (
7etweek that Cabinet officers cident, White House Press Sec- eases, according to a medical exWE?
GOIN'?
ILIE NAPPIES( BIALA ir ut- skOSAE ... AND 1.1 e e0S...C116.66U1IFUL. HOME.- AO)
abould avoid speaking dates at retary Pierre Salinger said pert.
CoukrfraY..
riwe w‘Fe.
11•1 -NE
FINE.51
MAN IN -town)
any functions where Negroes President Kennedy saw news
couNTRY./
accounts from Columbia this Dr. Samuel Cohen, director of
ire barred.
medicine at the Pollak hospital
,,The question arose in a news morning and the White House
nference after Commerce Sec- currently was investigating to for chest diseases in Jersey City,
Luther H. Hodges spoke see whether the affair WRS said yesterday that TB presents
at a democratic fund truly segregated.
3
night
r.
j
;
,chie
l
its greatest challenge to heavily
_raising dinner in Columbia, Salinger said it was the "gen- populated areas.
eral policy" of the administrait. C.
small number of Negroes tion that "a cabinet officer Cohen said, physicians close
were refused tickets to the din- should not speak at any func- to the tuberculosis problem in urner. They later picketed the tion from which pedple are ban areas have a "more realistic
barred because of race."
.b9tel where Hodges spoke.
And factual appraisal of the total
The Commerce Secretary said Asked how the White House situation than most of their other
police,
this
enforce
to
intended
questhe
that
speech
his
•iifter
professional colleagues who may
tion of racial segregation was Salinger said, "I think that Cab- be unduly swayed by the highly
not mentioned during planning inet officers, being aware of
.4
elefor the dinner and that he this general policy, will carry enthusiastic publicity regarding
the efficcacy of TB drugs."
Wvould not knowingly attend it out."
a deliberately segregated meet,.
:
NOTABLES GATHER FOR
-annual Hill Memorial Con„vocation at Wilberforce UnimrsitY as the tribute is paid
for the fourth consecutive
,,year to the late scholarly
4jeresident Dr. Charles L. Hill,
who died in 1956. Outstanding

personalities of national and
international status gather for
the affair and themes of national and international interest are discussed. Dignitaries who played prominent
parts in this years observance
are (from left to right): At-

torney Roy Garvin, who received honorary Doctor of
Laws; Bishop Eugene C. Hatcher, chairman of Wilberforce
University board of trustees:
Mrs. Mary Ro•bling, Trenton,
N. J., executive, who delivered principle address and

was awarded Doctor of Humanities degree: Wilberforce
president, Dr. Rembert E.
Stokes: Kivie Kaplan, Connecticut industrialist recipient of honorary Doctor of
Laws degr e: and Dean
Charles Spivey of Payne
Theological Seminary.

Wis. Dem Fund Dinner

Battles NAACP With
An Old1924State Law

Still Rate
)FK Bans Cabinet Talks TBMedics
As Top Disease
•At Segregated Groups
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LET'S TAKE A TRIP
Travel Talk
by Fred W. Avendorph
TRAVEL EDITOR

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD in
Los Angeles offers this plcturesque scene of palm-lined
straits, lagoons and parks
and rows of whit* stucco

homes and office buildings. lywood, passing many of the
Visitors travel this famous
famous film studios, night
boulevard of expensive shops.
clubs and film stars estates.
plush hotels and luxury
homes during the trip to 1401-

Elizabeth Rapier, president of the Original Thrifty Ladiss,
Inc., Chicago's largest and most popular women's social club
has announced her club's plans to sponsor a 12-day all-expense
'Travel Treasure" tour to California leaving Chicago Satirday, July 29.
EXPECT 150 MEMBERS
Mrs. Rapier has expressed confidence that her club will
leave Chicago with at least 150 tour members consisting of
both women and men officers and members of several local
and out of town social clubs. Co-sponsoring the tour will be
support of the Chatterettes, sister club of the Original Thrifty
Ladies, of St. Louis, Mo. Other clubs participating in sponsoring the trip are the Bachelors and Benedicts, popular men's
club headed by William Clark; the Hawaiian Boys, Inc.; 15
Starlighters; Elite Ladies, and the recently formed teenage
girls group, the Junior Original Thrifty Ladies. Mrs. Rapier is
especially concerned in promoting interest among parents
of teenagers in accompanying the adult groups inasmuch as
travel offers many educational advantages for high school boys
and girls.

JOHN ALLEN has been with
Wonder Bread company for
six years. During this time
he has never been involved
in a traffic accident. He is
married and has four children
and is rated as one of Wonder
Bread's better salesmen.

NOW YOU KNOW —
CLUB FORMED IN 1947
The Thrifty Ladies Social and Charity Club was founded
The oldest bell in the world is
GRAND CANYON National joying sightseeing tours to
by Mrs. Rapier in 1947. Later the club was incorporated due Park
reputed to be that found in thill
in Arizona will be the various parts
of thehuge Babylonian palace of Nimrod.
to increasing demand for membership and the name changed first stop on
the itinerary
It is approximately 3,00
to the Original Thrifty Ladies, Inc. Over the years it has gained scheduled for the
Yearil
Golden chasm, relaxing on the veranold. — (UPI).
national prominence and popularity for its many civic and West
tour sponsored by the da and shooting rolls of color
social accomplishments through various charitable functions Original
film
on
the first day of exThrifty Ladies. The
BUY SAVINGS BONDS
sponsored for the benefit of others. The club, which now group will spend a full day citement of
this glorious vaHave A Share In Your Country's
has an active membership of 31 ladies, has donated generous- at the Canyon of Wonders en- cation tour.
ly to such worthy causes as the Chicago Defender Charities, II"' ;11111111111;911101111111191111191111119iinisistilisissilllill1101111ssill911111111111111111111111111111111111 Security — Always A Good
Investment!
the NAACP, Urban League, victims of Tent City in Tennessee, and numerous fund-raising parties for needy children.
By Morie Avenaorph
In keeping with the club's policy of sponsoring fundMEXICO CITY—For more raising programs each year, Mrs. Rapier was given unanimous
With exciting news about You might add a bathing than four days this country was approval by the officers and members to sponsor this year's Sllentell1911111111111111111111111111111119111111111111100101111111111111011111111111111011111111ifillinsill10011101
Picture if you can, a bluer ing. There is absolutely no
the Golden West "Travel suit ,nd cap if needed. Brace- been swept by a wave of anti- trip to California as a substitute for their annual picnic given than
TRAVEL
pale blue sky all lit up charge for admission. Ray
Treasure" tour sponsored by
American
that
has
rioting
no
in July of each year.
by that blazing, brilliant Brown, post commander,
lets, necklaces and earrings,
PROBLEM?
the Original Thrifty Ladies,
parallel in history.
sphere we call the sun, an al- promises a ring-a-ding of a
Inc., were going to offer a all chosen to go with the
Within less than 24 hours of MANY EXCITING FEATURES
Here are a few of the many exciting features included in most endless variety of trees time for everyone.
Your Chicago Defender
few tips about wardrobe sug- selected costumes. An artifi- the announcement of the landand other plant life in hues
Travel Service will offer suggestions for your trip to Cali- cial flower or two. For eve- ing of the anti-Castro forces on the special all-expense cost of this Golden West "Travel Treas- so faint
and bright they defy
gestions on how to plan a
the island of Cuba, Mexico has ure" tour. The first stop will be a full day of fun at Grand
fornia. We've toured this cir- ning a pin-on veil.
description.
been swept almost daily by a Canyon National Park. Members can do as they please, retrip or vacation by plane,
cuit many times, traveled by
Imagine, too, a just right
LUGGAGE LANGUAGE
series of communist inspired laxing in the sun, or taking optional sightseeing tours in the
coach and Pullman, we know
train, ship, bus; tips on what
day and feel of crackling
Your
personal
carry
participants
riots
travel
whose
habits
the type of clothes which promorning or afternoon. Three delivious meals at Bright Angel twigs and
clothes to take and how toi4
crunchy leaves
vide the most comfort and determine the kind of luggage placards and banners bearing Lodge are included. Then on to glamorous Los Angeles for underfoot;
add to this the
pack; furnish you with folder
and
virulent
slogans
anti-USA
freedom when touring by that's right for you. Individual
four wonderful days and nights. In addition to sightseeing uniqueness that belongs to
demands for "autodetermination
and literature on all parts of
train, and the warm climate luggage needs vary,
will
there
beaches,
the
Hills
and
Beverly
to
Line
bus
Gray
by
Mother
Earth in all her glory
but ex- for Cuba" and twice in 72 hours
of California.
the world, and advise you
perienced travelers usually effigies of Uncle Sam and be ample time for those interested in the trip to San Diego as one steps first into a hard
TRAIN COACH TRAVEL
or
Disneyland
of things to buy, things to do,
day
at
exciting
an
Mexico,
Tijuana,
or
and
then
and
a soft spot of gray,
President John F. Kennedy
confine
their
luggage
to
one
The scret of dressing for
Marineland of the Pacific. There will be a dinner party, danc- brown or black dirt.
and places
see. For rri,tor
burned
main
have
in
been
the
comfortable coach travel is bag. We suggest your main square of Mexico
Such was the pastoral setCity which ing and cocktails at the fabulous Moulin Rouge night club in
trip routings include 25 cent.
to change into loose-fitting travel bag be long enough to boasts a population of more Hollywood. From Los Angeles, a delightful train ride to San ting in wihch some 20 adults
for cost of handling. Address
garments at night, at the take your dresses with one than 4,000,000.
Tak• along a flat rubber sink
Francisco for two days. A city tour of Frisco is included enjoyed a day at Camp Sears,
all inquiries to Travel Edisame time keeping your day fold.
traveling
stopper
with
when
in
young
Pullman.
Mich.,
on
SunIf you need one, your The United States Embassy and optional tours to Fisherrnans Wharf and Chinatown are
ones. Then you can bathe them in
clothes neat. Remove your
dae. April 30.
tor, Chicago Defender, 2400
Paseo de la Reforms has offered as added attractions.
on
the
light-weight
side,
as
well
a
stall
shower
if
necessary,
without
girdle. The coolie coat is a
The purpose of the trip was
S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
been under heavy police guard
frightening them with the spray, by
Private reclining seat coaches have been reserved for
typically comfortable cover- overnight case should be on
and all police forces in the city the group and those desiring to travel by Pullman will be to interest block clubs and drawing a little water and splash.
up. Travel scuffs or slippers as your hat box, so that all
other
groups
in
sponsoring
Mg it up on youngsters.
are on permanent alert.
provided with these accommodations. Breakfast and dinner youths who might
will keep your feet comfort- three pieces of luggage
desire to
come
The signal for the outbreaks is included in the dining cars while en route, first class hotel
able.
enroll
in
this
YMCA—spon
within the 150-pound free was apparently an inflamatory
Your travel clothes are weight allowance for each speech by General Lazaro accommodations with two sharing a twin bedroom, all sight- sored camp, but whose lack
seeing tours, and transfer of two pieces of luggage are in- of funds may prevent the fulyour regular clothes. Select
Cardenas, ex-President of the
adult ticket.
cluded in the all-expense cost per person. Experienced and fillment of such a wish.
the wardrobe that suits tho
Make a list of your travel Mexican Republic, who address- gracious escorts from Welcome Travel Service will accompany
season. Well dressed women
Mighty impressed after the
ed an otherwise fairly orderly
It's easer — foster— more convIsSeile —
accept these rules: Plan your needs, from toothbrush fee parade
for the com- day at the well-equipped
of students from; the the tour and attend to all trroblesome details
when you leave the deals ii, expert hands!
wardrobe; keep it simple; raincoat, and use it as a blue. Poli-technical Institute accus- plete assurance of fun and relaxation for every tour member. camp, which included boating
keep it appropriate. Then you print for your packing, also ing 4be-United States of interFor rates, information and reservations send all inquiries for the hardy and some who
Whether you're headed for Indianapolis or India,
can forget yourself and en- for repacking upon the return. vation-in Cuba and calling for to any one of the following officers: Elizabeth Rapier, presi- later proved to be not so
your trip preparations go faster when they're handled by an
expert
travel
service, such as WELCOME. We know all the
joy others. We would not be Pack in layers. Heavy gar- volunteers to protect the autohardy,
were Mr. and Mrs
dent, 7150 Champlain ave., STewart 3-8827; Jane Johnson,
right planes, trains, busses, boats to fit your convenience beat
so bold as to tell you just ments (suits and packets) and determination of that island.
- and we confirm your space, deliver your tickets, get your
business manager, 7624 Langley ave., ABerdeen 4-2054; Inez Joseoh J. Johnson, Lee Hope
what to take, but the follow- extra shoes go in first. Use
hotel room at your destination, Thus, you save time—and
The Mexican government ass Clark, social mistress, 7358 Eberhart ave., TRIangle 4-3454. Bertha S. Jackson, Pauline
you're sure.
ing suggestions may be help- plastic bags for shoes, lingerie,
called for a strict non-inter- Through Welcome Travel Service, the "Play Now-Pay Later" Norrington. Lucille Seymore,
ful.
Experienced travelers regularly depend on Travel Agency
Geneva
McCommon,
Bernice
damp bathing suit, etc. Pack vention policy both here and
plan is available to all Illinois residents. For information call Saves, Belle Whaley, Thomas
service. South Side business and professional leaders men
Three or four changes of nighwear last.
abroad and continues to do so WAgner 4-3900.
whose names you know —have been "leaving the details to
Hill, William Hill, jr., and
costume will be sufficient for A TRAVEL THOUGHT
in the daily press. General CarWELCOME" for the past four years.
your columnist.
Mass meetings are being held
two or three weeks of sight- "Do
We've arranged round-the-world personal tours—and delivered the
unto others as you denas announced his intention
Accompanying
the
group
tickets
for
a two-hour trip to Detroit. We've taken happy hundreds on
April
seeing, as you will remain would
have them do unto to join the Castro forces in daily and on the night of
also was Mrs. Juliette Buford, WELCOME -arranged group tours, with every detail of comfort and
only two or three days in one you,"
is a basic traveling rule. Cuba but was unable to leave 21st a known communist, Ernet..
convenience
expertly handled to make travel a pleasure- not a task.
GLCC Director of Community
place. After selecting your It i n c
lu d e a courtesy and the country as all airlines from rio Deloya, harangued the crowd
WELCOME service is complete. We are in contact with fine hotels
Services; Al C. Rogers, execufavorite and most becoming
Mexico to the island have can- for more than an hour in an atand resorts all over the world know where you ran go for the most
color as the key for your enceled operations for an indefi- tempt to incite the mob to "go GREENSBORO, N.C. — (UPI) tive secretary of Scars YMCA; fun, with the least bother, on your budget. Check this list of our
regular services:
tire wardrobe, select garments
nite period.
into the bars and night-cllbs — Evangelist Billy Graham urg- Zen Puzinauskas. camp direcof crease-resistant and packSeveral thousand students and drag out the American ed Tuesday that more church tor, and Betty Mitchell, Girls'
PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICKETS • BUS
able fabrics. Classic clothes
from the Poli-:technical Insti- tourists and throw them onto operated colleges open their director at the camp.
TICKETS • SHIP TICKETS • HOTEL i RESORT
The trip was under the ausare timeless and good everytute marched through the the sea."
doors to Negro students.
RESERVATIONS • SCHEDULE INFORMATION •
pices of the GLCC Block Club
where.
down-town streets of this city to
Up until now there has been
TRIP i TOUR ADVICE, FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
The most popular costume
the main square where they at- no disorder reported but your "The late supported colleges Steering committee of which
Is the suit. Add two or three
tempted to set fire to a huge correspondent was warned pri- in North Carolina are now 'ad- this writer is chairman. For Don't fight Loop parking and traffic congestion — drop in at our
blouses. You may prefer a
cardboard effigy of President vately not to go to the sea-port mining large number of Negro more information call VA 6- Sutherland Hotel lobby office, or phone, for all the facts and counsel
you need. Then pick up your tickets just as handily. Let WELCOME
dress and coat. A warm topJohn F. Kennedy and "Uncle for several weeks as the anti" students," Graham said. "Is it 3226. More details on a plan take the trouble
out of travel!
whereby more Lawndale
coat or cape is necessary for
Sam." The crowd was dispersed North American sentiment was
all western travel. An ideal
According to General Chair- by police, riot squads, tear gas very strong and growing rapid- too much to ask our church re- youngsters may get a chance
lated colleges to do the same?" to go to camp can be gotten WELCOME
travel coat is the reversible man James A. Johnson, Ada squads, the fire department and ly.
from Mrs. Buford or by calli- TRAVEL SERVICE
one. Take rain clothes just to Park, 11250 S. Ada, there will soldiers. Both a fireman a n it
The Mexican authorities are
ng Zen at Sears YMCA.
be prepared.
be a center of activities during one of the soldiers were badly making efforts to control the
4659 SOUTH DREXEL, CHICAGO, ILL.
THIRD ANNIVERSARY TEA
One dress for cool days— Youth Week, May 14 through hurt in the melee.
situation and the daily newscomplementary to your top- 20.
THE LAWNDALE CIVIC
Mo r el i a. Michoacan: papers in this country are givcoat. You may be the "twoAND EDUCATIONAL CLUB
The highlight of the week Two days ago rioting students ing front page apace to the
suit" type; make one a soft will be a banquet Wednesday, forced
will
present its Third Annithe doors to the Mexican statement of Jose Miro Cardressmaker style—flared skirts May 17, at 7:30 p.m. to
spot- American Institute of Cultural dona, anti-Castro leader, deny- WAYNESBORO, Ga. — The versary Tea Sunday, May 7,
take prolonged sitting best. light the new facilities avail- Relations in that city burned
Rev. Thomas Way, former pas- at the Roosevelt Deluxe BallOne dress for warm days is able at the park. A tour of furniture, books, and files and ing any Intervention by the
tor of Bynes Grove Baptist room, 3146 W. Roosevelt rd.,
all you need—the people you the Park area will proceed tore the photograph of Presi- United States In Cuba.
from 3:30 p.m., to 7:00 p.m.
church
and pastor of Thankful Mrs. Ruth Watson is presidsee today won't know what the banquet. Also, each day dent John F. Kennedy from the
— Geraldine Hawley Baptist
church, died April 17 dent of this inspiring group of
you will wear tomorrow. a different civic organization
at his home in Waynesboro. Fu- women.
Select bracelet or long sleeves in the area will hold a pro- wall and destroyed it after
stamping
pieces
it
in
to
the
for travel.
neral services were held at AM-VET POST NO. 247
gram at the fieldhouse.
Two changes of nylon
There will be great doings
Maple Branch Church S u
Chairmen of the various street.
lingerie (except hose) are suf- committees are: William
According to a reliable
day, the Rev. J. P. Murphy of afoot on Saturday. May 6,
ficient. Take three pairs of Wayne Ward, Youth Week; source the same elements rewhen the Greater, Lawndale
shoes besides the pair you Holmes "Daddy-O" Daylie, sponsible for the disorder during SPRINGFIELD — The State Augusta and other ministers of- Am-Vet Post No. 247 AND
Senate Banking committee will ficiated.
wear. One more for street, L. Watson, Publicity; Hugh
THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARY
one for dress and Pullman L. Watson, Publicity Hugh November and December in hold hearings at 4 p.m.. May g. Survivors are three daugh- THROW A FREEBIE at the
slippers. Coordinate gloves Lew i s. Program; Leonard that sea port have again begun on a series of nine bills designed ters, Mrs. Willie J. Barnes, Mrs. Roosevelt Ballroom. The ocand purse—two sets are ade- Brannock, Ticket: Myrtle to agitate using anti-U.S. and to curb credit abuses.
Mattie B. Gordon, Miss Eliza casion will be their joint inquate, one for street and one Porter. Reception; Alyce Pitts pro-"auto determination" The measures — House Bills
stallation of officers. In addiWay, all of Brooklyn, N. Y.:
for dress.
tion, there will be entertainArrangements.
slogans.
442 - 770 — would provide ex- ,six sons, Joseph
Way, Dick ment, refreshments and dam_
_emption from garnishment for;Way, Jake P.
Way, Timon Way
85 per cent of an individual's of Atlanta,
Ga., Casee Way, Otis
GO FREE
wages; elimination of garnish- ,Way
of Brooklyn, N. Y.; 39
•1'11,1 s
ment judgments by confession;'grandchildren and nine greatORGANIZE A
elimination, of. the. wage as- grandchildren.
signment; and elimination of the
deficiency judgment.
The Committee or Fair Credit
By organizing a group
Practices in Illinois is urging
tour, which costs •rticipants
less money to go anywhere
the public to contact their senain the world, you ran earn
tors in support of the measures.
a free trip or half fare. For
THE
organizing a group tour of
15 persons, your trip is free;
HAPPIEST SCOTCH
for 10 persons, half fare.

TRAVEL TIPS
For Women

Open Doors,Graham
Asks Biased Schools

Ga. Clergyman
Dies At Home

Urge Public Back
Credit Bills

•

SERIOUS MINDED marketmen discuss important
problem which will undoubtedly effect sales problems in
the future during installations

of officers of National Asso- chapter. NAMD: Enoc Waters,
ciation of Marketing Develop. Associated
Negro
Primal
era. From left are Norman
George Charles. Union LiqSimon. Exchange National
uors, and Mose Proffit, South
Bank, treasures.
,
Chicago Central Negolty Co.
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Send now for your free copy of this
Illustrated brochurrewfte details of
our famous 12 and te-day escorted
Luxury Tours to California and
Canadian Rockies if a cost that
soothes your &dot. Lir. Chicago
July 1-5-22-29; Aug. 5-12-19.
WELCOME TRAVEL SERVICE
use SOutM bush, CHICAGO. ttlIN0111

So If you belong to a club,
church group, fraternal organization, business sitsocianon or any group interested in going places for Fen,
organize them into a group
tor the hest travel prize of
all — FREE
or
HALF
FARE? Cell or write Chicago
Defender Travel Editor. 2400
Se. Michleast, end we will
windy vote with ell details.
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Defender Camera Records Spectacular Events

CHURCH ROYALTY — King
arid Queen contest of Pilgrim
Rest MB church came to a
climax rocent1), with the
crowning of Emanuel Andereon, jr. and Sherree Harris
ef the primary division and
Willits Jones and Earline

Drane for the young people's
division. Emanuel is the son
of Mrs. Alma Anderson of
4458 W. Brooks of. Sheree is
the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Harris of 1486
Stevenson. Willie is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Hortense

Lurks of 1493 South ave..
while Alma is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Dram/
of 1468 Lydia it. They were
crowned by Superintendent
E. W. Boykin' and Pastor
Rev. J. L. Lindsay. A calendar drive was initiated. The

ender
r eagles •
plane,
what
ow tol 4411
folder
rig of
you
to do,
stor
cents
ddress
I Edi
, 2400
icago,

DESTINATION FLORIDA —
Mrs. Agnes Hayes of 1117
33rd ave. of Nashville, Tenn.
and her family will head for
Miami Beach, Fla. sometime
this Summer to spend a delightful week at the famous
Fountainbleau hotel with all

GRIGGS QUEEN — Griggs
Business college crowned its
Queen recently at an affair
at a local club. Mrs. Mattis
Adams of 3465 W. Hornlake

expenses paid. Mrs. Hayes
was a recent winner of the
"Destination Florida Contest." which is sponsored by
the Phillips "66" Dealers. Her
lucks ticket was drawn from
Whitmore's "66" station located at 18th and Jefferson

dz. Shown above from left
are Eddie Whitmore. own*
and manager of the station
where Mrs. Hayes made her
drawing; Mr. Hayes. Mrs.
Hayes and their son. Clyde
Alvin. (Photo by Gunter).

program was under the directiou of Mrs. Alder Flynn,
superintendent of the adult
disris.on. Alternates to the
Queen (primary division)
were Sandra Houston, daughitir of Mrs. Edna Houston
and Peggy West, daughter of
Mrs. Mervie West.

DISCUSSING a successful
campaign are the above
group of volunteer Girl
Scout workers. Eleven units
of scouts, consisting of approximately 90 girls collected $2,125 during the annual
door-to-door Girl Scout

ST. AUGUSTINE, F I a.— cause of the special meeting
A special directive was issued called on this occasion. Bowlast week requesting the one yer, an additional session will
thousand or more members of be held in order to take care of
the Alumni Associatioc_ Of the many business matters on
Florida Normal and Industrial the agenda for the day long celMemorial college in Florida to ebration.
All members of the alumni
attend a very urgent meeting
of the organization on Saturday, association who graduated in
the following years will receive
May 20.
This directive was issued by special honors during the anJohn L. Jackson, executive sec- nual Alumni Day observance,
retary of the Florida Normal which will take place on May
Alumni Association, who stated 20: 1901, 1911, 1921, 1931, 1941,
that several vital issues con- 1951, and even the class of
fronting the alumni and others 1961.
Such persons included in the
interested in this 69-year-old
institution had to be dealt with above mentioned years should
contact
the office of the execuand decided upon at this schedtive secretary, Alumni Associauled meeting.
"Florida Normal and Indust- tion in care of Florida Normal
rial Memerial college Is ittempt- and Industrial Memorial college
ing to face up to its full re- In order for arrangements to be
sponsibility as a private and made in their behalf.
New officers for the alumni
church-related college. There
are some aspects of this respon- association will be elected at
sibility that can only be as- t he special business session.
sumed and shared by the The current officers are: Mrs.
alumni," Jackson said as he em- Susie M. White of Gainesville,
phasized the fact that a repre- Ipresident; Bragg Turner of Misentation of several hundrecil ami, vice president; Mrs. Minstudents and alumni members nie P. Gadling of Jacksonville,
have already pledged their sup- recording secretary; Mrs. T. 0.
port for the alumni association's Freeland of St. Augustine,:
expansion program and also in- John L. Jackson, executive'
dicated that they would attend secretary-treasurer, and Thomas'
and participate in the annual Brown, chairman of the execuAlumni Day activities sched- tive committee. Brown and
uled to take place on May 20. Jackson are both from St. Aug.!
The annual Alumni Day pro- ustine.
gram will not be changed be-

cookie sale. Five troops received the commission for
their treasury. The Brownie
Troop 254 gave its commission to the campership fund.
Volunteer workers a b o••
are discussing a pie made
from mint cookies by Mrs.

John Mickle. during • meeting at Bethelehem center of
Walker ave. From left are
Mrs. Andrewnetta Jon•s.
Miss Louis* Weeks, Mrs. A.
B. Abran, Mrs. Fr•nki•
Clar k, chairman, of LeMoyne Neighborhood asso-

TOPS AT LeMOYNE — $300 Goodman Award; HarThese are some of the nonriett Hall (with high honor).
seniors at LeMoyne College junior, $300 Protestant Reliwho were awarded scholargious Council of Southwestships as a result of their high ern Award, and Lena Mae
academic standing during the O'Bannon, $200 Z•nn•r
first semester. Seated, left to Award. Standing, left to
right: Johnnie M. Baptist, right: Willie Brown (already
junior,
$125
scholarship; on an athletic scholarship),
Johnnie Mae Rodgers, junior, sophomore; Floyd Weakley,

elation of Girl Scouts; Mrs.
Millerine Thorton, co oki•
chairman of LeMoyne association: Mrs. John Mickle,
Mrs. Leon P. Davis. George
Scott and Mrs. Joan R. Williams. (Staff photo by Billy
Duncan)

sophomore who is maintaining
his four-year scholarship; DeWittress Robinson, freshman,
$100; Carlini) Houston, freshman, 9150 Thrift Shop Award;
Mary Louise Ayers, freshman, $150 Thrift Shop Award:
Award; Marian Chapman,
freshman, $100, and Louis B.
Holmes, freshman. $100.

rd.. was the lucky recipient queen Miss Maude Hurt, who
of the crown. Taking an ac- crowned the new queen, Miss
tive part in the ceremonies Adams, and Robert G. Wilwere, from left, Willie Craw
liamson. class vice president.
ford. class president: former

ASTRANAUTS7 Or men
from Mars? Nope, They're
televieion actors Terry Carter. left. and .J. D. Cannon
decked out in bomb suits as
they prepare to remove •

BLUFF CITY Branch No. 27 the average layman. upon
et
4of the NALC (National Al- reading the facts, will be
liance of Letter Carriers) pre-disposed to be in our
presented the North Branch corner, whenever Legislaof the Memphis Public Li- tion concerning our welfare
brary • copy of "Mail Man comes up for consideration.
U.S.A." written by William Our greatest ally is truth:
C. Doherty. Methanol Print- " Mail Man U.S.A.' tells the
dent of NALC. The book ex- truth about Letter Carriers
plains our problems and and other postal employes.
presents our aims in in in- and how we hope to attain
tensely dramatic form so that our full share of economic

equality in the future." said
the president of the branch.
Left to right: John W. Lewis,
vice president. Branch No.
27: James P. Stanley. president: Mrs. Thelma H. McKittle, acting Branch Librarian: Robert C. Clark. recording secretary; and Jessie
W. Clark. chairman of
Grievance Committee. (Photo by Billy Duncan)

live bomb from a high school
building in "C3HS (No 3)1"
on "Naked City' Wednesday,
May 10 (ABC-TV. 9-10 p.m.
CST)

WINS CAR — Cleveland Tay- owner. I, W. Roberson at the the box Roberson announced
lor of 370 D. S. Lauderdale store, 576 Vance. Taylor won that a new contest will get un(left) beams happily as he is the car, chocked full of gro- der way Immediately with an*warded the keys to his car ceries recently, when his wee wither car full of groceries as
announced the agreement, signby Ftoberson's Super market the lucky ticket pulled from the giant prise.
ed late the night of April 27.
The agreement called for:
cost of matrimony.
CLEVELAND, 0 h i
—
1. Integration of the three Alcatraz Tenants Take
It killed• a bill to hike the (UPI) — An epitaph on a
downtown theaters after a limUp Knitting—Whoops1 cost of the marriage license gravestone in a suburban
ited period of controlled testSAN FRANCISCO—(UPI) from $2 to $3.
ing.
Cleveland cemetery reads:
About 20 inmates of Alcatras
Withdrawal
of
all
pentersg
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Lexing- 2.
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) "My glees is run. My grave
have taken up knitting under
ton Theatres of two chains have injunctions against CORE and • program initiated early this — Mrs. Dorothy Woods, a you see—prepare for death
signed an agreement calling for its members.
year as a morale booster. juror in a civil case, leaped and follow me."
integration The agreement was 3. The theatres to use their Their needles are of brittle to her feet in court and ansigned after seven months of good offices to secure dismissal plastic to prevent them be- nounced that her roast pork
This inepired the following
demonstrations in Lexington, of charges against 22 CORE Ing used as possible weapons. was still conking.
reply from Mrs. Grace
Yea
supporting picketing in Roches- Members arrested while picketCourt tipstaff (attendant) of Windsor, Ohio: "To MOW'
ter, New York and negotiations ing the Kentucky Theatre.
to
the
went
Levens
LANSING. Mich — (UPI) Louis
at the national and local levels. 4. All demonstrations to -- The Michigan State Senate Woods' home and turn oven you I'll not consent-414W I
,
I now which way you went.
CORE Chairman Julia Lewis cease
has voted to keep down the off

End Bias
Sign To
Theatres
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Bananas are just like an oldf
Thirty-fifth Ward City Beaushoe — always available, relitiful club met at the home of
able and appropriate. Other
Mrs. Ida Robinson Of 334 W.
fruits are in season and out of
Fay ave., recently. Members
season, but bananas know no
•
present were Mrs. Bessie Clayseason. This time of year while
brook, Mrs. Ida Mae Cobbs,
we wait for the melons, peaches
Mrs. Martha Sutton, Mrs. Eva
and other fruits to ripen, we
Timberlake, Mrs. Georgia Curcan fill the gap with plentiful
tis,
bananas.
Mrs. Fordie Burton, Mrs.
Bananas are in third place
Mable Young, Mrs. Ernestyne
in the popularity poll and rate
Buntyn, Mrs. Connie White,
equally as high in food value.
Mrs. Annie B. Walk, Mrs. BeaThey are fairly good sources of
Two very fine cultural pro- All Tears Away" and "I Bowed trice Thornton, Mrs. Lula
vitamin A. B, and C. One
grams Sunday a fortnight ago, on My Knees and Cried Holy." White, Mrs. W. Wright, Mrs
medium size banana furnishes
featured accomplished local art- Mr. James Barr ably accom- Beecher, Dobbs and your scribe
eighty-five calories.
ists who drew acclaim from the panied Mr. Webster; and Mr. Mrs. Hazel Hudson.
The bananas industry offers
featured
at
was
Winfield
both.
Harry
The
club
had
the
attending
pleasure
of
guests
of
scores
this advice on storing this rather
organ.
the
having
as
guest,
Mrs.
Daniel
CLUB
ARTS
FINE
THE
perishable fruit in the home:
The Memphis Fine Arts Club's Mrs. Helen West is the presi- Hawkins, who gave a short
If bananas are not ripe when
presentation of "THE ENCHANT- dent of The Renaissance Club; talk..
purchased, keep them at room
organi- Members wished Mrs. Ida
ING HOUR" was held at 5 p.m. and the members of the
temperature for further ripenBos- Bramlett, victim of an accident,
at Bruce Hall and featured Miss zation intlude Mrs. Theonia
ing. They should not be kept
Lulah McEwen, pianist and Mrs. tic, Mrs. Odessa Boyd, Mrs. Ha- a speedy recovery.
in the refrigerator—except to
Mertis J. Ewell, vocalist, accom- zel Casey, Mrs. Mittie Clay, Mrs. A delicious menu was servretard over-ripening when they
Mary Collier, Miss Mildred ed by hostess, Mrs. Ida Robinpanied by James Fender.
are already fully ripe. TemperMrs. N. M. Watson, well-known Douglas, Mrs. B. Y. Henderson, son. The next meeting will be
atures below 50 degrees F. reMrs.
of
Ruby
home
held in July at the
tard ripening and impair the
patron of the arts and founder Mrs. Bethel A. Hunt, Mrs.
ave.
delicate flavor. If bananas fulof the Fine Arts Club was chair- McCall, Mrs. Mildred McCoy, Lula Hill of 297 W. Fay
Mrs.
Lena
Nash,
ly ripened (flecked
with
man of the outstanding recitel Mrs. Nernetta
brown), their usefulness may
Opening with Miss Ewen su- Reams, Mrs. Evelyn Scott, Miss daughter of Rev. and Mrs. F.
Lytle,
Minnie
Mrs.
Aloma
Thompson,
Miss
Sanders;
C.
be extended for several days
perbly executing ShuLert's So- Carrie
if placed in the refrigerator.
and Chopin's L. Walton, Mrs. Emma L. War- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
nata, Opus 42,
WestWilliamson,
Frances
Miss
Mae
Lillie
Lytle;
Mrs.
A peel discoloration may apNocture, Opus 48, No. I. Miss ren and
pear after removal, but the
Ewell singing Handel's Aria di the latter the wife of the artist. brooks, daughter of Mr. and
Cheri
MaxWestbrooks;
Miss
Mrs.
Joe
pulp
will be flavorful.
Mar
La
Polissena "Invocation" from Ra- Members of the
Some more very timely indamisto . . . Bach's If You Are club held their monthly meeting ine D. Draper, daughter of Mr.
formation from the United Fruit
Near and Beach's The Years at at the beautiful home of Mrs. and Mrs. L. L. Draper; Miss CaCompany tells us how to use
the Spring.
Louise Chandler, president, to rolyn Randle, daughter of Mr.
annual
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Randle,
Sr.;
their
bananas with packaged comfor
Miss McEwen next group in- discuss plans
mercial mixes. We have found
cluded Brahma' Ballade, Opus Eam Dance, which will be held Miss Elaine Elbert, daughter of
this information quite useful so
10, No. 1; the Prelude from the Saturday night, June 2, 1961 at Mr. and Mrs. Tom Elbert; Miss
we pass it on to you.
BETROTHED — Mr. and to "Who's Who In America(
Suite Bergamasque by Debussy Curries Club Tropicanna. The Lorene Holmes, daughter of Mr.
When directions on commer- Mrs. 0. L. Cash, Sr., an- Colleges and Universities?
and Dance of the White Indian theme of the dance is "Come As and Mrs. James McLean;
Washburn, the son of Mr. end
by Villa Lobos.
cial mixes specify one cup of nounces the engagement and
You Wish — And Do The Twist" Miss Della Marie Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Holmes L.
water or milk, then use in its approaching marriage of Mrs. Sylvester Washburn, te•
The finale of the program in- with Club La Mar Cheri.
place one and a half cups of their daughter, Miss Betty a graduate of Morehouse cote'
cluded W. C. Handy's "They
Members present were: Miss Smith; Miss Rosanna J. Quinn,
mashed or whipped bananas Jean Cash, to Gene Alexand- lege and a teacher in thas
that sow in tears, reap in joy" Earline Hampton, Mrs. Mable daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Memphis City School syse.
er Washburn. The to be bride
(about 4 or 5 bananas).
and "Jesus Walked This Lone- Winfrey, Mrs. Carrie Snell, Mrs. Plunkett; Miss Carole M. Brown,
some Valley" by Dawson, by Vivian Ford, Mrs. Mary Beal, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Grover MRS. WALKER HOMES of for witnessing the fashions
When the directions specify is a senior Histor major at tem and a member of Alpha:
Phi
Alpha fraternity. Thee
Tennessee
A&I
State
uniMiss Ewell and Schubert's "Ave Mrs. Laura Roberson, members Brown; Miss Lucile Moten,daugh- 1961 in the person of Mrs. and show is $1.00 for adults one cup of water or milk and
versity. She is a member of nuptial ceremony will be h
Maria."
absent were Mrs. Thelma Dur- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Theo. Moten; Ann Moore of 332 Flynn rd. and 25c for children under eggs then use in its place one
June 25 at St. John BapIll
The program
was sponsored ham Mrs. Gladys Green, Mrs Miss Delis Cherry, daughter of was crowned recently as a 14. Proceeds will go toward cup of mashed or whipped Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
church, Memphis.
free to the public, and much cre- Lava Lewis. As usual, Mrs. Rev. and Mrs. Samuel Barrett; climax to the popularity the Civic club project of a bananas (2 or 3 bananas), one- She is and has been a fourdit is due this organization for Chandler prepared a delicious Miss Edith M. Barber, daughter contest held by the Walker community center building half cup water, and eggs as point student and was named
their interest in culture for the menu which was served in their of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Barber; Homes Civic club last fall. to be located on Elder rd. specified.
TIGHTSQUEEZE, Va. — bookseller told her none was
benefit of the community. Offi- "Cassablanca Den." Tickets for Miss Charles Etta White, daugh- She will reign over the An- Mrs. Mary Bell of 519 JenUse only fully ripe bananas,
Mrs. Charlie nual Spring Tea scheduled sen is chairman of the pro- yellow peel flecked with brown, (UPI) — This Pittsylvania available and asked, "wet:11d
cers of the Fine Arta Club are the dance may be obtained from ter of Mr. and
Mrs. Evelyn Iles, president; Mrs. any of the club members or at White; and Miss Alene L. Brom- Sunday. May 14, 3:30 p.m. gram. Mrs. Francis Caple, in mixes. To mash or whip ba- County hamlet is changing its 'Sense and Sensuality' do!"
The correct title of the novel
M. Tyus, vice president; Mrs. the Tri-State Defender affice. ley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. at the Walker Homes School's former Queen crowned the nanas, slice them into a bowl.
name to Fairview because that
George Bromley.
is "Sense and Sensibility." .7
D. Heron, Secretary; Mrs. E. KAPPA DEBUTANTES
spacious cafetorium, 3 2 2 new Royalty. Rrefreshments Beat with a fork, a rotary beatsounds
more
prosperous.
•••
er or electric mixer until
Payne, assistant secretary; Mrs. Twenty-eight lovely girls were During Intermission, Kappas King rd. Requested donation will be served.
Tightsqueeze originally got
smooth and creamy. Mash them
Etta Paige, parliamentarian, Mrs. formally introduced to society serenaded their wives and sweetATLANTA — (UPI) — /he
just before using to keep them its name because of its location Secretary of State's office rot
L Newman, reporter; Mrs. A. at a formal ball held Friday, May hearts and presented them lovely
from turning dark. One average on a narrow road.
Lee, publicity chairman; Mrs. L. 5 at the Hippodrome Ballroom. white umbrellas, with red emports that Huckleberry Pinta
size banana makes about 1-3
•• •
B. Smith, treasurer, Mrs. N. M. The annual debutante presenta- broidered Kappa Alpha Psi greek
Tom Sawyer and Willie A., I
cup
of
mashed
banana.
Memletters.
Watson, Founder; Charles Iles, tion was sponsored by the
LONDON — (UPI) — A gorilla at the city zoo, eactli
Bananas add an interesting customer at a London book- received write-in votes ftg
Mrs. A. W. Willis, Jr., 4 the
chaplain; and Rev. S. A. Owens, phis Alumni Chapter of Kappa
flavor
to
milk
drinks.
Here
is
by
president of the Silhouettes! Mrs.
advisor.
shop asked for a copy of Jane presidential elector in last Nols
Alpha Psi Fraternity, assisted
our favorite banana drink. Try
Members include Mrs. E. their auxiliary, The Silhouettes, Floyd Campbell was the chairAusten 's "Persuasion." A vember's election.
it
now
and
we
believe
you
will
presenman
of
the
debutante ball; and
Brown, Mrs. F. Cochran, Mrs. E. and was the eleventh
make it one among your collecCole. Mrs. M. Crawford; Mrs. tation, having begun in 1950. Mrs. W. S. Sawyer and Jesse
ENJOY BETTER LIVING
tion of summer beverages.
E. Ester, Mrs. M. Ewell, Mn
Featured on the cover of the Wilburn had charge of the deFRESH BANANA FROST
L. Hampton, Mr. L. Hampton, souvenir brochure was Miss Syl- butante cotillion.
(Serves 6)
Miss L Hawthorne, Mrs. M. via Williams, • senior and honor Participating members of the
3 ripe bananas, mashed
Hodges, Mrs. L. Jones, Mrs. G. student at Hamilton high school, Memphis Alturmi Chapter are E.
A
3 scoops vanilla ice cream
Kemp, Mrs. H. Mosely, Mrs. A. who is the granddaughter, a Abron, S. Adaml, J. Atkins, T.
2 1-4 cups milk
Phillips, Mrs. W. Pulliam, Mrs. member of the local chapter, Mr. Bethel, R. Crawford, F. M.
Combine all ingredients. Beat
G. Quinn; Mrs. W. E. Ragsdale, John Whittaker. who is with the Campbell, J. Carr, H. L. Chandwith beater until creamy. Serve
Knotty Pine - Birch - Cherry
Mrs. E. Schidum, Mrs. B. Tho- music department of LeMoyne ler, S. Crossley, M. Conley, C. E.
at once.
mas, Mrs. C. Townsend, Dr. N. College. The beauteous Miss Wil- Evans, W. Fleming, H. Hall, E.
Free Planning — Satisfaction Guaranteed
"A Guide to Good Eating" is
M. Watson, Mrs. G. Webb, Mrs. liams was spotlighted at the ball. Henderson, T. Johnson J. JorC. R. SMITH, Salesman
a service provided for the readT. Wheatley, Mrs. A. L. Williams, Mr. Floyd Campbell served as dan, F. Lewis, M. Moore, U. R.
DAY
ers of the Tri-State Defender
Mrs. B. M. Williams, and Mrs. master of ceremonies, and as the Phillips, Jr., W. P. Porter, Wilthrough the cooperation of the
C. Smith. The late Mrs. B. F. bevy of girls made their individ- liam Roach, R. J. Roddy, C.
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs.
McCleave was an ardent mem- ual appearance and walked down Stockton, L. Stovall. I. Spillers,
Williams is a teacher of Home
ber of The Fine Arts Club.
the long ramp to be greeted by W. S. Sawyer, J. Turner, A. M.
Economics at Manassas high
White, A. wh
THE RENAISSANCE CLUB
Joseph Atkins, polemarch of the W Ter,J
school.
Willis,
W.
The other fine recital of Sun- Memphis
Chapter,
pte
ft ceeiy
th
rt jr•Ik_
rese
Anited
umniwiC
thhagi
R. L. Wynn, J. Wilburn, J. L.
day, April 30, was given by The were presented
MEN'S DAY
Renaissance Club, presenting ficates for portraits. Special seats Williams, J. W. Yarbrough and
Annual Men's Day at
Webster Williamson in recital were provided the mothers of the 0. Yarbrough.
TWELVE
LINKS Social Mrs. Marguerite Alexander,
at St. Stephen Baptist Church. debutante, who individually re- HOBO BALL
Club
has joined
the chaplain. Members are Mrs. Avery Chapel AME church,
The Sophisticates Club again ' NAACP's Honor Guard list Ann Brewer, Mrs. Evelyn 882 E. Trigg
Mr. Williamson is a native of ceived the curtsey of their
ave., has been
Memphis, attended Grant and daughters and received the gifts paid homage to Hoboes by soon- by taking out a life Mem- Cash, Mrs. Emma Coe. Mrs.
set for May 28, acording to
Manassas Schools; and whlle in that they had been given. With soring their Third Hobo Ball, to bership in the NAACP. The Bernice Harris, Mrs. Hattie
high school became a chartered their lovely debutante ballgown the delight of their friends, to ladies of this club are: Mrs. Holloway, Mrs. Willie Ross, an announcement released this
member of the Teen-Town Sing_ they carried nosegay bouquets revel in the opportunity to fol- Lula Wilson. president: Miss Mrs. Hattie Holloway is Week.
low their bid tube . . "tres O'Nelia Brookins, vice-presi- shown presenting a check
era under the director of A. C. of red earn5tieesThe keynote speaker and
Along with Miss Williams, chic and natty . . . in the latest dent: Mrs. Norma Ford, sec- for S50.00, the first installWilliams. A graduate of Tenother featured items on the
from the Tin Pan Room retary; Mrs. Lucia Miller, ment, to Atty. A. W. Willis,
nessee A dc I State University, others presented were: Miss Rose garb
and having served in the United A. Cooper, daughter of Mr. and . . . of the House of Hobo... assistant s•cr•tar y, Mrs. jr.. chairman of th? LH* program will be announced
later.
States Army, he was a voice Mrs. Sammie Cooper; Miss Janice Prizes for the worst dresaeci...at Dorothy Harris, Treasurer: Membership committee.
student of Eddie T. Going and E. Prudent and Mies Eldon E. The Flamingo, last Friday night,
5
Dr. Herbert F. Mells. Mr. Wil- Prudent, daughters of Mr. and May.
COMPLETE
liamson is a junior deacon at Mrs. James Prudent: Miss Bet- Chic members of the club wore
HOME REMODELING
St. Stephen and is a teacher- tye Jean Bowen, daughter of black pants and black, red and
FIBRE GLASS
white
striped blouses ... looking
AWNINGS
counsellor at Porter Jr. High Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bowen; Miss
CAR PORTS
School. He is a member of Al- Rosie G. Gladney, dauhgter of prettier than any hobo could ever
Rev.
hope
and Mrs. Alexander Gladto emulate! The zany
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
pha Phi Alpha Fraternity. Theta
Deluxe Combination Doors &
Alpha Phi Dramatic fraternity ney; Miss Manly A. Mitchell, hobo grand march featured three
main
daughter
Windows
As
Low
As
of
prizes
.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
..• turkey, a ham Cl
and • member of the National
Mitchell; Miss Geraldine Gray, and a hen ... proving that hobos
$5.00 Per Mo.
Psychologist Club.
FARMVILLE, Va. — (Un— ward county with a choice be"The
Mr. Williamson's program in- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie today are really living
NO MONEY DOWN
The federal government is mov- tween integrated schools or no
cluded "The Lord's Prayer," — Eugene Gray; Miss Santa Lee Good Life" and never had it so
FHA TERMS
With the deterschools.
over
public
battle
unique
a
good.
into
ing
Patton,
There
daughter
were
of
Mr. and Mrs.
more than 25
"Great Day," "Rosary," "The
dominant
of
the
H
other
mined
backing
F.
which
has
prizes
Patton
of
and
integration
Miss
canned
Mona
school
L.
goods and
Voice in the Wilderness," "WithSoft Lite Fibre Gloss and Co.
ran the gamut left Negro children without for- white community, the county itrisetion Co Inc of Memphis
out A Song." "Smiling Through," Tr-,..n.an, daughter of Mr. and staples which
from
vinegar,
Mrs.
S.
B.
Truman.
flour,
juices and mal educational facilities in this board of supervisors shut down
"I
Believe," "Sing
Again,"
WH 8-4079
"Sometime I feel Like a Mother- Others were Miss Irma Shol- potatoes . . . to be sure that
historic old Virginia community the public schools, lock, stock
S Parkway E.
1211
today's
dem,
vintage
of
daughter
the
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
disappearless Child," "Joshua Fit de Batand barrel.
ing facet of Americana have since the fall of 1959.
tle of Jericho," "Go Down Mos- Clifford Sholders! Miss Rose Ollong
—
intervention
Federal
es," "Deres No Hiddin' Place lie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. their correct calories and vita- hoped for by Negroes and long
GOOD WITH STRAWBERRIES. PEACHES, FRUIT COCKTAIL
...ANY FRUIT. ANY SAUCE
Down Here," "Down to the Ri- Henry 011ie; Miss Betty Reeves, mins.
expected by whites — came late
Bernice last Wednesday in the form of
ver," "When God Dips His Love daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Credit Sophisticates
INGREDIENTS:
In My Heart," "God Shall Wipe Reeves; Miss Rita D. Sanders, Barber (president) and members an unprecedented court action
1 teaepoon
trey cups cooked Riceland Rice
Mae D. Fitsgerald, Sue, lah, Cen- started by the U.S. Department
1 packaa• 'toren strawberslai,
VA sups milk
ts Qualls, Ruth Lewis, Arneda of Justice at the instigation of
thawed
¼Clap Owlet
Martin, Dorothy McDaniel, Gla- Atty. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy.
Whipped cream If d•sired
dys Miller, Margaret Rivers, Jeforce
is
to
briefly,
Its purpose,
METHOD:
wel Speight, Caine Stevens (the Prince Edward County—which
Cook Riceland Rios and milk over low beat until most of the %,
able m.c. of the hobo parade), consists of Farmville and its rumixture
is still creamy. Stir oecasionelly,
but
absorbed
milk is
WHY . . .
Dorothy Westbrooks and Gwen- ral environs — to operate a
Cover and allow to cool 10 to 15 minutea. Stir in sugar and
chill
in refrigerator until time HI
and
Cover
CooL
vanilla.
dolyn Wright for the unique ball racially integrated public school
FRIENDS ENJOY SHOPPING
serve. Pres into fancy mold. Unmold just before raving by
which allows guests to let their system.
dipping mold in hot water. Serve with strawberries. Top with
hair down in a rollicking good
whipped cream if desired.
AT • . .
Two years ago, a federal court
DELICIOUS VARIATIONS: Substitute for atrewberrims
time.
decree confronted Prince Edpeach slices or chilled fruit cocktail or other fruits with whipped.
- —
Be SPEAStfic...Alvrays Ask for
cream or choonlata or other sauce&
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Porter To Salute
EATING Parents And Students
A

GUIDE TO GOOD

Porter PTA will salute par- man states that information on
ents of honor students at the last the Guidance Program of the
meeting of this school year, school will be given by Mrs. A.
Thursday, May 11. 730 p.m. in E. Turner, counselor and sevSome very interesting infor- the cafeteria.
eral musical selections.
Believe it or not, we are fast season is here
mation came to us from the Important on the agenda will
but 1 might say,
Refreshments will be served.
approaching the Commencement out of the city. Each
D. S. Extension Service con;i be the election and installation
Friday
The President, Mrs. C. D. Hill
season in Jackson. Announce- 'night seems to find
cerning beef Until recently of officers. F. A. Davis, jr.
Jacksonians
and Principal, Mr. A. B. Owen,
ment has been made from Lane traveling the highways
we have believed that marbl- Nominating Committee Chairto neighJr are urging a large attend:College on senior activities as boring towns as guests of other
inri \Vas the important factor man will present the slate of
ance at this important meeting.
-follows: Senior Day on May 19 professional organizations for a
in the tenderness of beef. Now officers. Rev. J. L. Netters, pisswith Awards Day exercises be- night of relaxation after a hard
there as a strong indication tor of Mt. Vernon Baptist
ginning at 10:00 A.M. and Class year's work. April 21, the Gibson
that tenderness is an inherit- church will conduct the instillation ceremony.
Night at 8:00 p.m. Saturday, May County Teachers' Assn., held
ed characteristic in cattle.
Re. 20 will be Alumni Day with a their affair at Gibson County
,earch to develop and propa- Report of delegates to the rebanquet that night honoring Training School in Milan, Tenn.,
gate a tenderness trait in cat- cent State Convention will be
given by the president, Mrs.
classes of the l's. The Baccalau- while the next Friday night it
tle is now in progress.
reate services will be Sunday, was the Dyer County Teachers'
This is good news to the Christine D. Hill and Mrs. Erma
Jones.
May 21 at 11 a.m. with Com- Assn. dance at Bruce high school
homemaker who has consistPrizes will be awarded homemencement on Monday, May 22 in Dyersburg, Tern?.
ently asked for meat with less
JUNIOR - SENIOR BANterfield, soloist and a jun- Junior," and Th•odor•
rooms
raising the
highest
at 10 am.
fat even though she was told
Decorations for both affairs QUET — LeMoynes juniorior; Johnnie Rodgers, jun- Wells. senior president.
amounts for the annual Tea. In an effort to help curb
At Merry high school, the an- were beautiful
just as consistently that marbland teachers senior banquet found these ior: Geraldine Dout he 1, Misses Rodgers and Hall
They were: 7-5 — Mrs. E. M. juvenile delinquency J. T.
nual "M" Club Banquet will be showed they weren't
ing meant tenderness and a
far behind collegians in the spotlight. "Miss Senior:" Harriett Hall, were in charge ot arrangeBrown, teacher: 8-3 — Mrs. E. Chandler held a meeting at
fe,44 Friday, May 19 at 8:00 p.m. on the new
..iood flavor.
Blvd.
Christian
dances as they grac- Left to right: Ed Thornton, junior: Sadie Collins. "Miss ments.
D. Elrod, teacher and 7-A--Mrs. Mississippi
In the school cafeteria. Graduates ed the floor to
While the animal husbandry- M. R. Bass,
Church last Thursday evening
the music of a junior president; Doris Porteacher.
d 21, 31, and 41 will be honored springing new Jackson
men
at
which
are
time
he
developin
presented
g a juicy, L. V. Johnson, program
vaband, 0.
chair- rious communit
*Jong with Merry citing players C. Cole and his
tender animal ,the retail stores
y workers to
Pipes. Then Sat•who gave outstanding perform- urday night found
are meeting the consumers'
talk
to
group
a
of
'ooys
living
many
Salt and pepper
in
in the area of LeMoyne Garance this school year.
demand for a more lean niece
Whiteville, Tenn., enjoying the
Roll meat in flour; brown in
dens Homes.
of
meat
with
less
Vesper Services will be Sun- hospitality of the Hardeman
waste by hot fat. Add onion.
Combine
trimming away fat, gristle and
The men talked about a sunday, May 21 at 4:00 p.m. when County Teachers which completremaining ingredients; pour
bone before packaging the
Rev. S. E. Poindexter, pastor of ed a weekend of wonderful enover meat. Cover tightly and dry of subjects from proper conmeat.
Christ Temple church in Jackson joyment.
cook slowly until tender duct, dress and attitudes to
This new trend results in a
will deliver the Vesper Sermon Come F'riday, Greeks
about 2 hours. Makes 6 serv- planning a goal in life.
will be
larger number of rolled roasts
. Awards Day will be Mon- guests of the Jackson
ings.
Among the men participating
chapters
on our meat counters. Several
;Jay, May 22 with Class Night of Sigma Gamma Rho
sorority
cuts of beef lend themselves "A Guide To Good Eating were Joe Nelson, manager of
yet the same date at 8:00 p.m. and Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity
By JAMES C. GREGORY
creased 57 percent. If the farm
to rolling and the homemaker is a service provided for the the LeMoyne Gardens Homes,
.Commencement proper will be in Humboldt, Tenn.
American farmers are produc- output of 1959 had been producshould know the cut from readers of the Tri-State De-.Herman A. Chalciwell, E Fran!
WaBnesday, May 24 at 8 p.m. All Amongthe younger set, the ing an abundance of food for our ed with 1939 farming methods,
which the roast was made in fender through the cooperation LaMondue, Lawrence
'activities will take place in the annual
W a d
N.H.A. Prom was held population, and f..r many of our it would have cost (based on
order to evaluate the relative of the Memphis Dairy Council.
school gymnasium.
:Thaddeus T. Stokes, Euless T.
at Merry high school on last friends in other countries. They 1959 costs) an additional 11 bilprice of the rolled and bone-in Mrs. Williams is a teacner of
SCHOOL DEDICATE)
Thursday in the school gymna- can do this BECAUSE . . . RE- lion dollars!
cuts and also to know how to Home Economics at Manassas Hunt, Elder Blair T. Hunt and
Madison County officials are sium. Decorations were keyed
Charles W. Phillips.
cook each cut for greatest fla- high school.
to SEARCH has shown the way to In 1940 one farm worker provery proud of the stride that is the theme of a Flower
vor and tenderness.
Garden. higher yields and improved qua- duced enough food and fiber for
being made in the area of new The
. and EDUCATION has 11 persons. But in 1959, one farm
Home economists with the
annual Jabberwock, spon- lity
school buildings. The second de- sored by
extension service give these
Beta Chi chapter of token the Facts to farmers . . worker produced enough food
dication within a week was held Delta
FARMERS have accept- and fiber for 24 persons. It cost
instructions for evaluating the
Sigma Theta Sorority was and
Sunday for the new modern Den- staged
cost of rolled roast versus Nagging skin irritation that makes Palmer's "Skin Success" Quitin the College gymnasium ed new findings, and have applied the farmer more to do such a
raark elementary school. Guest on
bone-in
Saturday night. Winning in them on their farms. We can good job, though! In 1940 his incut: To find the cost you want to scratch can he re- merit contains 11 important inspeaker for the occasion was G. the
per serving for roasts, divide lieved. You don't have to suffer gredients combined in a special
college division of skits was continue to have an abundance vestments per farm worker was
di Brooks, principal of Burt
day. Clear sway that way. Must help you fast or your
of food for ourselves and others $3,400 but in 1959 the investment
high A.K.A. with the Merry high
the price of the cut by the •nother
La
awful distress with this interna- money back. Get "Skin Success'
millichool in Clarksville, Tenn., and Souers
number of servings You can tionally famous skin medicine. Ointment
Club taking first place if we maintain an aggressive per farmer worker had climbed
— only 35e. The ease
holds the position of executive in the
expect to get from the particu- Palmer's "Skin Success" Oint- nomical The time contains four
high school division. The program of research and educa- to 620,650!
secretary of the TEC. Mrs. Dar- general
Did the farmer "cash in" on
lar type of meat considered. ment works like magic to rescue time. •. much.
theme used was "Pacific tion.
celia Smith is principal of the Paradise."
this improvement in production?
your troubled skin with blessed And Guard Your Complexion ...
Sorors of Beta Chi Since we have an abundance,
Boned (rolled) meat yields
Tn.&
school. Superintendent Walker looked
wall the deeo-•chng foamy
very chic attired in iden- you might ask . .. WHY DON'T In 1959, the INCOME PER PER3 to 4 servings per pound.
medication of PALMER'S "SKIN
was on hand with remarks
Get frt, dependable reli•f from
with tical gold sarong dresses accen- WE HAVE CHEAPER FOOD? SON was $960.00 for farm popSUCCESS', SOAP it heir germs
Meat with medium amount
representatives of the Beard of tuated with
the,
rely.
often
aggravate ugly blemitching misery a upshot,
it has been ulation and $2,202 for non-farm
red roses. A social FOOD IS CHEAP
of bone yields 2 to 3 servisli,', and perspiration odors
pimple., 00•0414.
Education and the PTA.
getting cheaper for years, based population.
folloWed with music furnished
ings
per pound. Meat with I
by upon the
part of your income AMERICA' BIGGEST
Socially in Jackson, the dance 0. C. Cole and his
large amount of bone yields I
S
Pipes.
1that goes for food.
CUSTOME
R
1 1,y servings.
ts••••••••••164144041440•41
Ii' 1935-39 the consumer spent Every year farmers buy: more
GALA OPENING
As a rule, rolled roasts are
percent
123
his
of
income
for
food,
induspetroleum
than
other
any
expensive to serve when'
more
The gala opening of
Furniture
Appliances
Tarp's but in 1959 he spent only 21 try; 41,2 million tons finished
their
price per pound is more
Esso Servicenter will be
held percent. And that isn't all . . if still; rubber equal
amount
than
to
one-third
higher
than the!
Saturday, May 6. The new,
regular bone-In roast.
clean and modern Service sta- the consumer ate the same as used in tires on all new cars;
he did 20 years ago, he would be 50 million tons chemicals and
tion is owned by Charles
The rolled rib roast and the
H. spending only 16 percetjt of
his more electricity than is used in
rolled rump roast are two
Tarpley.
income for food. But the con- the cities of Chicago, Detroit,1
types of high quality roasts
Mr. Tarpley said there will be sumer
now has an improved diet Houston, Baltimore and Boston.:
that may be purchased rolled.
fun for all including guest stars
and more services for each food Six to 7 million persons
These two roasts may be
are
such as Nat D. Williams of
.—
dollar he spends.
rooked with dry heat—roast
engaged in manufacturing and
WDIA, Dick "Kane" Cole of
LANSKY BROS.
in the oven without a rover.
WLOK, the Four Stars and FOOD IS CHEAPER ANOTH- selling farm supplies. Seven and
FORMAL SHOP
Boneless chuck is a less
ER WAY — you don't have to one-half million persons work on
Yvonne Butler.
126 BEAU ST
tender cut of beef that is now
The station is located at Mis- work as long to get it. For work farms and 10 to 12 million perPHONE JA 5-5401
being rolled and sold in our
done, the consumer is getting sons process and distribute farm
local markets. It should be
more food.
products.
cooked with moist heat. Any
BECOME EFFICIENT
Farm suppliers plus farm
Fedders Air
Norge
cooking method in which a lid
For an example: in the last 20 workers plug processors of agrior cover is used is regarded asi
Conditioners
Refrigerators
years the amount of farm labor cultural products equals ... TWO
moist heat. This may he braisused decreased 46 percent. Out- out of every FIVE persons EMing or pot-roasting.
put per man-hour increased 145 PLOYED IN THE UNITED
Boneless chuck can be made
percent and farm production in- STATES.
into many interesting dishes.
Our recipe for Beef Cubed in
sour cream is ittst one example
BEEF CUBES IN
With The
SOUR CREAM
2 lbs. chuck, cut in 1-inch
cubes
2 medium onions sliced
1/2 cup sour cream
2 tablespoons grated
NEW SALESMEN — The
American cheese
three capable young men
14 cup water
above are recent additions
to the sales staff of Freeman Furniture Company.
1940 S. Lauderdale. They
of extra oast with Me
a re from
top, Jessie Jones
purchase of any
561 Alston ave.. phone JA
EUREKA CLEANER
5-0601: Vernon L. Savage.
696 Vance ave., phone JA
7-8756; William Bell Yarbrough, 802 Ayers, phone JA
3947. Each man is at your
service and invites your
calls for service. "All hours
Heavily silver plated fee
are working-ho u r s. you
leetieg beauty. Gaerseteml
name it-we
get it." is
sumerial sod craftsseerne.
their motto. Bargains are
awaiting you In furniture
and appliances.
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JOHNSON FURNITURE—APPLIANCES
937 S. Cooper St.
BR. 6-3986 — BR. 4-0111

FREE!

3-ROOM
GROUP
ALL NEW
FURNITURE
FOR ONLY

he Fashionable_ at home
• with light, bnjht Royal CPOWli
Good grooming begins in the home with Royal
Crown Hair Dresqing — the light, bright modern
way to keep your hair in style.
Royal Crown Hair Dressing helps flatter your
hair with an ever-no-light softness ... brightens
your hair with a smooth, glossy beauty.
... gives
your hair the very beat of care.

With Exclusive New

TRIPLE-FILTER
•64441Int*1
...dust ordinarily blown
hack Into your rooms!
SanitizsMS DUST SAO
impregnated with
pew lighter to
better grewtni
OVEN I M.P. MOTOR!
—Itewernst, ortfkient

• bets,. 11-pc. set st eeeeSSorget
• Clip-On tools
• Full swiveling hose connection
• Unbreakable tepee hose
••01I•1 *deletes'

For 10 Day Home

— INCLUDED —
5-Pc. L. R. Group
With Tables and Lamps
5-Pc Chrome Dinette
Bedroom Group

Trial

S ISC0
H FASHIONABLE ... snd thlfty,
Mel Royal Crown Hair Dressins tee
ermen,Daher Perri* Mr SOO.••
ele re AIM

Floor Polisher For Rent $1.50 Per Day

We Finance — Easy Terms
150 WEST TRIGG
WH. 6-7551

WH. 8-0333

2256 CENTRAL
1 Bloch

W
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Spectacular "Extraordin.aire'
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• BEVY OF BEAUTEOUS famines who for 12 years
now have enjoyed an enviable reputation as fundraisers par excellence for Provident hospital are agog
these days as lavish and glamorous plans shape up
to a resplendent climax. Known throughout Defenderland as the Volunteer Service Guild, they'll again bow

Saturday. May 13 in magnificent McCormick pl. at 13th
annual Cotton Ball which charming hostesses vow will
be -an evening second to none." Photos portray some
of the activities leading up to the May 13 spectacular as
well as some of the services they render to the hospital.
Ray Rayner, popular stage and screen star who now is

appearing at Drury Lane Playhouse in "Lullaby" will
share the ern-coo role during Cotton Ball festivities
with popular Bernadine C. Washington, fashions coordinator-commentator. Guild Member Anne Freeinan gets
his confirmation and best wishes. Center photo: State
Senator Fred Smith offers his sincere congratulations

for a successful ball and promises his full support to
Mrs. Ethel Cooper, president and Mrs. Helen Miller,
Cotton Ball chairman. Photo right: At bat for a perfect
VSG Cotton Ball score is Floyd Robinson of the Chicago White Sox.

• GUILD MEMBERS relaxing after enthusiastic Cot
to n Ball plans sessions pose with Senator Fred Smith
and present fetching fashions front while doing so. They
are (from left standing) Earl Dean Gray, publicity

chairman: Lois Gladney Hall, Mary Gillette, Mildred
Powell, vice president; Annabelle Brooks, Thallas Jordan. ticket chairman: Anne Freeman, entertainment
chairman: Willa Grimes, Velma Hancock. social chair-

man and (seated) Helen Miller, Cotton Bali chairman;
Ethel Cooper, president and Beryl Cosey, co-chairman
of the Cotton Ball. Included in glamorous arrangements
is the "Champagne Hour" between 10 and 11 p.m. for

early birds: an unusual program book is being readied
for the printers by Adelle Garrett and Mrs. Thallis Jordan, ticket chairman, reports that demands for tickets
assure a capacity crowd. Count Basis and famed band
will be entertainment headliners.

• LENDING THEIR support whenever needed the Volunteer Service Guild for Provident hospital is always
lending a helping hand during various activities in
which the hospital is involved. Hospital Day found mem-

hers participating ii. hostesses. i his bevy busied itself
by serving refreshments to the throng of visitors to
Provident that day. They are (from left) Eutopia Mor
sell Simmons, Aden Garrett, Helen miller, Mildred

Powell, Vel ma Crowe Hancock and Gloria itoberts.
Other officers and members are Gwendolyn King, financial secretary; Elsie Gill. recording secretary: Velver Murphy. treasurer; Annabelle Brooks, Elizabeth Co-

soy, Charlene Davenport, Ophelia Fields, Marcella
Fouche, Cathryn Gavin, Mary Gillette, Mary Gunn
Rose Hawkins, Debris Hobbs, Hazel Lowe. Bernice
Murray, Marcella Pride and Mary Garden Williams.
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Mississippi

and reared in Madison CounCOLP
er Dominick, and Mr. James Mcty. He was • member of the
GOODMAN
By ANNA BILLINGSLEY Ginnis, Sr.
Annual Vesper service of the Brotherhood Lodge and a
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Maiden Mrs. Luella R. Reece was callBy Pearleane Billingles
Eddings Beauty School was held member of Mt. Tabor. Surand family of Dayton, Ohio ed to St. Louis, Mo., on business.
May 7, 1961 5-8:30 pin. at Ma- vivors are his wife, Mrs. Ora
were weekend guest of Mrs. Mrs. Idella Spears and Mrs. A very interesting Man's Day
cedonia Baptist Church, 217 Lane B. Hill and a nephew,Mr. Loparents, Mr. and Mrs. Nellie Sanders want to Chicago, program was rendered at Walden
Maiden's
Avenue where Rev R. J. Page nell Hill.
Ernest
Mr. Maiden Ill, to attend the funeral of a Chapel ME. Church recently.
Harrison
The Male Chorus of Walis pastor.
Speakers were J A. Geron,
daughter
and
visited
at Shaf- relative.
Cooper Howard, Mr. E. L. Tate,
The program VMS as follows! nut Grove Baptist Church
last'
church
fer
s
AME
Mr. L. M. ZollIcoffer and closing
Mrs. Daisy Ruth Shaw, mistress rendered a program at Clover
AURORA
Sunday.
of ceremonies. Processional by Creek Baptist Church last
The junior church of Main with • wonderful sermon was
and
Vaughn
Lorraine
Mrs.
the pastor, Rev. 0. B DISTIL Mr.
the graduates; Music - Merry Sunday night at 7:30 which
Mrs. Estella Henry are doing Street Baptist Church sponsored
High School Glee Club. Devo- was enjoyed by all. The Rev.
• musical-tea her Sunday. Carl Zollicoffer was sponsor. Fifty-.
surgery.
nicely
after
tion - Mrs. Lillie Bell Cole. Mu- R. L Lambeth is the pastor.
Carter, 14, noted singer of Chi- five dollars was collected.
Mrs. Maud Duncan is getting cago
The men of Home Baptist
sic - Merry High Glee Club. The
was guest soloist.
All Those from Memphis who came
after
a
home
along
at
fine
Occasion - by Mrs. Lucille Ecid- Church observed their annual
churches were represented. Also to attend the musical program
short stay in Holden hospital. children's
ings. Greetings, by Mrs. Florine Men's Day activities last Sunchoirs from Wheaton here in Durant were Mrs. Ruby
George Herman Henry spent Second
Cunningham, Secretary of Ten- day. The morning services
Baptist
Church and Gales L Davis, Elcia Williams, Mary
the weekend here with his fos- Memorial.
E. Wright, Nannie McGee, Besnessee S. Beautician Aso. Re- were conducted by the pastor,
ter mother and father.
Samuel Strong who formerly sie Pickens!, Mallie Holmes,
marks on School and Shop Owis- The Rev. T. Grimes. The Rev,
erdenominat
ional
The Int
lived here and later moved to daughter; Grover Lee, Mrs. Joers - Mrs. Lucy Lee of Hum- L. R. Swinney, pastor of New
Ministerial Alliance held its Chicago passed sway
boldt, Tennessee. Solo - Miss Hope Baptist church was the
lest week. sephine Glover, Henry Howard
Sunymeeting
monthl
regular
He was an officer of St. John's and Robert Wade.
Mary Francis Garham. Introduc- guest speaker at 3 p.m. Mr.
Chapel
Shaffer
day, Apr. 22 at
AME church here. Mr. Strong is
tion of speakers - Mrs. Thelma Isiah Savage served as master
AME church. Rev. Carl Mc- survived by his wife Dr. Ann CORINTH
Compton. Address by Mrs. R. L. of ceremonies, Prof. Daniel
P
Rev.
pastor.
host
Strong,
was
Kay
Drain. Selection - Youth En- Glass was in charge of the
well-known chiropodist By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
G. Rodgers of Murphysboro and other relatives.
semble of Macedonia Remarks men's chorus. Brother S a m
The Music Club met at the
Mrs Sadie Sanders is a pawas guest speaker.
and Benediction - Rev. R. J. Phelps served as general
home of Mrs. Artee Leasley last
Participatng pastors were tient at St Joseph's hospital.
Page. The Graduates: Mrs Fran- chairman, the Rev. T. Grimes,
week.
kie Lee Bond, Mrs. Lovie B. Pastor.
Rev. Gregory, pastor of Hope- Mrs. Mary Glenn and sons The Southaide
Circle held a
church, Carbon- Stephen and Ronald have returnBaptist
Bush, Mrs. Willina Gurley, Mrs.
well
fellowship tea at the home of
Mr. Mose Cheek is at home
Clark, pastor ed from Texas where Mr. Glenn
R.
W.
Eunell Herron, Miss Ella Pearl again
Rev.
dale:
Mrs. Annie B. Carter. Mrs. Rosa
after spending several
Morrow, Miss Mary Louise Muse, days
of New Zion Baptist church, has been stationed in the Army. Combs was chairman.
in Jackson-General HosCarbondale; R a v. Raymond Russell Allen and Griffin The Spiritual
Theaudrey Philips, Miss Pauline pital.
Friends are hoping for
Gospel Four
S. Reeves, Mrs. Rosa Marie Ro•
Davis, pastor of Mt. Olive Bap- Cockrell of Elgin visited the quartet sponsored a singing proa speedy recovery.
latter's aunt, Mrs. Ada Connor
binson and Mrs. Nyla Sanders. him
tist church, Colp, Ill.
gram
at
Me
Moriah
M.E. church
who has been Ill
The occasion was very enjoylast Sunday. Rev. R. H. King is
MARTIN
Mrs. Ruth Durham. Mrs. LilCARBONDALE
able.
pastor.
CLEMONS
By L V.
lian Bridgeforci and Mrs.
The Home of Mrs. Mattie
Anna Mrs. Beatrice Walker of ChiBy ORA L. ELLIS
Mae
Spight was the scene on the 27th
Men's Day at Hopewell Bap- tic Vaughn attended the patrio- cago recently visited her sister
The Sew and So Club met
banquet of Auxiliary Ameri- here.
of April of "Initiation Forum - with Mrs. Johnnie B. Caldwell. NATIONALLY KNOWN lec- and community leaders as- periodic conference sessions tist church was a success. The
can Legion in Chicago
Art and Social" from Kingston. The W.S.C.S. of McCabe Tem- turer and former alternate sembled recently at Florida with staff members and stu- all-male chorus was directed by
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Torrence
N.Y. It was a stay at home Tea ple MAhodist church met with delegate to the United Na- Normal and Industrial Me- dents while on the campus. Willie D. Anderson.
Pely STARK VILLE
attended
the
her
funeral of the late
the tea having sent from New Miss Go/da England.
Mrs. Linnie L. Murry and
tions, Dr. Zelma C. George, morial college. Dr. George is Th• noted lecturer and educaBy MRS. FANNIE MOORE
Samuel
Strong
returned
in
York hy the president, Mrs. He- The Martainaires sponsored discusses pertinent national currently serving as suiting tor used slides and films of sister Ora L.. Ellis have
Chicago.
Miss
Joe Ella Wilson had as
spent
they
where
len Crispell. Those who enjoyed a program at Oak Grove Bap- and universal problems with professor of education at her world travels as a means from Chicago
COLP
her guest last week her brother
Si.....
pp
the Tea were:. Mrs. Sallie tist church for the Usher board. students, faculty members Florida Normal and has held of supplementing her lecture- several days with their brothers. By
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Mrs.
Mr.
and
Son,
Eric,
to
successful
job
and
happy
sur422
there are approximately
Son, Samuel, to Mr. and Mrs.
payments should be completed
James Stittiams of 1332 Orgil. Mrs. Charlie Harris of 273 E.
churches with Negro congrega- roundings.
Carie Washington of 573 Weakby the Veterans Administration
Virginia.
April 23
tions solely, with perhaps one or It is difficult even for one to
by Labor Day.
ley.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie May 1
two acceptions. In other words, become a baby sitter because noIn reporting this payment
Daughter, Pamela, to Mr. Son, Gregory, to Mr. and
Moore of 2159 Lyons,
with a Negro population of ap- body wants to leave their young
timetable, John S. Gleason, jr.,
Mrs. Will Spencer of 2128
Son, Timothy, to Mr. and and Mrs. Clinton Hoskins of
proximately 184,320 that means children with an illiterate perAdministrator of Veterans AfEthelyn.
Mrs. 0. C. Collins of 1037 Lat- 605 S. Lauderdale.
there is a church for every 422 son; afraid that their children
fairs, said the more than 5,Daughter, Laura, to Mr. and Daughter, Merdith, to Mr.
ham St.
Negroes in the city of Memphis. might pick up these same bad
000,000 veterans who wil share
Tommie Williams of 595 and Mrs. Tobe Fax-tee of 1441
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Son,
James,
to
Mr.
There are approximately 341 habits.
in the dividend will not need to
Springdale.
Lyon.
STATUE OF LIBERTY cial on a chaffered Staten
of
672
Grenada
Jessie
J.
Smith
Negro ministers pastoring church- So baby-sitting can be elimimake application to the VA for
Daughter, Bonnie, to Mr. and
Son, James, to Mr. and
forms the interesting back- Island Ferryboat in New
rd.
es here in the city limits. There nated. Then you'll perhaps contheir checks. He said individual
Mrs. James E. Turner of 374 N. Mrs. William Morrison of 1411
April 25
drop for singer Johnny Nash York Harbor. The hour show
payments would be compute°
are approximately 105
Austin.
Negro sider a custodian or scrub-woSon, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs. Dunlap.
as he completes song for the will be seen over (Channel
and processed by VA, then paid
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. ande
ministers living within the city man job but who wants to be on
Clarence Hinton, jr., of 2923 Son, Alfred, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Godfrey-Bulova Spe- 3) May 19,
automatically.
limits who are either without a his or her knees all day from
Levi Stewart of 891 S. Fourth. Mrs. Willie Carwell of 1547
N. Olive rd.
Gleason said "special" diviKansas.
pastorate or
ministers to
a 9 till 5. What next? You finally,
Daughter, Helen, to Mr. and Daughter, Lisa, to Mr. and
dend checks would go to some
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
church outside the city limits. after careful deliberation, conMrs. K. C. Sain of 812 Balti- Mrs. Eddie Parham of 1457
II
vetWorld
War
4,800,000
Jimmy Rogers of 1407 Ragan.
If every Negro citizen were sider college as not a bad idea
Kimball.
more.
Service
erans
holding
National
Son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Chester
a:Lively affiliated with a church after all!
May 2
April 26
Life Insurance (NSLD policies,
In the ,,ty, eaci !hutch
If you worked hard four years
Son, George, to Mr. and Mn. Campbell of 1360 Tunica.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee R
and to approximately 260,000
enjoy an average membership of in high school then four more
Neal of 9286 Hwy 64, Rt. 1 George Jackson, an., of 1331 May 5
World War I veterans holding
Daughter, Daphine, to Mr.
approximately 437. There would years really won't bother you
Bruce.
Arlington.
U.S. Government Life Insurbe one minister for every 540 and the opportunities and fields
Daughter, Janet, to Mr. and and Mrs. Clarence McCollins of
April 27
ance (USGLI) policies.
members. However, that is not are opened to anyone with a colDaughter, to Mr. and Mrs Mrs. Earl Hamilton of 1261 E. 1511 Patton.
Of the $230,000,000 total diviSon, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
the case. Some of the churches lege education.
Wade R. Franks of 1046 Mc- Mallory.
dend, approximately $193,000.don't enjoy a regular attendance Don't worry about not makSon, Lorenzo, to Mr. and Mrs. John L. Mason of 3440 Shelby
Dowell.
000 will be paid on NSLI poliof 100 persons.
Daughter, Charmin, to Mr. Dave Gholson of 3033 Alta. dr.
ing it in college. You can.. .
cies, and about $37,000,000 on
We will not include the ap- There are two characteristics
and Mrs. James Lewis of 936 Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
USGLI policies.
Ralph Horton of 2434 Blue rd.
L. C. Brewer of 735 Marble.
B. Porter.
proximate 62 churches in the that must be prevalent. They are:
This dividend will be the secSon, Wesley, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter,
Gladys,
to
Born
Mr.
and
at
John
county.
Gaston
hospital
Determination.
If
genand
selling,
and
Motivation
In the last five years more c}lasing and
ond paid by VA since January
Robert Hayslett of 2944 Hale.
Mrs.
John
Fitch
of
1209
April
Argyle.
29
someday
answerthese,
then
information
and
you have
LARGEST NUMBER
Americans have becorde home- re]
of this year. The first was the
Son, William, to Mn. and Mrs.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs May 3
The Baptist denomination has you will be a credit to yourself, owners and saving towards pur- ng of your questions.
"r egula r" 1961 dividend,
William Madison of 952 Lenon
Robert
Johnson
of
962
Red
Row.
Daughter,
will
lose
You
home
and
Andrea,
to
race.
purchase
a
Mr.
your
To
and
than
parents
homes
the largest number of churches
amounting
to
chase of their own
$258,500,000
Mall.
t through ignorance of some which was paid at an accele- 'Daughter, Latarsha, to Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Andrews of Son, Kerry,
In the city, which is approxi- more than likely be steps ahead ever before.
to Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Harold Montgomery 1918 S. Barksdale.
upsetting
as
equally
act
is
as
and
homebuyers
mately 250. As a matter of fact of your goal or ambition.
Among these
rated rate by order of t h e
Larry Jones of 695 Mitchell.
Son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Ray, to Mr. and
there is so much duplication of There are many, many more potential homebuyers the Ne- purchasing undesired property. President as a stimulus to the of 1040 N. Seventh.
Mrs.
Son, Phil, to Mr. and Mrs Joe E. Redmond of 1448
names in the Baptist denomina- reasons that can well be enum- gro has become an increasnig Send your questions on a post national economy.
Minnie. Wardell Hampton of 360 HernMaurice Avant of 822 N. Main
tion here in Memphis until one erated and illustrated but the force. It is with great pride that ard or letter to Ted R. Brown: The processing of these regDaughter, Lola, to Mr. and Daughter, Pearlie, to Mr. and ando.
could readily be lead to believe one thought that is to be obtain- this sudden interest in purchas- Real Estate Editor, care of Tri ular dividend payments—which
Mrs. Eddie Thomas of 43 Mrs. Booker T. Odom of 1385 Daughter, Beverly, to Mr. an,
that the Baptists have ran out ed is DO GO TO COLLEGE, 'rig is noted. Home ownership is State Defender, 236 S. Welling. normally would not be completFairview.
Mrs. Jesse L. Carries of 483 Liped until December, 1961—w a s Beale.
of names. I will give you an ex- seniors. We don't specify any par- a tremendous step toward be- on, Memphis 5, Tenn.
May 4
ford.
Daughter,
Linda,
to
Mr.
and
finished last March 17.
ample of this duplication ot ticular college for we feel that ng a solid citizen. This trend
Daughter, Sadie, to Mr. and Son, Ernest, to Mr. and Mrs.
In early February when he Mrs. Ethel Woods of 948 S.
they are all great institutions has been the subject of many of
names later.
Mrs. Joshua Williams, of 2151 Willie Malone of 1156 Walker.
Fourth.
magazines.
announced
his
"speed-up"
order
leading
and
one
is
as
good
as
the
other.
our
denominationlargest
next
The
Goff.
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and
in payment of the "regular" Daughter, Shearer, to Mr. and
The Negro hometuyer was
al groups are the African Me- So when the question is asked
1961 dividend, the President Mrs. Lorenzo McGaha of 1104 SOn, to Mr. and Mrs. William Mrs. Ray Joyner of 1164 Hamsubject of the National
thodist Episcopal Church and the this time next year: Where is the main
Stevenson of 979 Bammel,
mel.
said, "If sound insurance prac- Jones.
Brokers conference
Christian Methodist Episcopal Betty Grandberry, we want to Real Estate
tices justify it, as I hope further
Washington, D. C. It was
church, both with approximate- hear someone reply: "Oh, she's •n
SENIOR SERVICES
study will show, an additional
agreed that since the
ly 27 churches. Then comes the attending Wilbourne college in- readily
dividend will be paid this year
Negro has increased his purChurch of God in Christ with stead of hearing "Oh, she's at
Senior
chapel services at Lefrom the substantial funds that
chasing potential and is purapproximately 26 churches. The home with her family, or, she's
Moyne College were started last
have
been
vigor
new
accumulated."
with
homes
chasing
Methodist Episcopal Church and working to support a family."
week. Mrs. Bobbye E. Maclin,
The Sans Pareil Club, Inc.,
that more and better homes
representing education majors,
the Church of Christ have ap- Out of approximately 240 seniors
recently
celebrated
its
third
built.
be
must
we
want
the
record to show that
was the speaker.
proximately five each. The MeUnforunately, most of the annual meeting during a turthodist Episcopal Zion Church the majority is attending college
Theodore Wells, senior class
we are ac- key dinner at the home of Mr.
which
dwellings
to
while
the
minority
is
enrolled in
have about four. The Christian
president, spoke Wednesday of
customed fall into the category and Mrs. Pryor A. Owens of
a
technical
school.
Church and the Church of the
this week. He represented the
of houses rather than homes. A N. Mansfield st. The club also
Living God both have approxi- Thus you will set the pace, and house, if well built, provides held its Spring Bazaar recenthumanities and social science
inspire
the
lower
classmen
to
mately three. Two each have
divisions.
safety from the elements. A ly, at the home of Mrs. Geneva
follow
in
your
footsteps.
We
feel
the Presbyterian Church and the
home, however, is a place Bennett of Vance.
Scheduled to speak next
The DAC club met at the
Catholic church. The following that you, the seniors of Manas- which not only provides safety
Wednesday for natural science
sas,
After
dinner
for
many
prizes
the
year
residence
of
Mr.
and
1960-61,
Mrs.
have
have one each: Seventh Day Admajors is Rufus Sanders.
from the elements but offers, in were won while playing games
yourselves worthy of
Herman Wade of 1053 N. Dunventist, Congregational and the shown
addition, opportunities for a after which there was dancing.
Theme of the senior chapel
serving
in
the
lap
recently
with
Mrs.
highest
Alberta
capacities
Holiness Church of Christ. There
well rounded and coordinated
k
ON Rio MIR Mktitaw lit(h. MY 11M1.141.
are about two non-denomina- in our school and that you, will family life, for character build- There was a flurry of excit- Ford serving as hostess. Mrs. services is: "Challenges of the MO NM Wm try N
ment over a guest box present- Bessie Young talked to the club New Frontier."
succeed. For success has always
tional churches.
upbringing of
been a by-product in the out- ing, and the
ed by Mrs. Elizabeth A. B. on "The Value of Time."
Now, about the duplication of
healthy and happy children.
Sawyer.
going seniors of our school.
New members presented to
names for Baptist churches. The It
Locally the trend toward puris with a great deal of pride
the club were Mrs. Irene Sanchasing homes has moved up- Hostess at the dinner, Mn.
Baptist denomination has dupli- that
we dedicate this column to
R. L. Owens, wore a white ders and Mrs. Mattie Johnson.
cated names approximately 106 the
ward enthusiastically.
Mrs. Geraldine Smith and
Seniors of Manassas High
satin sheath.
Wines in Memphis. I think this is
OPENING
AREAS
Mrs. LaVal Yancey were the
School!
Among guests attending
unneeessary. I think that a
One can easily see the new
winners
of the gift boxes. The
Owens, Mr. andl
church's name should be so sin- VOTE OF THANKS
areas and communities opening were Pryor A.
next meeting of the club will be
The
entire
Jan-'
Manassas
Steven,
Mrs.
high
Mrs.
Louis
sturoom
for
gular until there is no
to these new buyers. Memphis
I at the home of Mr. and Mr,
confusing one St. Luke church dent body wishes to thank No- has become a changed place nie L. Brown, Mrs. Juanita J.'Alonzo Hicks of 1409 Doris St..
with another St. Luke church in ble Owens, Jr., and his depart- with neighborhoods changing, Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie'May 24.
the same town . . . there should ment for an evening of comedy, new streets, new and better Womack. Eugene W. Thomas, Mrs. Steve Smith,
president:
be only one St. Luke Baptist drama and romance in the senior homes and the "For Sale" sign Frank Holmes, William Jack- Mrs. Landy Brown,
secretary
class play "Dear Ruth" presented being replaced with the sign o son. Lloyd Owens.
church.
and Mrs. Alberta Ford, reportI suggest that Baptist minis- here at our school recently.
Members attending includ- er.
a new and a happier citizen in
ters get together and correct this SPOTLIGHT
his new place to call his very ed, Mrs. Annie Parker, the
president; Mrs. Bessie Lewis, RAISE $1,000
unnecessary duplication of names. Stepping into the cool, green own.
Defender Mrs. R. L. Owens, Mrs. Sallie New Tyler AME men raised
Here are some of the dupli- of the limelight this week is a
The
Tri State
cations in names and the number young lady who is not only in salutes this trend and in another Johnson, Mrs. Mary Howard, one thousand dollars in their
the limelight this week but every way of expressing its public Mrs. Elizabeth Sawyer, Mrs.
of times they occur:
annual Men's Day program held
week and since only last week service and usefulness to its Geneva Bennett, Mrs. Marie
recently. Rev. Lester RobinAntioch, 2; Bethlehem, 3: Beuthe
clubs were initiating its new readers I have been asked to Brontley, Mrs. Gloria J. Erwin
lah 2; Calvary 4; First Baptist
son
and Dr. E. W. Williamson
members, the president and offi- write this column for the bene- and Mrs. Erian Embry.
4; (somebody don't understand
of Olivet Baptist church were
cers were watched by the public fit of our home owners and
what the term first mean) —
to, (1) see how well their club potential homeowners.
the main speakers. General
TO HOLD ELECTION
Friendship 2; Golden Rule 2;
is progressing, (2) see the result "Commenting on Real Estate" The Twenty-sixth Ward Civic Chairman of the day was C.
Jerusalem 2; Lake Grove 4; Maof
the
careful guidance each will be a weekly feature to ac- League will hold its annual
Star 3;
Morning
cedonia 3;
W. Bowen. Male choirs from
Morning View 2; Mt. Hebron 2; president gives to his or her quaint you with our different election meeting Monday, May Mt. Olive CME and New Tyler
club.
Negro salespeople, current data 15, 8 p.m. at St. Peters Baptist
Mt. Moriah 2; Mt. Olive 5; Mt.
11ow and Gill. Rev A. furnished the music. Rev. Robnew oPleasant 3; Mt. Sinai 2; New So it has been for the presi- on homes or sale,Ichurch,P
ert McRae, pastor.
, New dent of the Ladyship club, who cations, facts concerning pur-E. Williamson, president.
Bethel 2; New Hope 2,
Macedonia 2; New Salem 2; New is Gloria Shotwell, our spotlight
Zion 2; Pilgrim's Rest 4; Plea- subject and personality of the
•
•
sant Green 2; Providence 2; Ris_ week. Gloria is not only known
ing Sun 2; Riverside 2; St. John ,for her leadership abilities but
4; St. Luke 5; St. Mark 4: St. for her lady-like manners also
Mary 2; St. Paul 3; St. Stephen which classify her as one of the
2; Shady Grove 2; Shiloh 3: Ta- best at Manassas.
bernacle 2: True Light 2; Union Gloria is a member of the 12-1
2; Union Grove 4; and White homeroom in which Mrs. 0. J.
Hodge is instructor. She resides
Stone 2.
The Negro Baptist churches with her father, Tommie Shotare only ones guilty of duplica- well of 886 Olympic at Around
our campus she is affiliated with
tion.
Among suggestions is conso- the New Homemakers of AmeriFuture
of the
lidation . many of the Baptist ca, secretary
within throwing Teachers of America and secrechurches are
distance of each other. In the , tary of her homeroom.
area, encompassed by Beale St. In religious life she is an active
to McLemore and from Bellevue member of the Smother's Chapel
—
to Florida St. there are more CME church. She serves as rethan 50 Baptist churches. Other cording secretary of the Sunday
denominations with far less fa- School and young people's classwith the Purchase of a Carrier Air Conditioner
leader.
cilities, are wider dispersed.
Upon
graduation
from
our
NEWS
HIGH
MANASSAS
school, Gloria plans to furthei
A Word To The Seniors:
her education at LeMoyne colSeniors, you are about to suclege in the field of education as
ceed in one great milestone in
an elementary teacher. Hats off
your lives. You have studied
to this ambitious and well-poised
hard and worked to complete
young lady.
the requirements of this institution and most of you are an- LEADING SENIORS
Austin, Velma
Ruth
ticipating the commencement Lillie
exercises with tearful joy and Smith, Marie Franklin, Azalee
JA 5-7168
—
329 VANCE
Brown, Delores Wilson, Joseph
excitement.
After you have received your Gatlin, Charles McGhee, Norwhat man Malone, Charlie Morris, C.
diplomas that night
1...._*atthews, Mary Lee Jones,
then?
Are some of you thinking, well, Mildred Smith, Julia Minor, Sulike really there's nothin* else sie Jones, Lue Catherine Ward,
and wrote to a friend that it's "as good as ever
for me, like I'm going to get me William Lowery, Sidney Kirk,
Proo
Jesse Balfour, Ronnie Vaughn,
went down your throat." Enjoy matchless Old Crow
•'Way-out' job
"Like, this place has been the Jaunita King, Helen King, Ira
yourself...very soon.
Grandberry,
Jean
devil these four years: I'd go Walton, Betty
Reynolds,
Milton
Williamson,
nuts in a college another four."
If the latter was similar to your James Daly and Barbara Hob OLD CROW DISTILLERY COMPANY. FRANKFORT. KY., IKENTOCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 90 PROOF
thoughts, I say again, what's day
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GIVE MOM A
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WONDERFUL
SUMMER!
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Carrier

TASTE THE
GREATNESS
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OLD CROW

Room Air
Conditioner

Keep Mother Cool

THREE MONTHS BEAUTY TREATMENT

FREE at

Gen.John Hunt Morgan did...

SA 3

41443

ORRELIKS HOUSE
OF BEAUTY

BUY NOW First Month's Payment July 1, 1961

FREEMAN FURNITURE CO.
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—

WH 8-2666
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DEFENDER

Advertise In The Want-Ad Section Wcekly
Lines For 2 Weeks
7

ltlanta All Set
For Integration

•

JAckson 6-8397

Call
41]
20 MAIDS NEEDED
r_
For Chicago — New York
To WO Weekly
gees 25-45
Free Room, Board, T V
Tick. Bent, References Needed
Write or Call
United
ment Agency
" 2571 Lamar, ill•m phis, Tenn.
le
' PA 74124
OL. 9-1740

the Gets My Mother Boord EWEW SWE MUMINIMMOIIIIMIIHIMMIMIIIIIMOIREMO11111111111111111111111111111111111011Millffillt1111111Er Samples of Profitable imprints.

YOUR DRINKING
Becoming

Martha C. Chambers

a Problem?

II So. Call
Alcoholics

W ANTED — tOt..
working
worn
00 to eisur• 4 room apartment
with reasoneble rate*
Call aft*
1 km
WH 6419143.

Anonymous

.1

BE

44144

MADAM BELL

d Mrs.
Shelby
nd Mrs.
Blue rd.
nd Mrs.
4 Hale.
nd Mrs.
2 Lenon

a

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her sew office at the tdissIssIppi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of bolos away and at last she ts
back to stay la her new borne.
Aso yes Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
sweetheart? Are yes
.
6.
P'you lost faith In year halliand, wife or
of these are TOWS
any
discouraged?
El
you
Are
health?
In bad
problems, cents let MADAM BELE advise you at *new Sas
will read Use to you lust as hi would read se open hook
Tell you why your fob or mildness is not • success U Yee him
failed in LEO rest come see MADAM BELL at onee.
Loeated en mow*, 61 south, lust over Mississippi Mists
Line. on inn way to Hernando. Her nom. la I blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSote Motel. Be sure
So look for Um RED BRICE HOUSE and you'll rind net there
at all times. iShe never tied an talcs In Wert Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaveo State Line and gel
.4•"11ft at Stew Line and walk 3 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
.
.HAND SIGN'COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
A ,SATISFACTION
Hears I CIL to I p.n.
.
str
'earflap Daily Opel on Sundays
don't 011E4 any home tails or answet any letters. Be sure
to took 6w the right sign and the right name.

"I

AUTOMOBILE REPAIR
SHOP EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
Reasonable Rent at a
Good Loratiors
962 Willoughby JA 6-0208

▪
E

It you buy your Defenders from a salesboy. please
pay him promptly.
He is * young merchant who owns and operates cds
own ousiness As such he has his obligation si meet it
you don't nave your money ready — if you ask him to
watt for his cash — you place a great hardship on Min.
Unless be pays promptly for 018 papers, SO will loge
his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes
apd a real Business training And the Defender's :egular
visits to your nome would be interrupted.
et.k.ash YAW
PRoMPTLY

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
N. also Dar tun Prices for

ueed

Refrigerators. Jo 1-8706

11
1 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1111111011111111111111111111110IIIIIIIII011011011111111111111,

SPIRITUAL ADVISORS
umeimmagsese.•
Divine Guidance Can Solve
Your Problems! Send $3 with
Birth Date And Problem. Personal Visits Invited.
Divine Guidance FL 2-3065
P. 0. Box 275-T .Jackson, Miss.

SEPTIC TANS GREASE TRAPS
Cleaned
• repaired
Risaeonabl•
Prices Full Inat.cUois —
SEELEY COUNTS SEPTIC
TANI sags Ma
OA 8-11400

Taylors Upholstery Shop
Platform Rockers $29.95
E-Z Terms - Nothing Down

Private Room, furnished with
complete bath. $7.00 Weekly.
2401 Eldridge off Hollywood.

24 MONTHS TO PAY

1721 POPLAR

L..ins room suite
SIM up
Bedroom tune
$33 us
Stores 10
flO ap
Washing Machin.
$50 tie
Refrismrator like new DM
Sto
Dinette set
Coaches • clef.
510 Ca
—Cash or Charge—

cow

SALEI-4.5499P

1-4 ft glass showcase
I—National cash resister
1-4S sup coffee urn
1—gat. Iced tea crock
1—large fan on stand
1-20 In. oacillating fan
1-22 in. fan
1—large exheuat fan
1—i0 gal. cafe water heats.
Call

Jr..

A 0. Whitmor•
OL 11-0177

411 Street Repair Shop
Wrecker Service - Body Repair.
A Paint g a. rn until P I
043 80. 4th St.
JA, 74703
BEDROOM noose in nice neighborhood. Or
will
buy
Wm*. Call
oAckecne 4-8301

Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

Call: JA. 6-8397
Arid Ask For
The Picture Editor
We buy old type Antique
Pistols and other Antiques.
Cut Gloss • Cook Were
Furniture
If you have anything In that
line to sell, bring it to us et
give a ring.

MAIN FURNITURE
EXCHANGE

MAIDS URGENTLY
NEEDED
ro $60 cash weekly, N. Y.
jobs. We se d your car
fare immediati v. C I v e
references in '
be
prepared to leave right

away.

Write
HA V-A
MAID Agency, 4 Bond at.,
Great Neck, N. Y.
BETHEL GROVE
UPiiviATERINO COMPANY
Will cover one chair FREE for
each cuBtomer - For advertise
went FA 7.24215.

Bars Did Not A
Prison Make
For Janitor, 50
Brrs meant no prison for 300pound Ralph Robinson, 50, of
360 E. Garfield blvd., Friday.
At least they proved no deterrent when pollee attempted
to house the hefty city hall

WANTED TO lelrif SELL.
REPAIR
Antic... Clocks
COLLINS
4455 Macon Rd.
MU 5-5000

Cuba Refugees Flock To Florida

MIAMI — (UPI) — A Pan American plane has
landed
here with 114 more refugees from Fidel
Castro's communist
Cuba, bringing to nearly 300 the number of
refugees arriving
here in the past 24 hours.
It was not immediately known if any
janitor in a Wabash avenue
Americans were
countroom cell for failure to aboard the DC6 that landed here.
pay a taxi hill of $20.
The first Pan American plane to make the
round-trip to
Seven policemen and much Havana in five days, landed
here with 122 refugees, and a
effort finally suhduee Robin- Royal Dutch KLM airliner
brought in 50 more on KLM's first
son, hut not until he had torn flight since Sunday.
out steel bars from the cell
room window and tossed several
prisoners
about
like
straws in a windstorm.

Russ Congratulate U.S. Space
Success
Moscow — (UPI) — Premier Nikita
Khrushchev

haa
sent a telegram of congratulations to President
Kennedy on
the
successful
completion
LET
of
the
DUST
first U.S. manned space
SETTLE
In Nice Neighborhood
Elizabeth Wiegand, profes flight, the official Taos News Agency said.
Suitable For 3-Bedroom House
sor
at
the
New
York State
Or Duplex
College of Home Economics
CASH OR CREDIT
Mitchum Son Gets Film Contract
is concerned that some homeDR. T. F. KAHN
makers expect toe much of,
SANTA MONICA, Calif. — (UPI) — Jim Mitchum,
20, son
276 E. McLEMORE
themselves.
of actor Robert Mitchum, has
received court approval of
Miss Wiegand advises Twentieth Century-Fox movie
MU 2-3270 WH 6-4576
contract.
against feeling guilty about
work that's incomplete, about Judge Orlando H. Rhodes also approved film contracts for
FOR RENT
dust on table tops and toys Elizabeth Howard, 20, Chicago; Louis Philip Fuhrmann, 20,
BRICK DUPLEX, 3 rooms, bath „
,
e living room.
New York, and Michael Lee, 19, Los Angeles.
Newly decorated, 919 Glankler in
MU 3-2041
RETIREMENT rtAN
Shepard's Parents Join White House
Visit
11-YEAR-OLD NEW
DERRY, N. H. — (UPI) — The parents of America's
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — Gov.
PLAYER TOO MODEST
prime
Otto Kerner has signed into law astronaut will see their son for the first time since
his space
TO GIVE AUTOGRAPH
House Bill No. 737 permitting ride when they go to Washington on
Monday.
HOLLYWOOD — Sharon teachers, principals and superinAlan Shepard, Sr. said he and Mrs. Shepard will
meet
Hugueny. 16-year-old discovery tndents to finish out the school their son, Alan, jr., in the nation's
capitol where they will
to be introduced in "Parrish," year in which they have reached visit the White House with him.
retirement age.
refused tosign autographs on
The elder Shepard said they had not talked to
since his historic journey into space Friday becauseAlan, it,
meeting her first fans who
he has
greeted her at start of the }MOLE IN KAZAN FILM
been under close medical surveillance in the Bahamas.
Warner Bros. picture at its Con- HOLLYWOOD — Pat Hingle,
necticut location.
Broadway star, plays a princiNew Purge Sweeping Russia
Troy Donahue, starring in pal role in "Splendor in the
the films, asked Sharon why she Grass," produced and directed
LONDON, (UPI)—Under tne innocent guise of agricul.
by Elia Kazan for Warner tural
had turned down the fans.
reforms a sweeping purge is
"I'm not a star,' replied Shar- Bros., with Natalie Wood and already has claimed premiers, taking place in Russia. It
party chiefs and an untold
Warren
Beatty
in
the
top
roles.
on.
Hingle's recent Broadway cred- number of other officials high and low.
The youngster, an unheralded its are 'The Deadly
Diplomatic dispatches reaching here said the purge,
Games,"
high school student only two "J. B.," and
"The Dark at the which began quietly a few months ago, and gained
months before, thought only Top of the Stairs."
momen.
turn in recent weeks, apparently is not yet completed.
stars were privileged to sign
autographs.
The mastermind behind it is Premier Nikita S. Khrush.
Range grass on several million
"If the fans want your signa- acres was saved from grasshop- chev. By all appearances he is making sure his men
are slipture," Troy patiently explained pers by use of insecticides
in ping into the vacancies and assuring absolute party control
to her, "that's good enough." 1951.
over the politicians in the state machinery.

Lot For Sale

TEL 1111 54388

Call Risby At
JOHNSON FURNITURE
APPLIANCES
937 S. Cooper St.
BR. 6-39116—BR. 4-0111

Call or Come In Today.

.
.::
:.
1

scAhooTLIANsTuAperin—tenden(UtP1)
John
Letson said he was convinced
classroom integration will be
carried out smoothly in t h e
Says Soviets Won't Fight For Cuba
Georgia capital next fall.
I
DE
KALB,
Ill. — (UPI) — A Columbia university pro"I've been greatly encour-',
aged by the true evidence of fessor just back
from the
maturity on the part of the high,
school students," Letson told a l sians will go to war if the
Dr. George Bereday said during an appearance
television interviewer.
here that
Almost 300 Negro high school the Russians "will make an awful lot of noise" but they would
students have picked up ap- not fight for Cuba.
plication forms this week. linegration is set for the 11th and
12th grade level next fall.
Venezuela Newsmen Attend Seminar
Earphones were in style Sunday at the opening
of a 13day seminar on press and communications at
Northwestern
university's Medill School of Journalism.
Among those attending were a dozen leading
Venezuelan
journalists. Remarks of the 12 and their U.S. hosts
will
simultaneously translanted via the earphones into English be
and
Spanish, respectively.

MAIDS
URGENTLY NEEDED
In New York
11130 TO $260 MONTHLY
Opportunity 050cksi Good lobs
in nice born.. Write today and
you can (cave Olt week. Fr.
room and board
rickets adHUNTINGTON
vanced.
Write
DOMESTIC AGENCY, II Broadway Huntington Station, N
Y

City I iano
Warehouse Sale
we epeciallps
asS otanos.

REPAIRS
LOCATED Al' WESI MEMPHIS. ARR.
11403

BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT

CORN Eh

OF laTII ST

REPRIGERA runs. wanhIns
MA
chines
No Service Call Charge
when we make repair.
Telephone IA 7-11705

God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days,
;your lucky number advice about Health. Business Marriage
TRULY WONDERFUL
MASSAGES
!and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
U. Wiggler
10E alissiselopi Bled.
s bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.
Teleohon• Wit 4-1785
•
USED FURNITURE
It you are MCA worried and run down please come to me.
•▪
Chairs, au types. Rugs. d.....ri.
:I can help, money ts no object 11 you seem to be carrying an
ohlna cabinet., kitchen safes,
kitchen eaten, floor 1111111SIS clot.
•evil condition that's bolding you down; tt your luck never
and all types of alau wars. chests.
seems to just reach you, U your loved ones seem to be Dinning and all tn.. of tables.
073 Poplar Street
drifting away from you; it you have any of these problems,
I CEO most certainly help you.
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
take New RUMFORD And Eniot Life
Just 10 minute, from down town Memphis. Get the West A dietary
emparati. RUMTOSEX take.
op /Mere
Naves off A P11051.
Memphis. Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner CIANS
FORMULA Onh 55.00 tor it 2.
wee* supply Money-back If not gels.
3rd anti Union St
fled MN, 3 beetle* Seed
or Mon. Oct., NOW

COO Check

SW
bliMe

EASY
will out

in all types ot

rsams
Is

one

your

PIANO SALES CO.
1720 Lamar Ave.
Phone RR. 6-7430

THE BEST DEAL IN
Conn's Band I rrrrr moots
SEE

MAIDS
NEW YORK JOBS
SALARIES TO SOO WEEKLY
working
best
Guaranteed
lobo
conditions. Free room, board. uniforms, TV
Tickets
sent
4-1
Agency. 100 A. Main Bt., ReeseY.
stead. Long Island, N

:
Ask the Btu Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open every day.

-MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS

All Churches
Clubs
Birthday

Parties

The Publisher of this Newspaper is often asked what kind of person you are?
. . What you like and don't like? . . .
What you buy and why? From whom
and where?
Why is the Defender Publisher asked,
Because the advertisers insist upon
knowing the kind of people for whom
the Defender is edited . . . and how
many of them respond to direct appeals

made to them through their own newspaper.
Every time you Indicate to the business
where you buy that you read the Defender you show that YOU BELONG
you show also that you appreciate direct recognition of you as a consumer
whose trade is invited through your
own newspaper

Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

Mail In Your Nevrs
Stories To The

Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington

Please send check or
Money Order to .•.
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.

Tri-State Defender

Post Office Bou 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.

That

You
'
re Wanted, Appreciated and Afforded Every Cour-

tesy! Show that You Know How To Buy Intelligently!

Demonstrate That YOU BELONG To
America's Fastest Advancing Economical
Group and Everybody Will Profit
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MSSAS HIGH NEWS

HAMILTON
High News

By Gwendolyn Johnson

fore with great Pi ide and hon.':
WORD TO THE SENIORS
Seniors, you are about to we salute you, the seniors, th,
cross a great milestone in your week.
lives; you have studied and SPOTLIGHT
worked hard to complete the
Stepping Into the limelight
requirements of this institution
this week is a senior who acboth academically and
tually -is not only in the limeally and above all, you are anlight this week but every week
ticipating the commencement
and since the clubs will be inexercises with tearful joy and
I
itiating new members s o o n,
the Junior Senior Prom? .
THE SPORTS WORLD
excitement
their presidents and officers are
Friday, May 5, the Hamilton wonder who Robert Taylor's
After you have received your watched by the student body.
Airand
Texas
in
AFB
lo
Myers is the son of Mr. and
E. Robinson is the son of
High Wildcats edged by thelchoice of girls around the camdiplomas—what then? Are You 1) To see how well the club is COMPLETES BASIC — The
man Myerss will be trans- Manassas Tigers with a scoreipus will be? . . . I wonder if
Mrs. Zerah Fisher of 289
Mrs. Maria Robinson of 902
above four airmen recently
thinking well . . . like really ...,e0,,Tessing.
AFB,
Sawyer
I.
IC.
to
ferred
progressing. 2) To notice the completed military b•sic D LeMoyne Mall. H. atgrada
is
Ho
Mall.
Dixie
A
of 7-6, in a Negro Prep League:Maxine Davis' prom date will
theres nothin' else for me, like, guidance given
Michigan. They will be im- baseball game.
e club by its
ual* of Manassas high. All
.be from LeMoyne? Remember
WashingT.
Booker
tended
Air
Lackland
at
training
job."
"I'll get me a 'wayout'
mediately integrated into
president. So it has been with Force Base, Tex. They are
of:Maxine ninth graders aren't alwill attend various specialE. Walker
Robert
high.
ton
result
the
was
victory
The
the
been
has
place
this
"Like,
operational or training units
. . . Cecelia Mosley, we
the president of the ladyship
ist schools. Airman King
is the son of Mrs. Vivian
such fine players as Thomas'lowed
Tommie L. King. son of
devil these four years, I'd go e.u.harle Hooks
o, for Gloria Shotwell is
of the USAF Aerospace
ymouadeanitd Charles
will be stationed at Walker
Walker of 8038 B at.. MillSanders who
Price and John Sande
nuts in a college for another, president of the above mention- Mrs. Savannah M. Williams
.
s
back together.
Force.
a
hit'see
AFB, N. Mex., Airmen Robington, Tenn. Ho attended
home runs for their team and'hve
four years, nope that's enough.' ed club and our personality of of 1018 Tulley. He attend
Larry Dailey
Woodstock h i g h. Bob E. inson and Walker to Amarilpitcher,
JUNIORS
COUPLES
'
Charles
whnTOP
high.
Manassas
od
similar
to the week,
If the latter was
struck out thirteen Mannassas. Curtis Dillihunt and Evelyn
your thoughts, I will rephrase Gloria is not only known for
Salutatorian, Charlie M a e batters.
'Lawson, Doris Allen and James
ask
what
and
question
INFORMER
the
her leadership abilities, but for
3, 1961 the Sclaes, Marlin Tate and Maro
w
t
May
received
Wednesday,
Rutherford,
repreRobinson,
Gwendolyn
next?
her ladylike qualities as well.
Martha Franklin
scholarships; one from the Wilson street boys met the gret Cochran,
In this day a high school edu- These attributes label Gloria as senting the National Honor
Father Bertrand Thunderbolts and James Lanos, Lawson
as
served
school
our
of
Society
Manassas!
of
best
the
of
one
Thursday Sewing club and
cation will not suffice in order
in Lincoln Park, this game also Rowe and Virginia Hill.
to have a good job and happy She is a member o fthe 12-1 speaker on a recent chapel proone from the Progressive resulting in a victory for the Barbara Arder and Bruce
surroundings. It is difficult to home room in which Mrs. 0. J. gram held at Douglass high
Men's club. She also received Wildcats. The final score was Dandridge, Ella Parker and
become a baby-sitter. No one Hodge is instructor. Gloria re- school. She spoke on "Youth."
William Jolley, Bertha Boyd
a token from the American 2-0. Denver Terry was pitcher
wants to leave his or her child sides with her father. Timmie LEADING SENIORS
for the Wildcats. Other out- and Emerson Woods, David
in the hands of an illiterate Shotwell of 886 Olympic st.
Auxiliary
Legion
attending
for
Sidney
William Lowery,
standing players are: LewisiBriggs and Joan Crowford.
person. Considering becoming a Around our campus she is Kirk. Norman Malone, Jesse
Girls State.
Thomas, Thomas Price, John
maid? Who wants to be on affiliated with the New Home- Balfour, Charlie Morris, C. L. Country
Dorothy Reid, Miss Debu- Sanders, Lawrence Green e, TOP JUNIORS
her knees from nine to five? makers of America, secretary of Matthews, Luther Roberson, NEW YORK -- (UPI) — Latante 1961, received a scholar- Larry Daley, Otis Thomas, Don Ida Edwards, Millard Brown,
Sunday, April 30, was BacMaxine Davis, Dianne Gray,
What next?
the Future Teachers of Amen - Lillie Ruth Austin, Marie
Arthur J. Gold- claureate Sunday for Stigall ship from the Sigma Gamma Brownlee, and Olander Hale. Raymond Ratliff, Davill Briggs,
You'll find, after careful de- ea, and secretary of her home- lores Wilson, Joseph Gatling, bor Secretary
Rho sorority. Athletic scholar- The coaches of this winning
certain private high school. Rev. N. Austin,
Donald Brownlee, Otis Macklin,
liberation that college would room.
ships were awarded to Willie
Mary Lee Jones, Julia Minor, berg said that
have been the best thing. If In religious life, Gloria is a Susie Jones, Lue Catherine social organizations and country pastor, Salem Baptist church Fitzgerald, Nanom Johnson, are Jesse Joseph and Early Erma Williams, Ella Parker,
Wynne, Mr. Brownlee. T h e Belita Miller, Lawson Rowe,
you have worked and applied member of Smothers Chapel Ward, Dorothy Willett, Juani- clubs in the U.S. were a "mis- delivered the sermon. Rev. Bobby
Barnett and Leroy
Austin admonished the 43 boys Mathis to Lane college. Alpha teams record stands at 8 wins Jimmy Greene, Clarence Moryourself for the four years CME church. She serves as ta King, LaVerne Macklin, Alsource of bigotry and
erable
gan, Mertle Hemphill, Phyliss
you've been in high school recording secrtary of the Sun- fred Smith, Jean Williamsson,
and girls to choose the road Phi Alpha fraternity awarded and 3 losses.
Ross and Michell Bradswell.
then college wouldn't seem too day School and is a Young Helen King, Betty Grandberry, prejudice."
they would take after finish- certificates of honor to Nanom JUNIOR CLASS NEWS
remote!
People's class leader.
Mildred Smith, Vivian Rear, Goldberg, speaking at t h e ing high school. He pointed Johnson, Edward McKelvy, The Junior's are now in the SENIOR NEWS
In some instances you seniors Upon graduation from our Dricilla Ingram, Venita Kelly, American Jewish committee's out beautfully the difference Bobby Barnett and Armour
has
finally come
process of preparing for the big Spring
plan to marry. If so, how will school, Gloria plans to further Charles Ann Wallace, Lovie 54th annual meeting at the Ho- in choosing "The road of WisJones.
night of the Prom. The theme around and the seniors' time
you successfully support your her education as a elementary Griffin, Minnie Ross, Cynthia
the
and
Folly."
dom
of
road
at
Hamilton is drawing very
Birdie Faye Mathis and Ed- is a "Night On The French Rivstressed he
families? Some think of mar- teacher. "May Success Follow Walker and Shirley Crawford. tel Roosevelt here,
He used the well known parashort. The seniors will end
did not question the "legal bles of the Prodigal Son and ward McKelvy received The iera." The date of this affair their
rying rich, but this is rare when You In All Your Endeavors!"
school year with tears,
SENIOR COUPLES
M. H. Burnett scholarship to will be May 19, in the school
their wishes are answered.
groups to the one of the 10 Virgins to ilsome of joy, and some of sorBilly Mitchell and Shirley right" of such private
active parti- gymnasium.
for
college
Lane
THANKS
OF
VOTE
not
smart
Some say they're
lustrate the differences In cipation in all church activiHunt, Gilbert Asford and Hat- practice discrimination.
Various committees have row. Senior Class day will be
enough for college, but one does T h e entire student body
tie Ores, Jessie Pritchett and
But he added: "we should traveling the Road of Wisdom ties and being in regular at- been selected to set off the big June 2, in the school audioriutta
not need to be smart to be MC- wishes to thank the band and
and the Road of Folly.
tendance to church services. event. The juniors are expect- Vesper Service will be June 47/
choir for a night of cultural Tyrus Ingram, Inez James and face up to the fact that today we
cessful.
Leonard Yates.
Tuesday night was Com- Both are members of Lane ing this to be the biggest and and finally the Commencement
can no longer enjoy the pleasTwo things a persons must entertainment at the concert
will be at 8 p.m. Monday June
ure of comforting prejudice mencement night at which Chapel CME church. Thus the greatest prom ever rendered by
possess if he is to be successful, presented just recently. Mrs. B.
without injury to the communi- time the awards and diplomas curtain comes down on the any Junior Class in the city 5.
They are MOTIVATION AND Jones, Mrs. B. Wilson and E. TO DISPLAY JET
were received. Mrs. Essie Mae school year of Stigall high of Memphis. We are expecting Top SENIORS
ty."
DEThRMINATION. If you have Able are directors of the Vocal
Air Force's delta-winged
to see you there.
Perry, professor of education, school.
Victoria Alexander, Shirley
these two characteristics then Music department, Junior High
jet interceptor will be WHY NOT LEARN
Many visitors from Indiana, THE
Lane college, delivered the adBuchannan, Lois Davis, Carlean
they will help you to be a creci- . Music department and Instru- F-102
LATEST GOSSIP
his
told
Secretary
Labor
The
other
and
Ohio
Michigan,
Mrs.
the
dress.
mental
used
Perry
Music
rePearson,
department
Maxine Foster, Essie
ShopNorth-Gate
at
on display
it to yourseir, your school,
Has James Scales made his Boyd, Marilyn Mitchell, Rose
audience he was referring to motto of the class as her sub- parts were home to see grandyour people, and they will lead Ispectively.
ping Center May 12, 13 and
Jewish country clubs which ject, "To Evcel; Not To children, nieces, nephews and choice between Doris Allen and Cooper, Delores Fynn and HenJust recently the Library club
you on to your goal.
14. This all-weather fighter
discrimination against Equal." Mrs. Perry pointed out cousins receive their high Maxine Gray? .. . Will Eames- retta Farris. Fellows: Osbie
DO GO TO COLLEGE, SEN-,observed its annual Library aircraft, used by the Air De- practice
as well as those which the price one must pay for ex- school diplomas. I shall not tine Williams and Oligh Con- Howard, Richard Foster, George
IORS. So this time next year;club week with a series of in- fense Command to protect the Gentiles
exclude Jews, Negroes, a n d cellence. She also made it attempt to call names for fear rad ever break up? . . . Will Motton, Richard Johnson, Ike
we want to read that the ma- tercom programs and a movie.
Christine Kaufman stop going
air approaches to North Ameri- other groups.
Hollifield, Sampson Briscoe,
clear to the class that the I might miss someone.
jority of our college seniors are These events were tremendouswith boys that don't go with
ca, is capable of supersonic "Why don't we learn from our
Samuel Love, Larry Mitchell,
times in which we now live
firmly entrenched in some of ly enjoyed and seeing more stuher?
of
ceiling
.
.
.
what
Wonder
a
has
made
colleges
and
speeds
American
in
youngsters
John Sanders, and Lawrence
demand "Excellent" performthe leading institutions of high- dents in the library after their
you (R. T.) stop watching
more than 50,000 feet. Its ar- and universities who are desegSPRING TEA
Greene.
er learning. Such a thing wouldlpresentations lets us know that
ance in anything they attempt
Georgia
and
Falcon
Woodard
dbegin
1
o
G
by
given
six
of
consists
be
fraternities?"
will
Tea
Spring
mament
regating
set the pace and inspire thelthe Library club's efforts put
to do.
TOP COUPLES
her?
to
talking
she?
Did
we
Jesse
don't
is
26-2
It
Club,
rockets.
Beautiful
"Why
asked.
24
and
City
the
berg
missiles
lower classmen to follow iniforth to make it's program—
The valedictorian, Louise Ward Sunday, May 7 at the Bemly, who is that fine, sup- Lois Davis and James Sykes,
lone to remember. Under the 74 feet in length and 15 feet emulate the professional baseyour footsteps.
Campbell,
The
received
Loue- home of Mrs. Estelle Campbell, posingly fine, young chick you Calvin Junior and Bennie Mcafter years of
We feel that the seniors of able supervision of our librar- in height. Technicians of the ball clubs which,
opened up ros- ver Mims award given by The 1287 S. Parkway E. from 4-6 have been seen with on the Glothin, Maxine Foster and
discrimination,
will
USAF,
Group,
Orientation
R.
Mrs.
Library
the
Carhee,
them-,ian,
Manassass have shown
and Robert Marshall, Shirk*
found that there Book Lovers club to the sen- p.m. Mrs. Pearl Clark is chair- campus? . . .
selves to be leaders of ourf club of our school is now a accompany the F-102 exhibit ters to all and
box-office ior who makes the most prog- man of the tea and president of I wonder if Dave Dockery is Newby and Roosevelt Rattle,
school and have not let thechapter member of the Nation-. and will be on hand to answer were some great
going to ask Annette Exum to Essie Boyd and Curtis Paterson.
ress in home economcs. The the club.
stars?"
spectators' questions.
GOLD and BLUE fall. There- al Library Club of ArnariCa.

By
Joan Williams

Clubs Hit
Bigotry In

UMBOLD
maw

•

•
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Discover the di erence.1
MAY IS NATIONAL TAVERN MONTH
—a time when Schlitz salutes America's Bartenders and Lady Bartenders. Next time you visit your favorite
bar or tavern, ask for Schlitz and
discover the difference. It's that
deep, cool, kiss-of•the-hops flavor
—and only Schlitz has it.
THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUkEE

As representatives of the Jos. Schlitz Brewing
Company, we know the difference in Schlitz
quality better than most people. It's another
reason why we are so proud of our association
with the nation's Bartenders and Lady Bartenders and our collective 38 years as mem•
bers of the Schlitz organization.

FAMOUS
Al Carlton, Jr., Detroit, Michigan,
is the Schlitz representative in Michigan, Ohio, West Virginia and Texas.
Al attended West Virginia State College and West Virginia University.
He served with the 477th Bomber
Squadron, USAF,during World War
11. Al is a seven-year Schlitz man.

Paul D. Smith, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, represents Schlitz in Pennsylvania and New York. He is a
graduate of Rindge Technical School,
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Paul has
been with Schlitz for seven years.

ii7e/
John S. Harris, Atlanta, Georgia,
represents Schlitz in Georgia, South
Carolina and Florida. John is &graduate of Kentucky State College, and
a former bomber pilot with the 477th
Composite Group. He has served as
•Schlitz representative since 1953.

4:74e.A..4„,7
Mannie A. Loweryir.,New Orleans,
Louisiana, covers Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama and Arkansas for
Schliti. Mannie earned his B. A. at
Howard U. and M. A. at the University of Illinois. He is • member
of Omega Psi Pin Fraternity and a
World War 11 veteran. He joined
Schlitz 9 years ago.

0196i Jos Se'0 ilrawng Co.. stowsisastV,,, etuselts. MY., Los ingeles, tel., mesas City. Mo . lamps NI

Floyd J. Collins, KI1011.4R City,
Missouri, is your Schlitz man in
Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska.
Floyd attended Wilson Junior College, Roosevelt College and Northwestern University. He has represented the Seidltz Brewery since 195e.

Have you?

